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Abstract 
A Likelihood Ratio Analysis of 
Digital Phase Modulation 
Although the likelihood ratio forms the theoretical basis for maximum likelihood 
(ML) detection in coherent digital communication systems, it has not been 
applied directly to the problem of designing good trellis-coded modulation 
(TOM) schemes. The remarkably simple optimal receiver of minimum shift 
keying (MSK) has been shown to result from the mathematical simplification 
of its likelihood ratio into a single term. The log-likelihood ratio then becomes 
a linear sum of metrics which can be implemented as a so-called simplified 
receiver, comprising only a few adders and delay elements. This thesis project 
investigated the possible existence of coded modulation schemes with similarly 
simplifying likelihood ratios, which would have almost trivially simple receivers 
compared to the Viterbi decoders which are typically required for maximum 
likelihood sequence estimation (MLSE). A useful notation, called the likelihood 
transform, was presented to aid the analysis of likelihood ratios. The work 
concentrated initially on computer-aided searches, first for trellis codes which 
may give rise to simplifying likelihood ratios for continuous phase modulation 
(CPM), and then for mathematical identities which may aid in the simplification 
of generic likelihood ratios for equal-energy modulation. The first search yielded 
. no simplified receivers, and all the identities produced by the second search had 
structures similar to the likelihood ratio of MSK. These observations prompted 
a formal proof of the non-existence of simplified receivers which use information 
from more than two symbols in their observation period. This result strictly 
bounds the error performance that is possible with a simplified receiver. It was 
also proved that simplified receivers are only optimal for modulation schemes 
which use no more than two pairs of antipodal signals, and that only binary 
modulation schemes can have simplified receivers which use information from 
all the symbols in their observation period. 
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Kearn Holdem Associates 
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Summary 
Trellis-coded modulation and the search for good modulation codes is presently 
one of the most active research fields in telecommunications. Since coded 
modulation is created with a transmitter which has memory, it is best received 
using some form of sequence estimation. When the usual assumptions about 
equal a priori information symbol probabilities and additive white Gaussian 
noise in the channel are made, the optimal receiver uses maximum likelihood 
sequence estimation (MLSE). All the known sequence estimation algorithms, 
maximum likelihood or not, are relatively complex to implement in hardware. 
The widely used MLSE Viterbi algorithm can usually only be applied to the 
simpler coded modulation schemes. 
In contrast with the complexity of MLSE algorithms, minimum shift key-
ing (MSK) possesses at least three remarkably simple maximum likelihood 
receivers. MSK is an important member of the class of continuous phase 
modulation (CPM), and may be regarded with the rest of CPM as a form 
of coded modulation. The reason for the simplicity of MSK's receivers becomes 
apparent when the Bayesian likelihood ratio is written down for MSK, and is 
seen to simplify to a single term. It appears that this simplification was first 
noticed by G.D. Forney, Jr. Taking the logarithm of the simplified likelihood 
ratio renders it linear and leads directly to an almost trivially simple linear 
MSK receiver, first described by J.L. Massey. Other MSK receivers have equally 
simple structures, but Massey's version is the only one which is a direct imple-
mentation of the simplified log-likelihood ratio. In this dissertation, a receiver 
which results from a simplified log-likelihood ratio is called a simplified receiver, 
and it can be shown that it always makes maximum likelihood decisions. 
xiv 
The hypothesis of this thesis is that if a simple optimal MSK-like (sim-
plified) receiver exists for any other digital modulation scheme, the key to its 
existence would be the simplification of its likelihood ratio. The objective of 
the project was to examine as many likelihood ratios as possible, in the hope of 
finding a suitable simplification or, failing that, of learning enough about the 
characteristics of simplifying likelihood ratios to attempt a formal analysis. 
The method followed was to start by searching the space of trellis codes and 
their associated likelihood ratios with the help of computers. In this respect, 
this work is similar to a lot of recent research into finding good modulation 
codes. The space of all possible codes is vast, and researchers are forced to 
confine themselves to specific parts of it. 
In this project, the search for simplifying likelihood ratios was limited at 
first by considering only likelihood ratios of specific CPM schemes, and later by 
considering mathematical identities which may be used to simplify likelihood 
ratios. In both cases the search space grows combinatorially with the number 
of encoder states and the length of the observation period, and only the simpler 
forms of likelihood ratios could be evaluated exhaustively. 
The two specific modulation schemes that were considered were four-level 
continuous-phase frequency shift keying with modulation index h = l / 4, and a 
cdded version called quadrature minimum shift keying (QMSK). In the latter 
case a computer program was written to generate all possible code trellises for 
a given number of states and given observation period in the receiver. Each 
trellis was examined to see if its associated likelihood ratios simplified, in which 
case a simplified receiver would have been found. Many such trellises were 
found, but all of them are catastrophic in the sense that it is possible to find 
pairs of parallel paths through the trellis that accumulate no Euclidean distance 
between them in signal space. 
The catastrophic trellises were then re-examined to determine if any of them 
could nevertheless result in practical receivers. It was found that a certain 
class of catastrophic codes could indeed be useful, but none of the simplified 
QMSK likelihood ratios fell into this class. The fact that no likelihood ratio 
simplification occurred during the investigation of QMSK codes encouraged the 
xv 
belief that none was possible within the definition of QMSK. 
The search for mathematical identities was done by generating all possible 
mathematically distinct expressions that can occur in a likelihood ratio from a 
trellis of given size. Each expression was simplified to see if it could b~ written 
as a single term (comprising only products and quotients of variables), in which 
case an identity has been found which can be used to simplify the associated 
likelihood ratio. Many such identities were found, and it was observed that 
they all shared structural similarities with the likelihood ratio of MSK. 
The mathematical identities that were found all resulted from exhaustive 
searches of subspaces of the search space, and it could therefore be stated with 
certainty that no others exist in those subspaces. These results presented an 
opportunity to formalize the mathematical description of simplifying likelihood 
ratios, which in turn led to a series of rigorous proofs of performance bounds 
on the corresponding receivers. 
The most important result of this work was the finding that MSK, together 
with a related family of antipodal modulation schemes which share essential 
properties of its likelihood ratio, is unique in possessing a simplified receiver 
which is in some sense optimal. It was found that simplified receivers which use 
information from all the symbols in their observation period are optimal only 
1. for binary modulations; 
2. for antipodal bi-orthogonal signal sets with at most four signals; and 
3. for observation periods of no more than two symbol intervals. 
If it is not required that information from all the symbols in the observation 
period is used, these bounds may be relaxed at the cost of performance. 
The value of the work lies in the conclusive bounds that were set on what can 
be achieved with simplifying likelihood ratios. In addition, a concise notation, 
called the likelihood transform, was developed for evaluating likelihood ratios 
quickly and showing their correspondence to maximum likelihood receiver struc-
tures. The likelihood transform may be generally useful outside the immediate 
context, specifically in the analysis of generic receiver types independently of 
specific choices of signal set. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Trellis-coded modulation (TCM) [37, 82] and continuous phase modulation 
(CPM) [10, 9] have become major research fields in recent years and have 
resulted in significant advances in telecommunications technology. Coded mod-
ulation is based on the idea that modulation and coding should be combined and 
optimized together to improve the performance of digital modulation systems. 
, Coded modulation differs essentially from uncoded modulation in that suc-
ce8sive symbols, passed to the modulator for transmission as signals, are not 
st~tistically independent [14]. A channel encoder (CE) introduces memory into 
the transmitter which has the effect of causing any transmitted signal to depend 
not only on the current input to the transmitter, but also on the current memory 
state of the CE. Significant performance gains can then be achieved by using 
a signal set which is larger than that which is strictly needed to transmit the 
information. 
· For example, if a communication system needs to transmit two bits per 
signalling interval, the conventional uncoded signal set would need to contain 
no• more than four signals. If this number were doubled to eight, then a CE 
which takes two bits as its input and produces three bits at its output every 
signalling interval (a rate-2/3 encoder) can be used to map the input symbols 
to the signal set. With good design, this redundancy in the signal set can 
res:nlt in a lowering of the error rate, or equivalently permit a poorer signal-
to-:hoise ratio at the same error rate. The signal-to-noise margin so gained is 
1 
often called the coding gain of the encoder, following traditional error-correcting 
coding terminology. The increased freedom of choice of signals from the signal 
set permits sequences of signals to be spaced further apart in the signal space. 
If the expanded signal set occupies the same bandwidth as the original one, 
then this improvement in power efficiency comes at no cost to the bandwidth 
efficiency of the system. 
The traditional uncoded coherent modulations of amplitude shift keying 
(ASK), phase shift keying (PSK) and frequency shift keying (FSK) can all 
be optimally received by examining only one received signal at a time in the 
receiver, if the channel is memoryless (that is, in the absence of intersymbol 
interference). The receiver for a coded modulation, however, has to observe a 
sequence of two or more received signals to make an optimal decision. In the 
theoretical limit, an observation period equal in length to the entire transmitted 
sequence is required. 
An important tool in the reception of coded modulation, is the Viterbi algo-
rithm (84], which was initially proposed as an optimal decoder for convolutional 
codes. When implemented in a receiver to do maximum likelihood sequence 
estimation (MLSE), the algorithm is often called a Viterbi decoder. It is widely 
used and was shown by Forney [24] to be a maximum likelihood decoder, that 
is, it always selects the code word which maximizes the log-likelihood function. 
The great advantage of the Viterbi decoder over other methods is that its 
computational complexity and storage requirements grow only linearly with the 
length of the observation period. Unfortunately, its complexity increases expo-
nentially with the amount of memory present in the CE. When convolutional 
coding is used, the amount of memory in the encoder is usually quantified as 
the constraint length, which is defined as the number of output symbols of the 
encoder which are influenced by a single input symbol. Larger coding gains are 
generally achieved by using codes with longer constraint lengths. The Viterbi 
algorithm can only be implemented practically for relatively short constraint 
lengths. For longer codes, suboptimal algorithms are therefore sometimes used, 
which have complexities which are essentially independent of the constraint 
length. The Fano algorithm (23] is the best known of these, and falls in the 
2 
class of so-called sequential decoding algorithms. 
All these decoding algorithms, even the suboptimal ones, are complex when 
cdmpared to the receivers of uncoded modulations. The complexity refers 
both to the number of calculations and comparisons that have to be made 
to make a decision, and, related to that, the circuitry required to implement 
the algorithm. The choice of code and decoder creates an important constraint 
on the maximum data rate that can be supported with the available technology. 
To some extent, the complexity of decoders has become more manageable in 
recent years with the advent of powerful digital signal processing integrated 
circuits. However, system cost is still strongly influenced by the complexity of 
its components. 
Coded modulation is mostly assumed to refer to TCM, which typically uses 
a trellis encoder in combination with a PSK or ASK modulator (in one or more 
diJ;nensions). It is less often acknowledged that CPM belongs equally well in 
the class of coded modulations. CPM had been invented earlier as a family 
of modulations with good power and bandwidth efficiency, which lends itself 
naturally to trellis phase coding [4, 3). CPM signals have constant amplitude 
envelopes, and are distinguished by the requirement that their signal phases 
must be continuous for the duration of the transmission. 
Simultaneously with the advent of TCM, it was realized that CPM's rela-
tively good power efficiency may be explained by regarding it as a form of coded 
modulation. An early example is Forney's use [24) of CPM as an illustration of 
the application of the Viterbi algorithm in communication receivers. Rimoldi 
[65), following an earlier concept by Massey [49), proposed a useful decompo-
sition of CPM which makes this interpretation explicit: the continuous-phase 
property is enforced with a so-called continuous-phase encoder (CPE) which 
p~ecedes a memoryless modulator (MM). Not surprisingly, therefore, CPM 
receivers are as complex as those of other coded modulations. They typically 
also require the Viterbi algorithm to demodulate the signal optimally through 
MLSE. 
The CPM class may conveniently be divided into full-response signalling, in 
which each symbol is transmitted within a single signalling period, and partial 
3 
response signalling, in which each symbol is intentionally overlapped in time 
with its neighbours to improve bandwidth and power efficiency. Full-response 
CPM is nevertheless continuous-phase encoded. An important subclass of CPM 
is continuous-phase frequency shift keying (CPFSK) which is characterized by 
its linear phase response function. CPFSK may also use either full-response 
or partial response signalling. CPFSK is often used to represent CPM more 
generally because of its relative simplicity, and because it possesses most of 
the essential characteristics of many CPM schemes. A particularly well-known 
member of the CPFSK family, and the cornerstone of CPM, is minimum shift 
keying (MSK), which is characterized by having a modulation index h = 1/2. 
(The modulation index h is defined as the smallest frequency difference between 
the signals in the signal set, normalized to the symbol rate.) 
It may seem surprising then that MSK possesses several unusually simple 
receivers, the best-known ones being due to de Buda [20] and Amoroso and 
Kivett [2], as well as some elegant reformulations due to Massey [48], Ryu and 
Un [70] and Rimoldi [67]. 
Massey's MSK receiver [48] is based on the direct implementation of the 
Bayesian likelihood ratio test [80] for MSK. A general formulation of the likeli-
hood ratio test for full-response CPFSK exists, due to Osborne and Luntz [56}. 
The Osborne-Luntz receiver is highly complex for most applications and imprac-
tical for actual implementation. Its main application is as a means of calculating 
the theoretical error performance of general CPM schemes. When the Osborne-
Luntz likelihood ratio test is applied to MSK, a remarkable simplification occurs 
which also renders the test linear. The almost trivially simple MSK receiver is 
derived directly from the simplified likelihood ratio test, and is nonetheless a 
maximum likelihood receiver, optimal in the sense of minimizing the bit error 
rate for equally likely input symbols. In this dissertation, receivers which result 
from such simplification of the likelihood ratio will be called simplified receivers. 
It is tempting to ask whether any other coded modulation scheme possesses 
a likelihood ratio which simplifies in a similar manner. If one is found, it will 
simultaneously have a simplified receiver. Although the Osborne-Luntz receiver 
4 
was originally proposed for CPFSK, it is applicable to any CPM [3, p.238], in 
fact to any coded modulation with equal-energy signals. It may be used as a tool 
for generating maximum likelihood receivers for the large class of equal-energy 
coded modulations. The task is then to identify those modulation schemes 
that have simplifying likelihood ratios, because they will automatically have 
maximum likelihood receivers with very low complexity. 
For all practical purposes, equal-energy signalling refers to constant am-
plitude envelope signalling, which is another way of denoting digital phase 
modulation. The emphasis in this dissertation will be on CPM as an important 
class of power and bandwidth efficient modulations with 'built-in' continuous-
phase coding. The fact that MSK with its simplified receiver is a CPM scheme 
provides additional motivation for this emphasis. In later chapters, after the 
introduction of the likelihood transform in Chapter 3, more general (discontin-
uous) phase modulation is considered on an equal footing with CPM. 
In attempting to identify simplifying likelihood ratios, the main problem is 
the enormous size of the space of possible modulation codes. This is the same 
problem faced by all code designers, and a lot of research has been done in 
the field recently. Systematic searches have to be constrained either by using 
particular mathematical formulations of codes such as partitions of lattices into 
cosets [17, 25, 26], nonlinear parity check equations [60] or algebraic group 
systems [12], or by applying various heuristic synthesis methods [88, 91, 89, 18] 
following the precedent originally set by Ungerboeck [82]. 
It would therefore have been most useful to have had some formal limitations 
of the space of all simplifying likelihood ratios in order to constrain the search 
or even to make a search unnecessary. At the outset of this project such 
information was not available. The project proceeded by exploring the code 
space of a specific CPM with coding, and the space of mathematical expressions 
that constitute general likelihood ratios. With the information gained from 
these searches, it was possible to return to a formal analysis of the limits of 
the space of simplifying likelihood ratios and the implications that these limits 
have on the performance of simplified receivers. 
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1.1 Organization 
This dissertation is organized as follows: The present chapter gives some theo-
retical background, and the next chapter presents the problem statement, objec-
tives and a literature review. Chapter 3 introduces likelihood ratio analysis and 
the likelihood transform, using MSK as the most relevant example. Chapter 4 
describes the methods used in the search in detail, and also presents the results 
of the search. Chapter 5 offers a brief analysis of the search results. Chapter 6 
proves a set of bounds on simplifying likelihood ratios and the performance of 
simplified receivers, followed by a discussion and conclusions in Chapter 7. 
The rest of this chapter introduces the theoretical concepts needed for 
the dissertation. First, in section 1.2, some notation is defined for the com-
munications channel. The traditional description of CPM [10, 9] is given in 
section 1.3, as a basis for the emphasis that is placed on CPM. A motivation 
for regarding CPM as a form of coded modulation is given in section 1.4 
which discusses Rimoldi's [65] decomposition approach to CPM. Then MSK 
[22, 20, 48] is discussed in detail in section 1.5 because of its importance in 
having a simplifying likelihood ratio. Classical detection theory [80] is discussed 
next in section 1.6 as an introduction to Osborne and Luntz's [56] likelihood 
parameter receiver covered in section 1.7. The Gelfond-Schneider theorem [11] 
is mentioned in section 1.8 because it will be used in Chapter 3 to formulate 
the likelihood transform. Finally, the important concept of Euclidean distance 
between signals and sequences of signals is defined in section 1.9. 
1.2 The Communication System 
The communication channel is assumed to be an additive white Gaussian noise 
(AWGN) channel throughout this dissertation. The received signal is r(t) = 
s(t) +w(t) where w(t) is a stationary Gaussian-distributed random process with 
constant two-sided power spectral density No/2. One signal from a given signal 
set is transmitted every symbol interval of length T seconds, and all signals 
are assumed to have identical energies E in every symbol interval. The symbol 
intervals are numbered, for ease of reference, as n = 0, 1, 2, ... 
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Yn CE 
Un CPE Xn MM 
--{0,1, ... ,M'-1} (n {0,1, .. .,M-l} <7n {0,1, ... ,m-1} 
s(t,y) 
Figure 1.1: General system block diagram of a coded modulation transmitter, showing 
a channel encoder (CE), continuous-phase encoder (CPE), and memoryless modulator 
(MM). 
• The modulation schemes of interest here are almost all coded, in other words 
the transmitter possesses memory which imposes some order on the sequence 
of.transmitted signals. Figure 1.1 shows a general transmitter block diagram. 
CPM is also a coded modulation scheme even when an external CE is not 
used. The default CPM 'encoder' is usually called a CPE to distinguish it from 
additional coding. There is some potential for confusion when a phrases such 
as .'coded CPM' and 'uncoded CPM' are used: does 'coded' refer to the CPE or 
to the presence of a CE? These terms are therefore avoided in this dissertation, 
in favour of the phrases 'CPM with coding' and. 'CPM without coding' which 
hopefully makes clear the presence or absence, respectively, of a CE in addition 
to the CPE. 
• A related source of possible confusion is in the notation for the number of 
syinbols in the input alphabet of coded modulation systems. The generally 
accepted conventions in the literature are not entirely consistent. The lower 
c~e m will be used throughout to denote the number of signals in the signal 
se~. The upper case M will be used generally to denote the size of the input 
' 
symbol alphabet from the information source. However, in CPM systems (with 
or 'without coding) M will always be the number of possible input symbols to 
the CPE. If a CE is also present in addition to the CPE, it will sometimes 
be necessary to refer explicitly to the number of possible inputs to the CE, to 
distinguish that number from M. The word 'level', as !n 'four-level CPFSK', 
will also be used to refer to the number of input symbols in the same way as M. 
Fot uncoded modulation m = M, but for coded modulation generally m > M. 
: In the context of this thesis, equal-energy signalling will be taken to mean 
that the signals in the signal set have the same energy in every signalling 
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interval. 
The receiver is assumed to be coherent, with perfect carrier synchronization 
and symbol timing available to it. It will generally comprise a bank of matched 
filters (usually implemented as correlators) and samplers at its input, followed 
by some form of soft-decision sequence estimation. By this it is meant that the 
sampled matched filter outputs are not quantized, but are passed on directly 
to the sequence estimator as analogue values. In some cases, the sequence 
estimator observes the N most recent matched filter samples at a time; this 
is called the observation period or observation window. In other cases, there 
is no explicit limit on the number of samples observed, as for example in the 
case of the Viterbi decoder. The output of the sequence estimator is one symbol 
estimate every symbol interval, delayed by a certain time since its transmission. 
A glossary of symbols is given after the table of contents. 
1.3 Traditional Description of the Continuous Phase 
Modulated Signal 
This section gives a general introduction to CPM and CPFSK, following the 
definitive approach of (10], (9] and (3]. 
The CPM waveform is described as 
{iE 
s(t, a)= y T cos [wet+ cp(t, a)+ <po], t? 0 (1.1) 
where 
00 
cp(t, a) = 27rh L aiq(t - iT), t? 0 (1.2) 
i=O 
is the information-carrying phase which completely describes the CPM signal 
(apart from the symbol energy E, the carrier or centre frequency We and the 
arbitrary phase offset <po, all parameters which do not affect theoretical power 
or bandwidth efficiency). Tis the symbol period. 
(1.2) may be extended if necessary to include phase-modulated signals which 
are not necessarily of continuous phase, by allowing the phase function cp( t, a) 
to be discontinuous. The information sequence a = (a0, a 1 , a 2 , ... ) is chosen 
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from an input alphabet of M symbols with 
{ 
{±1,±3, ... ,±(M 1)} 
O:n E 
{O, ±2, ... , ±(M - 1)} 
Meven 
n=0,1,2, ... 
Modd 
The modulation index his assumed to be a rational number 
K h=-p 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
where K and P are relatively prime positive integers. This constraint gives the 
phase trellis (modulo 27r) a periodic structure with a finite number of phase 
states. q( t) is the monotonically increasing phase response function, and is 
constrained by 
q(t) = { ~ t<O 
t '?:_LT 
(1.5) 
where L '?:. 1 is the phase response length. The first derivative of q(t) with 
respect to time is the frequency pulse 
which has an area of 1/2. 
g(t) = dq(t) 
dt (1.6) 
CPM schemes may be characterized as being either full-response or partial 
response schemes, depending on the length of the phase response L. This is 
the number of input symbols which affect the change in phase over the current 
symbol interval, or alternatively, the number of symbol intervals over which one 
input symbol affects the signal phase. Full-response schemes have L = 1, and 
partial response schemes have L > 1. L is sometimes called the memory of the 
scheme. 
The frequency pulse g(t) provides a convenient notation for denoting some 
important CPM schemes [3], depending on the pulse shape. LREC denotes a 
rectangular pulse of length L, and LRC denotes a raised cosine pulse of length 
L. For example, a partial response scheme which has a raised cosine frequency 
ptllse spread over two symbol intervals, is called a 2RC scheme. 
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cp(t, a) tjJ(r,u) 
41rh 81rh 
31rh 
21rh 61rh 
1rh 
0 t 41rh 
-1rh 
-21rh 21rh 
-31rh 
-41rh 0 T 2T 3T 4T r+nT 
(a) (b) 
Figure 1.2: The traditional phase tree (a), and its tilted phase equivalent (b), here 
shown for full-response CPFSK with M = 2. The branches are labelled with input 
symbols. 
An LREC scheme results if the phase response function is defined as 
q(t) = l ;iT 
2 
t<O 
0:::;; t <LT 
t ?:. LT 
(1.7) 
The phase tree is then composed entirely of straight line segments, and the 
modulation is therefore also known as continuous-phase frequency shift keying 
(CPFSK). LREC and CPFSK are different names for exactly the same modu-
lation. Full-response CPFSK is also called !REC. Its phase tree is illustrated 
in Figure 1.2(a). 
1.4 Rimoldi's Decomposition Approach to CPM 
Rimoldi's separation of the continuous-phase coding and memoryless modulat-
ing functions of a CPM transmitter is by now a standard description of CPM, 
and is especially useful when considering CPM with coding. This decomposition 
also plays an important role in the conceptual unification of the fields of TCM 
and CPM, because it makes it possible to regard the continuous-phase property 
of CPM as standard convolutional coding. 
This section and its subsections are a summary of Rimoldi's well-known 
IO 
paper [65]. It is included in some detail here because, without it, it would 
be difficult in the rest of the dissertation to treat CPM and TCM together as 
general coded modulation, and also because the focus of this work is initially 
on CPM. 
An explicit decomposition of the CPM modulator into a continuous-phase 
encoder (CPE) and a memoryless modulator (MM) is achieved by translating 
the traditional phase rp(t, a) of (1.2) into a tilted phase. The tilted-phase 
description of CPM is achieved by redefining the CPM signal during the n-th 
symbol interval as follows: 
s(t,u) 
- ffc cos [wot+ 'lj;(t - nT, u) + rpo], t20 (1.8) 
[ L-1 ] 
'ljJ(T,tL) = 27rh Vn + 2 :?= Un-jq(T + jT) + O(T), O:::;T<T (1.9) 
;=O 
[n-L l Vn - 2: Ui , n = 0, 1,2, ... (1.10) 
i=O mod P 
L-l 
O(T) = 7rh(M - l)T/T - 27rh(M -1) L q(T + jT) + 
j=O 
7rh 
T(M - l)(L - 1), 0:::; T< T (1.11) 
The input data sequence u now comprises Un E { 0, 1, ... , M -1}, n = 0, 1, 2, ... 
It is assumed that Un= 0 for n = -1, -2, -3, ... and that the frequency pulse 
g(t) = dq(t)/dt is symmetrical around t = LT/2. (These assumptions are not 
strictly necessary, but they simplify the derivation of (1.8) - (1.11) from the 
traditional description.) 
· The reference frequency wo corresponds to the average signal frequency 
when the all-0 data sequence is being transmitted, that is, nominally the lowest 
signalling frequency. The information-carrying phase 'lj;( T, u) is now called the 
tilted phase, because it is expressed relative to wo instead of the centre frequency 
We. Figure 1.2(b) shows an example for M = 2 CPFSK. The tilted phase 
has the important characteristic of being defined over a single symbol interval 
0 :!:; T < T, relative to the start of the symbol interval, which makes it invariant 
over time shifts of integral multiples of the symbol period T. 
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The phase response has a finite memory of length L. Input symbols that 
were generated more than L symbols before the current symbol cannot influence 
the shape or slope of the phase trajectory in the current interval. However, they 
do contribute a phase offset or accumulated phase which depends on the history 
of the phase trajectory since t = 0. This accumulated phase is represented 
by the phase state Vn of (1.10), which contains only time-independent data-
dependent terms. 
Phases that differ by multiples of 2?r are physically indistinguishable, and 
therefore phase trees have to be wrapped into phase trellises by reducing them 
modulo 2?r. It is easy to show that reducing 1/J(r,u) modulo 2?r, reduces the 
time-independent terms in 'ef;(r, u)/(27rh) modulo P. (P was defined earlier in 
(1.4) as the denominator of the rational modulation index h.) The phase state 
Vn is therefore defined as the sum of all the input symbols up to L symbols 
before the current one, modulo P. The single phase value 21ThVn records the 
accumulated phase since t = 0 up tot= (n - L + l)T, in order to provide the 
required phase continuity. 
The data-independent component 9(r) of (1.11) provides a constant fre-
quency shift as well as a constant phase offset1 to ensure that the phase tree 
starts at 0 radians at time t = 0. This offset component is not especially 
important, except for Rimoldi's observation that it should have a constant first 
derivative with respect to time in order not to increase the bandwidth of the 
signal unnecessarily without increasing the information rate. 
Once again, the information-carrying phase '¢( r, u) in ( 1.8) may be extended 
arbitrarily to general (discontinuous) phase modulation, by not insisting on the 
continuous-phase definition of (1.9). 
1.4.1 The memoryless modulator 
Examining {1.9), it is apparent that the CPM modulator output is completely 
determined in any symbol interval n by the vector 
(1.12) 
1The expression in (1.11) is the correct one, there is a small mistake in Rimoldi's equation 
(11) in [65]. 
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comprising the current input Un, the L - 1 previous data inputs which still 
influence the phase trajectory, and the phase state Vn. If Xn is the input to a 
modulator which maps to a set of time waveforms to produce the CPM output, 
then that modulator need not have any memory of previous inputs. In this 
sense, it is an MM. 
The concept can be made explicit as follows. In (1.8) and (1.9), the shifted-
tidie variable 
r = t - nT, 0 :::; r < T (1.13) 
\ 
was implicitly introduced as a way of showing that the tilted phase 1/J(r, u) is 
time-invariant. Substituting (1.13) into (1.8) and writing s(r,xn) instead of 
s(t, u), and 1/J(r, Xn) instead of 1/J(r, u) (thereby restricting our attention to the 
current symbol interval n only), we obtain 
. f2E 
s( r, Xn) = y T cos [wo( T + nT) + 1/J( T, Xn) + <po] , 0 :::; T < T, n = 0, 1, 2, ... 
(1.14) 
Apart from the carrier wo ( T + nT), the waveform is entirely specified in terms 
of the relative time T. It is not really necessary to do so, but s( T, Xn) can be 
made independent of the absolute time t = T + nT by constraining w0T = 27rk 
for: some integer k. When this is done, the signal set in every symbol interval 
is identical to that in any other symbol interval. The important quantity is 
1/J(1-,xn), which must be invariant over time shifts of multiples of T for this 
description to be Va.lid. 
The MM can be implemented as a table look-up of baseband waveforms 
(specified by 1/J(r,xn)) followed by a frequency conversion up to wo, to place the 
signal in the desired passband. J;i'igure 1.3 shows the block diagram, which can 
be implemented practically as an in-phase and quadrature (I-Q) modulator. 
1.4.2 The continuous-phase encoder 
Some manipulation of the phase state definition Vn from (1.10) results in the 
rec'ursive formulation 
Vn+l = [vn + Un-L+1] mod p (1.15) 
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1-----• s(r,xn) 
Figure 1.3: Memoryless modulator implemented as a baseband waveform mapping 
followed by frequency translation. 
where by definition vo = 0. The vector input Xn to the MM can be realized as 
shown in Figure 1.4. 
The state of the CPE is defined as the last L 1 input symbols together 
with the phase state: 
O"n = [un-b Un-2, · · ·, Un-L+li Vn] (1.16) 
A code trellis diagram can be drawn for the CPE similar to those for con-
volutional encoders [24). Each state (dot) in the trellis represents a value of 
the phase state O"n in interval n, and each branch (line) represents a particular 
output signal during that symbol interval. Branches are also sometimes called 
edges. A trellis diagram for M = 4 CPM with h = 1/4 and L = 1 is shown in 
Figure 1.5. There are M = 4 branches from each state, and PML-l = 4 states. 
The information contained in a trellis diagram can be represented equally 
well in a state transition matrix [44], or analytically as a functional transfor-
mation [1, 16], but trellis diagrams will suffice for the present purpose. 
r--------------------+Un 
~------------------Un-1 
,.----------------Un-2 
~Un-L+l I modP · .. --[!]---+; E T Vn + 
Figure 1.4: The CPE for general CPM, a linear sequential circuit with one data input 
Un and L + 1 outputs forming the vector Xn. T represents a time delay of one symbol 
interval. 
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0 
1 
2 
3 
n n+l n+2 n+3 
Figure 1.5: Trellis diagram for the CPE of M = 4 CPM with L = 1andh=1/4. The 
signal trajectory for the data. input sequence (2, 0, 3) is shown in a heavy line, assuming 
O'n: = 0 at t = nT. 
1.:4.3 The advantages of the decomposition approach 
Although it had long been recognized that the continuous-phase property of the 
waveform represents a form of coding, the traditional description of CPM does 
not make a clear separation of the continuous-phase encoding from the rest of 
the modulation, which could be described as a memoryless mapping. 
• The decomposition approach has two important implications. The first one 
is that the CPE can be studied separately as a time-invariant linear sequential 
circuit, using the same theory as that developed for convolutional encoders. 
It •can be cascaded or combined with an external convolutional encoder to 
increase the free Euclidean distance (see section 1.9 below) of the resulting 
coded modulation, while ensuring that the continuous-phase requirement of 
the transmitted waveform is met. 
· In contrast, in the traditional description the information-carrying phase is 
not cyclostationary, in the sense that the set of all possible phase trajectories 
in even-numbered symbol intervals is not a time translate of the set in odd-
numbered intervals. The corresponding signal set therefore also varies between 
even and odd intervals. 
• The second implication is that the MM may be cascaded with the channel 
and a demodulator operating over one symbol interval, to form a discrete 
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memoryless channel [90]. This channel can then be studied, with the extensive 
theory available for it, without the distraction of having to provide continuous 
phase explicitly. 
The following is an example of the kind of manipulation that is possible 
with the decomposition approach, and introduces differential CPM: 
Still following Rimoldi [65], it is assumed that the modulation index is h = 
K / P with K and P mutually prime integers. I further assume that P = M, 
in order to bring the input symbols Un and the phase state Vn into the same 
finite field modulo P. This is in any case a common choice for P in practice 
[3], although Rimoldi considers the more general case where M ==pk for some 
positive integer k. The choice of k = 1 simplifies the derivation offered below 
while retaining the essence of the argument. 
With the above assumptions, the CPE defined in (1.15) and Figure 1.4 has 
the transfer function 
( ) - X(D) - [ 2 L-1 DL l GD - U(D) - 1,D,D ,···,D 'l-D (1.17) 
where 
U(D) = Un + Un-1D + Un-2D2 + · · · (1.18) 
is the D-transform of the input sequence, X (D) is the D-transform of the output 
vector Xn, and Dis the delay operator [44]. 
Factoring out 1/(1- D) from (1.17) and reorganizing the result gives 
where 
G(D) - 1 ~ D [ (1 - D), D(l - D), ... 'nL-1(1 D), nL] 
- -
1
- [1 D .. · nL] A (1.19) 
1-D ' ' ' 
A= 
1 
-1 
0 0 
1 0 
0 -1 1 
0 
0 
0 
0 0 0 1 
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(1.20) 
1 
1-D 
... ---------.., 
1 modP 
...----~-----'v_n_+_L~l~·~l-------+-Un 
r-----~----...•v~n~+_L_-~1'__,__--t>{~J---~,........un-l 
I 
I 
Vn+L-2 ---+-+Un-2 
'Vn+l ·rr' · J ~UVnn-L+l 
... ~..._jv..;.;"'----'-------'---'-, ....
I 
~ --------------J 
[1 D · · · DL] 
' ' ' 
A 
Figure 1.6: Manipulation of the basic CPE to produce a differential CPE and MM. 
If the first dashed box is omitted, differential CPM is produced. The last dashed box 
may be merged with the MM, leaving the central dashed box as the new CPE. 
is a memoryless (L + 1) x (L + 1) mapping matrix with elements 
~j = !-: i=j i=j+l 
otherwise 
The resulting structure is shown in Figure 1.6. 
(1.21) 
Two remarks can be made here. Firstly, factoring out and removing the 
1/(1 + D) precoding is permissible and results in an equivalent CPE because 
the input symbols are assumed to occur with equal a priori probability. The 
input becomes the data sequence v and the resulting modulation is differential 
CPM: CPM with the input data differentially encoded before transmission.2 
Secondly, the A-mapping may be incorporated into the MM, because it 
represents a memoryless mapping of the vector x~ = [vn+L, Vn+L-1, · · ·, vn] 
into Xn (see Figure 1.6). If x~ is used as the input to the differential MM 
instead of xn, the only thing that changes is its mapping from input to the 
particular output waveform selected. 
This leaves the differential CPE with transfer function 
(1.22) 
2Rimoldi's definition of differential CPM was broader to include modulation indices with 
M = pk. Differential CPM is in general not equivalent to his modified CPM which results 
when k > 1. My narrower definition will suffice for the schemes of interest here. 
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which can be implemented simply as a shift register. Also note that the 
current phase state Vn is equal to the symbol Vn+L which was the input to 
the CPE L symbols previously. The input symbols are associated with future 
phase states, and the differences between consecutive symbols contribute to the 
current frequency. In contrast, the non-differential inputs Un directly contribute 
to the current signal frequency (see (1.9)), and sum together to form future 
phase states ((1.10) or (1.15)). 
It is also interesting to note that absorbing the A-mapping into the MM 
transforms its input-to-signal mapping from a linear code to a Gray code, at 
least for binary inputs. 
1.4.4 Signal notation for tilted CPFSK representation 
The tilted-phase representation of full-response CPFSK is obtained by substi-
tuting (1.7) into {1.9) with L = 1: 
'ljJ(r, u) = 2Trh(vn + Un'T /T), 0 ~ T < T (1.23) 
where Vn is defined as before in (1.10) or (1.15), and 9(r) reduces to 0. This is 
the phase tree illustrated in Figure l.2(b) for M = 2. 
I now define a convenient signal notation for full-response signalling in this 
dissertation, based on the MM concept. When L = 1 in (1.14), Xn = [un, vn]· 
The output signal in the n-th interval is then called 
Svu(T) = s(t - nT,xn) (1.24) 
where the r makes explicit that the waveform does not depend on the absolute 
time t, and v and u refer to the inputs Vn and Un respectively. This makes it 
easier to refer to a certain signal in a given symbol interval, without having to 
refer to the entire input sequence. For example, if Vn = 2 and Un = 3, the signal 
is called s23(r) during then-th interval. 
Note that the signal Svu(r) refers to conventional non-differential CPM in 
which the u in the subscript refers to the current signalling frequency selected by 
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Un· This is a more general notation than choosing to have the pair of subscripts 
refer to the current and next state, because the signal is then not restricted to 
the condition that P ~ M, as had to be assumed for differential CPM in (1.17) 
and (1.19). 
The Svu ( r) notation is only applicable to full-response signalling, because 
the signal depends on the current phase state Vn and the current input Un only. 
1.5 Minimum Shift Keying 
Minimum shift keying (MSK) is of particular interest in this dissertation, be-
cause it is the only CPM for which maximum likelihood coherent CPM re-
ceivers3 exist which do not use either the Viterbi algorithm or the likelihood 
parameter receiver to be discussed in section 1.7. If one restricts the modulation 
index to h = 1 /2, simplified suboptimal receivers may be designed for other 
CPM schemes than MSK, by adapting an MSK receiver [77, 78, 2, 55, 3). 
Practical CPM receivers with h :f:. 1/2 are designed using the average matched 
filter (AMF) concept [56, 32] at low signal-to-noise ratio, or linear pulse shape 
optimization [41, 54) at high signal-to-noise ratio. 
1.5.1 The MSK modulator 
MSK is full-response CPFSK with M = 2 and h = 1/2. It is the cornerstone of 
CPM, although it has many interpretations that enable it to span more than one 
category of modulation scheme [20, 30, 58, 67]. In terms of the CPM notation 
developed in section 1.4.4, the MSK signal can be described as 
{2i 
s(t, u) = y T cos[wot + 'lf;(t - nT, u) + cp0], t~O (1.25) 
where 
'lf;(r,u) = 7r(Vn +unr/T), 0:::; T < T {1.26) 
prefer to use the word 'receiver' for the entire practical reception system, which includes 
carrier synchronization and symbol timing extraction, and to use 'detector', 'demodulator' 
or 'decoder' for symbol detection or sequence estimation. 'Receiver' is however widely used 
to denote the latter concept only, with coherent synchronization usually assumed. I shall 
therefore use these terms interchangeably. 
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I Un 
1Vn MM s(t, u) 
..... - - - - - - - - -- - - _, 
CPE 
Figure 1. 7: MSK (FFSK) modulator block diagram, showing decomposition into a 
CPE and an MM. 
is the information-carrying phase and u = ( uo, ui, u2, ... ) is the input data 
sequence, Un E {O, 1}, n = 0, 1, 2, ... 
The phase state is 
[
n-1 l 
O'n = Vn = ?: Ui , 
· z=O mod 2 
n = 1, 2, 3, ... (1.27) 
The modulator block diagram is shown in Figure 1.7. 
There is a direct mapping of input data Un to signal frequency in the 
modulator of Figure 1. 7: Un = 0 produces the lower signalling frequency at 
the output and Un = 1 maps to the higher frequency. 'Straight' MSK with this 
data-to-frequency mapping was called fast frequency shift keying (FFSK) by 
de Buda, who first invented a receiver for it [20]. 
The differential CPM description of MSK produces differential MSK (some-
times called DMSK). The differential MSK equivalent of Figure 1.6 is shown in 
Figure 1.8. The current input data is now the next phase state Vn+b instead of 
the frequency (or phase increment) as before. The actual frequency transmitted 
is wo + 7r[Vn+l - Vn] mod 2· In other words, if the last two input symbols are the 
same, transmit the lower signalling frequency, if they differ, transmit the higher 
frequency. 
Differential MSK was in fact invented first [22], and was simply called 
minimum shift keying. Subsequently, it has become known as Type I MSK [58, 
59]. In general, one may use one of several different data-to-frequency mappings 
for MSK [15], but the two mentioned here are sufficiently representative. I shall 
assume the differential MSK (Type I) signal for the rest of this chapter, because 
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r--------- ----i 
I mod 2 
.--~~~~•-- Un 
1+ 
I MM s(t,v) 
Vn+l I 
L-------------.) 
Modified MM 
Figure 1.8: Differential MSK (Type I) modulator block diagram. The input symbol is 
e:icplicitly labelled Vn+l here, instead of the usual Un, for comparison with Figure 1.7. 
The A-mapping may be combined with the MM as shown in the dashed box. 
it is the more general description underlying the various MSK receivers that 
~e possible. 
If it is assumed for convenience that woT = 27rk for some integer k, the 
MSK signal set can be written entirely in terms of the time ,,. relative to the 
start of the symbol interval. Table L 1 lists the output signals Svu (,,.) for all 
combinations of the input pair ( Vn' Un). The signal notation Svu (,,.) was defined 
in section 1.4.4. Referring to Figure 1.8, the current transmitter input is Vn+i, 
a]ld the internal frequency variable Un is derived from Un = [vn+l - Vn] mod 2· 
The higher signalling frequency is denoted by w1, which for h = 1/2 is w1 = 
w0 + rr /T. I have also assumed cpo = 0. 
· It is convenient here to stress the formulation of MSK as a CPM. This is 
not the only formulation of MSK, or even the principal formulation. MSK 
is in fact best known as an offset quadrature modulation with sinusoidally 
shaped pulses [51, 30, 58]. This view arises naturally from the description of 
the MSK signal set as comprising two orthogonal pairs of antipodal signals, 
Vn Vn+l Un Svu.(-r) 
0 0 0 Soo(-r) = v_2.f COSWQT 
0 1 1 soi(-r) =/ff. cosw1-r 
1 0 1 su(-r) = -so1(-r) 
1 1 0 s10(-r) = -soo(-r) 
Table 1.1: The differential MSK (Type I) signal set. 
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soo(t-nT) 
r(t) 
so1(t-nT) 
Figure 1.9: The Massey detector for differential MSK. 
as described in standard communications textbooks [59, 31, 42, 63, 73]. It is 
this quadrature description which underlies the practical MSK modulator and 
receiver implementations first proposed by de Buda [20]. 
It is also no accident that certain types of offset quadrature phase shift 
keying (QPSK) and half-rate coded QPSK can be received with a receiver 
which is identical to Figure 1.9 except for the choice of matched filters [48]: 
these possibilities will be discussed in detail in the remainder of the thesis. 
There is no conflict between different descriptions of MSK: they can each be 
translated to any other, and which one to use depends solely on what charac-
teristic of the scheme one wants to emphasize. Rimoldi gives an interesting 
synthesis of five different descriptions of MSK in [67], including one which 
regards MSK as a re-transmission of the same data symbols, staggered in time, 
in orthogonal channels. 
1.5.2 Massey's MSK detector 
An interesting optimal coherent receiver for MSK is due to Massey [48]. The 
Massey detector for differential MSK is shown in Figure 1.9. 
De Buda was the first to show that MSK may be optimally demodulated 
over two symbol intervals only [20]. Massey [48] obtained the same result by 
different means. I present Massey's proof here because it is related to the 
simplification of MSK's likelihood ratio, to be discussed in Chapter 3. The 
MSK trellis is shown in Figure 1.10. The branches are labelled with the signals 
transmitted during that interval. Note that this labelling is independent of the 
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n n+l n+2 
:Figure 1.10: The MSK trellis, with branches labelled with the transmitted signal. 
a;ctual data-to-signal mapping, so that the diagram is valid for both FFSK and 
Type I MSK. 
: To start with, assume that all symbols are equally probable. This means 
t~at the optimal receiver need only be a maximum likelihood receiver, rather 
t~an a more general maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) receiver [90, 
P,.214). It also has to be assumed that the signals Svu(r) have equal energy E, 
to make comparisons between them meaningful. 
' 
[ Following the approach of Wozencraft and Jacobs [90, p.419), assume that a 
' 
'*enie' tells us that the phase state at time t = nT is <Yn = 0, and that O"n+2 = 0 
~ well. The MSK receiver now has to decide, after observing the received 
~aveform r{t), which of two trajectories the transmitted signal followed. Did 
it go via state O'n+I = 0, or via <Yn+l = 1? The maximum likelihood decision in 
t~e presence of AWGN is to choose [90, p.238] 
' 
where 
' 
An(Soo) + An+l (Soo) 
O"n+1=0 
> 
< 
O"n+t=l 
1nT+T An(Svu) = r(t)svu(t - nT) dt nT 
and where I have shortened Svu(r) to Svu· 
: 
' 
(1.28) 
(1.29) 
: On the other hand, if the 'genie' had told us that the final state was O"n+2 = 
1\ the optimal decision would be 
O"n+t=O 
> 
< 
O"n+1=l 
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(1.30) 
Two more similar decision rules can be formulated for the cases where it is 
known that the initial state is an= 1: 
O"n+1=0 
> 
< 
O"n+1=l 
O"n+1=0 
> 
< 
O"n+1=l 
(1.31) 
An(S10) + An+1(S10) (1.32) 
Which decision rule to use seems to depend on the choice of initial and 
final states. But, from Table 1.1 it can be seen that s10(r) = -soo(r), and 
sn(r) = -so1(r). This implies that 
An(S10) ->.n(Soo) and An(Sn) = ->.n(S01), n = 0, 1, 2,... (1.33) 
Substituting (1.33) into (1.28) and (1.30), and the other cases as well, shows 
that they are all the same decision rule: choose 
O"n+1=0 
> 
< 
O"n+1=l 
0 (1.34) 
Having decided what state the signal went through, what was the transmitted 
symbol? In differential MSK, the current phase state CJn is simply the previ-
ous input symbol Vn· The decision rule (1.34) therefore directly detects the 
transmitted symbol Vn after a total delay of two symbol periods. If the FFSK 
mapping had been used in the transmitter, the Massey receiver would have to 
be followed by a differential decoder (1 + D) to obtain the input symbol [65, 15]. 
The output of the Massey detector en is a polar value, nominally ±2E in 
the absence of noise. After hard limiting, &n E { ±1}, which is translated to 
the estimated input data through 
1-&n 
Vn-2 = ---2 
(1.35) 
Before hard limiting, the output en ideally has just two possible amplitudes in 
the absence of noise. (Strictly speaking, at low carrier frequencies relative to 
the bit rate the last statement is exactly true for We = 7rk/(2T) where k is an 
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r(t) 
r 
I 
L 
Lower-frequency Costas loop 
i1 (t) 
Upper-frequency Costas loop 
en=··+l,-1··· 
Jn 
Differential decoder 
Figure 1.11: Massey-Hodgart MSK receiver block diagram. The section in the dashed 
box is the Massey detector. Quadrature correlators are added above and below this to 
complete two Costas loops for carrier recovery. Bit clock recovery is not shown here. 
odd integer, k ~ 3 [72].) In an AWGN channel these two possible amplitudes 
are corrupted by the additive noise. 
If one should choose to hard-limit en, then the system has made a maximum 
likelihood bit decision an = sgn(en) at this point. Its theoretical performance 
will follow the standard coherent antipodal error rate performance curve. Al-
ternatively one could choose not to limit the signal at this point and pass en 
on to a soft-decision decoder, assuming that the MSK modulation is part of a 
higher-level coded structure [49). 
Massey's MSK receiver described above was rediscovered independently by 
Hodgart [35], who completed it by integrating it with carrier and symbol 
synchronization circuits. '.fhe Massey-Hodgart MSK receiver is interesting 
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because of its simplicity, robustness and good performance, on a par with the 
'classical' MSK receiver implementations of de Buda [20] and Amoroso and 
Kivett [2J. Its block diagram is shown in Figure 1.11, and more detail may 
be found in [35}. It is the only known practical MSK receiver implementation 
which explicitly uses the Massey decoder. 
1.6 Classical Detection Theory 
This section briefly summarizes the expressions for the likelihood ratio test, the 
MAP detector, maximum likelihood detector, and composite hypothesis test, 
to provide a basis for understanding the origin of likelihood parameter receivers 
and the optimality of Massey's MSK receiver. The material in this section is 
covered in more depth in, for example, Van Trees [80] or Davenport and Root 
[19]. 
The likelihood ratio test is usually described as a decision on binary hy-
potheses Ho or H1, only one of which may occur at any one time. In the 
communications context, the hypotheses usually refer to one of two symbols 
being transmitted through a channel. The criterion of optimality used for 
deriving the likelihood ratio test is the Bayes criterion of minimizing some 
average 'cost'. The likelihood ratio is the quotient of two likelihood functions, 
one for each hypothesis: 
(1.36) 
It expresses the likelihood that hypothesis H1 is true as opposed to hypothesis 
H0 , as a function of the observation variable R. R may in general be a vector of 
random variables, but I shall only need the one-dimensional case here. Because 
R is a random variable, A( R) is one too. To make a decision on the hypotheses, 
an observation R = r is needed and then A(r) is compared against a threshold 
17: 
H1 
A(r) ~ 'fJ (1.37) 
Ho 
The ~ notation means that hypothesis H1 is chosen if A(r) > 71, else Ho is 
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chosen. This is the likelihood ratio test. 
The likelihood parameter f RIHi. (r!Hk) is the probability density of observing 
the outcome R = r given that Hk is true. It is easy to write an expression 
for such a density function if AWGN is assumed at the receiver: for a one-
dimensional observation r it is simply the familiar normal distribution, with 
mean equal to the expected value of the observation (given that Hk is true), 
and variance equal to the two-sided noise spectral density No/2: 
(1.38) 
where E(·) is the expectation operator. 
The threshold T/ is chosen according to the a priori probabilities of each 
hypothesis, and the costs associated with each decision. If the common as-
sumption is made (valid for most communication systems) that the differences 
in cost between an incorrect and a correct decision are equal for each hypothesis 
(that is, choosing Hi when Ho is in fact true, is as 'bad' as choosing Ho when 
H1 is true), then 
P(Ho) 
T/ = P(Hi) (1.39) 
w.here P(Hk) is the a priori probability that Hk is true. With this special 
cost assignment, it can be shown that the decision also minimizes the average 
probability of error. 
Another useful formulation is the maximum a posteriori (MAP) detector, 
which is easily derived from the likelihood ratio test by using Bayes' rule. 
The MAP detector chooses the most probable hypothesis, given a particular 
observation R = r, in order to minimize the average probability of error: 
H1 
P(H1IR = r) ~ P(HolR = r) (1.40) 
Ho 
If it is further assumed, for either the likelihood ratio test or the MAP detector, 
that the a priori probabilities of the hypotheses are equal, that is P(Ho) = 
P,(Hi) = 1/2, then the threshold T/ = 1. A decision can be made by simply 
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comparing the likelihood parameters 
Hi 
fRIH 1 (rlH1) ~ fRIHo (rlHo) (1.41) 
Ho 
for the observation R = r. 4 
This is called the maximum likelihood decision, and it is optimal (in the 
sense of minimizing the average probability of error) only for equally likely 
hypotheses and equally costly errors. In the more general case of M hypotheses 
(corresponding to M-ary signalling), the maximum likelihood detector makes 
an observation R = r, evaluates all M likelihood functions, and chooses the 
hypothesis (transmitted message) corresponding to the largest likelihood pa-
rameter. 
In terms of data transmission systems, the maximum likelihood decision can 
be shown to be equivalent to choosing the symbol (hypothesis) corresponding to 
the transmitted signal closest to the observation R = r. The concept of 'closest' 
is usually defined in an orthonormal signal space, which is exactly analogous 
to Euclidean space. Euclidean distances between CPM signals are defined in 
section 1.9. 
Sometimes, the likelihood functions depend on parameters in addition to 
the observation variable R. For example, if two consecutive observations of two 
consecutive symbols in a signal are made, with the aim of making a decision 
on the first symbol only, the information in the second observation may well 
contribute usefully to the decision. In MSK, for example, the requirement of 
continuous phase constrains the choice of signal in any given symbol interval, 
depending on the signal in the previous interval. Without knowing what the 
second symbol was, however, the second symbol becomes a parameter in the 
likelihood functions of the test, which now has so-called composite hypotheses. 
If such an 'unwanted' parameter U is random and its distributions are known, 
4Tbere does not seem to be a consistent definition in the literature of these terms. I shall 
use likelihood function to refer to the probability distribution function of a random variable 
R which appears in either the numerator or the denominator of the likelihood ratio A(R), 
and likelihood parameter to refer to the value of a likelihood function which is calculated by 
the receiver on an observation R = r. Likelihood parameters are sometimes called decision 
functions [90, p.214]. 
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tben the composite hypothesis problem reduces to a likelihood ratio test 
A(R) -
= 
fRjH1 (RIH1) 
f RjH0 (RIHo) 
fu fRIU,H1 (RjU, H1)fu1n 1 (UIH1) dU 
fu fRIU,Ho(RIU, Ho)fu1H0 (UIH0) dU 
(1.42) 
where the integration is over the range of U. Once again, U may be a vector of 
parameters, in which case the integration is done over each component in turn. 
The compound hypothesis test is useful when the likelihood function is only 
known in terms of the unwanted parameter U and the observation variable R, in 
which case U is then integrated out. The next section on likelihood parameter 
receivers provides an example of the use of the composite hypothesis test. 
1. 7 Likelihood Parameter Receivers 
An asymptotically optimal receiver for coherent binary CPFSK with arbitrary 
modulation index, was first described by Osborne and Luntz in 1974 [56]. 
Sthonhoff [71] extended the concept in 1976 to include M-ary CPFSK. Their 
receivers for both binary and M-ary CPFSK are directly based on the likelihood 
r:;i.tio test. The receiver makes an optimal (for the given observation period) 
decision on the first received symbol after observing the received signal for 
a fixed number of symbol periods N. The longer the observation period N 
becomes, the closer to a global maximum likelihood the decisions become. 
This class of receivers directly evaluates likelihood functions to yield a set 
of likelihood parameters. I shall call them likelihood parameter receivers. 
The significance of the CPFSK likelihood parameter receiver is due to the 
error performance bounds that may be calculated from it for various modulation 
irl.dices h and observation periods N. It is clear that likelihood parameter 
receivers are hardly practical in their 'pure' form. Apart from an exponential 
growth of the number of reference sequences with length of observation period, 
likelihood parameter receivers are nonlinear, and require a priori knowledge of 
either the signal-to-noise ratio E/No or the noise power spectral density No. 
The following description of the likelihood parameter receiver for binary and 
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M-ary CPFSK follows the papers by Osborne and Luntz [56] and Schonhoff [71]. 
Although they derived their receivers for full-response CPFSK, these are quite 
generally applicable to CPM with any phase response and modulation index [3, 
p.238]. 
The full-response CPFSK signal may be described by (1.8) and (1.23): 
fii 
s(t, u) = y T cos[wot + 1/;(t - nT, u) + ipo], t~O (1.43) 
where 
(1.44) 
is the information-carrying phase during the n-th symbol interval, and u = 
(uo, u1, u2, .. . ) is the input data sequence. For M-ary CPFSK we have Un E 
{0,1, ... ,M-1}, n=0,1,2, ... 
The received signal r(t) = s(t, u) + w(t) is corrupted with AWGN with 
power spectral density No/2. Carrier and symbol synchronization is assumed, 
and therefore the arbitrary starting phase <po may be assumed to be known and 
set to 0 without loss of generality. The assumption of a known starting phase 
is fundamental to all the receiver designs considered here, and it has important 
implications for the interpretation of the detected data. This is discussed in 
more detail in section 3.4.1. 
I now misuse the current notation somewhat to follow Osborne and Luntz's 
convention, and denote the signal during the observation period as s( t, uo, U). 
u0 is the first symbol, the one to be decided, and Ui, i = 1, 2, ... , Q is the set of 
all possible data sequences each comprising the (N-1)-vector [ui, u2, ... , UN-1], 
and Q = MN-l is the total number of such vectors. Thus the sequence of N 
symbols in the observation window is partitioned into the first symbol, and the 
rest. 
This is a composite hypothesis problem in which the N - 1 symbols in U 
are the unwanted parameters. The maximum likelihood decision is made by 
comparing the M likelihood parameters 
lj(r) = fu fR1u(rlU,uo = j)fu1u0 (Uluo) dU, j = 0, 1, ... , M -1 (1.45) 
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a+i.d choosing the symbol corresponding to the largest one. 5 The integral over 
z:r is in fact the (N - 1 )-fold integral 
The joint probability density function of U is given by 
where 
fu1u0 (Uluo = j) - fu(U) 
= fu1 (u1)/u2 (u2) · · · fuN-i (ttN-1) 
l M-1 
f.uk(uk)= ML o(uk-i), k=l,2, ... ,N-1 
i=O 
(1.46) 
(1.47) 
because the input symbols are assumed to be independent and identically 
distributed. 
The maximum likelihood receiver includes a bank of M matched :filters (90]. 
Ifthe input to the j-th matched filter is r(t) = s(t, k, U) +w(t), where s(t, k, U) 
is!the transmitted signal, then the sampled matched filter output is a random 
variable 
Rj =Ski+ Wj (1.48) 
where 
Rj - !oNT 
0 
r(t)s(t,j, U) dt (1.49) 
Ski - laNT 
0 
s(t, k, U)s(t,j, U) dt (1.50) 
W· J -
loNT 
0 
w(t)s(t, j, U) dt (1.51) 
Rj is normally distributed with mean E(Rj) = Skj and variance E[(Rj -
Skj)2] = NEN0 /2. The likelihood function is then 
' 
' 
,/1rNENo 
the interest of simple notation, I use u1c to refer both to a.n input symbol value and its 
random variable. The meaning should be clear from the context. 
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= (1.52) 
If all the transmitted signals are assumed to have equal energy J[ s2(t, k, U) dt = 
E, k = O, 1, ... ,M -1 and ifthe signal s(t,k,U) = s(t,j,U) was transmitted, 
then 
e-Nbo[Rj+(NE)2] 
J7rNENo 
·e 
f:'T r(t)s(t;j,U) dt·N E 
= F. e;jo J:'T r(t)s(t,j,U)dt (1.53) 
If equal-energy signals are assumed, the first exponential factor in {1.53) is 
independent of u0 = j and may be omitted from the comparison of the likelihood 
functions as a constant factor F. 
Removing such constant factors from (1.53), and substituting it together 
with (1.46) and (1.47) in (1.45), gives M likelihood parameters: 
+ 
J J:'T r(t)s(t,j,Uq)dt 
· · · e o , j = 0, 1, ... , M - 1 (1.54) 
These are compared and the symbol corresponding to the largest one selected. 
as the maximum likelihood estimate. Figure 1.12 shows a block diagram of the 
likelihood parameter receiver for M-ary CPFSK. 
The likelihood parameter receiver of (1.54) leads directly to thinking of ways 
of approximating ex, particularly through truncated power series. For example, 
the Maclaurin series approximation to M-th order is 
x2 x3 xM 
l+x+-+-+···+-2! 3! M! (1.55) 
A first-order linear approximation ex = 1 + x leads to the average matched filter 
mentioned before as a simplified suboptimal receiver [56, 32][3, p.329]. 
Higher order approximations may be used, and Taylor series expansions may 
be taken around different centres in an attempt at optimizing the receiver for 
the expected E/No. This approach will not be followed further here. 
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r(t) 
foNT 
s(t, 0, U i) 
f:'T 
s(t,O,U2) 
f:'T 
s(t,0,UQ) 
f:'T 
s(t, 1, U i) 
foNT t---
s(t,M -1,UQ) 
e2/No() 
e2/No() 
e2/No() 
e2fNo() 
/ 
e2/No() 
Figure 1.12: The likelihood para.meter receiver for M-ary CPFSK. 
lo 
l1 
It may not have been recognized before that the likelihood parameter re-
c~iver is optimal (in the maximum likelihood sense) for any coded modulation 
I 
with equal-energy signals, not only for CPM. It is regarded as the basic MLSE 
I 
rt!ceiver for any coded modulation in the context of this dissertation, and is 
e4ually applicable to TCM with equal-energy signals. 
' 
! 
1 ~8 The Gelfond-Schneider Theorem 
I 
I~ Paris in 1900, at the International Congress of Mathematicians, the great 
mhthematician David Hilbert presented a short list of 23 unsolved problems. 
I 
":EJI:ilbert's problems", which include Fermat's Last Theorem and the Riemann 
Hypothesis, subsequently became famous and had a considerable influence on 
th~ development of modern mathematics [11, p.9][39, p.268]. 
1 Hilbert's seventh problem raised the question of whether an irrational log-
1 
' a.r~thm of an algebraic number to an algebraic base is transcendental. (An 
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irrational number is one which cannot be written as a quotient of integers. An 
algebraic number is one which can be written as a root of a polynomial with 
rational coefficients. A transcendental number is one which is not algebraic.) It 
was solved in 1934 independently by Gelfond and Schneider [11). The Gelfond-
Schneider theorem states that for any non-zero algebraic numbers x1, x2, Yi 
and y2 , 
Yi log x1 "I- y2 log x2 (1.56) 
when log x1 and log x2 are linearly independent over the rational numbers [11, 
p.10]. 
The Gelfond-Schneider theorem has an important implication for the sim-
plification of expressions that contain exponentials, such as (1.54) above. It 
means that exponentials with irrational bases and irrational exponents, such 
as eX, x irrational, are transcendental, that is, if f () is an algebraic function, 
then f ( ex 1 , ex2 , • • ·) = 0 has no solutions for irrational xi, x2, ... The number x 
is restricted to the irrationals in order to exclude trivial identities. 
Any expression containing exponentials to the base e can only be simplified 
by treating the exponentials as indivisible units and doing the usual algebraic 
simplification on these units. One should not expect to find identities of ex-
ponentials to aid simplification, because exponentials are transcendental and 
identities therefore do not exist. This property is the basis of the likelihood 
transform, which is defined in Chapter 3. 6 
1.9 Euclidean Distances 
This section defines the normalized squared Euclidean distance (NSED) and 
free Euclidean distance, and points out their importance to the error rate of 
a modulation scheme. This information may be found in more detail in many 
texts, for example [90], [3] or [14]. 
The maximum likelihood receiver evaluates the 'distance' between the re-
ceived signal and a reference signal to decide how closely they match. For a 
modulation scheme to have good error performance, its signals must therefore 
61 am indebted to Dr. Ken Hughes of the Department of Mathematics at the University of 
Cape Town, for bringing the Gelfond-Schneider theorem to my attention. 
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be as widely separated in signal space as possible, subject to the total energy 
available. The closest pair of signals (or closest pair of paths in a trellis of 
signals) overwhelmingly determines the error performance at moderately high 
signal-to-noise ratio. 
: It is convenient to define a distance in signal space, called a Euclidean 
distance because of its close analogy with Euclidean space, with which to 
characterize the error performance of CPM schemes. Assume that two equal-
energy transmissions s{ t, u) and s ( t, u') differ over an observation period 0 ~ 
t <NT, and are identical otherwise. The maximum likelihood receiver would 
calculate the squared Euclidean distance between them as 
!ls - s'll2 = {NT lo (s(t, u) - s(t, u'))2 dt 
{NT 
- 2N E - 2 lo s(t, u)s(t, u') dt (1.57) 
where all integrals of double-frequency terms have been neglected by assuming 
that the carrier frequency wo » 27T /T. 
The distance between signals which differ only in the phase difference be-
tween them, can be represented more simply than in the general case of signals 
with unequal amplitude envelopes. For equal-energy signalling, minimizing 
t~e Euclidean distance is the same as maximizing the final integral in ( 1.5 7). 
The value of this interval, evaluated between a received waveform and one of 
the signals from the signal set, is the metric used by the maximum likelihood 
receiver to decide the likelihood that the particular signal was sent. The integral 
may be implemented directly as a correlation (with multipliers and integrators) 
or as a matched filter (because of the relationship between correlation and 
convolution). 
: Substituting the CPM signal waveforms from (1.8) and doing some trigono-
metric substitutions gives 
lls - s'll2 = 
N-l T 
2N E - 4,f L Jn cos(wo( r + nT) + 1,b( r, u) +<po]· 
n=O O 
cos[wo( r + nT) + 1,b( r, u') +<po] dr 
2E N-l {T 
= 2NE - T L lo cos[?/J(T, u) -1,b(T, u')] dr 
n=O O 
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= 
2E N-1 {T TI: lo [1- cos~'!Jl(r))dr 
n=O O 
where double-frequency terms have again been neglected, and 
D..'!Jl(r) = 'IJl(r, u) -'IJl(r, u') 
The normalized Euclidean distance function d() is defined as 
!Is - s'[l2 d2 (s,s') = 
2Eb 
(1.58) 
(1.59) 
lo M N-1 [T 
- g~ 'fo lo [1 - COS fl'IJI( T)] dT (1.60) 
where the bit energy Eb is related to the symbol energy Eby 
(1.61) 
(1.60) is commonly known as the NSED between two CPM signals. It de-
pends on the number of bits per symbol (log2 M), the length of the observation 
period (N), and the phase separation between the signals (~'!Jl(r)) during that 
interval. The squared Euclidean distance of (1.58) and the NSED of (1.60) are 
valid for any phase modulation, not only for CPM. 
In coded modulation (and in this context CPM may be thought of as a form 
of coded modulation), the distance of interest is the free Euclidean distance 
ri~ = mind2 (s s') t?::: 0 
"'tree sj;s' ' ' (1.62) 
In words, the free Euclidean distance is the smallest NSED between any 
two different signal trajectories of a transmission, measured over infinite time. 
In practice one does not have to measure for too long, once it is recognized 
that the smallest distances inevitably result from those trajectories which are 
identical for all time, except for an interval during which they part at a certain 
code or phase state and merge again soon thereafter. 
The free Euclidean distance is important because it dominates the union 
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bound expression for the error rate of the modulation at reasonably high signal-
to-noise ratio. The union bound on the probability of wrongly deciding a 
received signal given that Si(t) was transmitted, is given by [90, p.265] 
P [c:lsi(t)] $ 2: P2 [si(t), Sk(t)] 
k# 
(1.63) 
where P2[si(t), sk(t)] is the probability of deciding that signal Sk(t) was received 
when in fact si(t) was transmitted. The 2 in the subscript emphasizes the 
fact that only pairs of signals need be considered at a time for the probability 
calculation. 
In AWGN, (1.63) becomes 
The familiar normal integral function 
(1.65) 
is '.steeply monotonically descending for large x. For reasonably large signal-to-
noise ratio Eb/No, the term with smallest Euclidean distance d2(si(t),sk(t)) in 
the summation will strongly dominate the sum. 
: For practical calculations of Euclidean distances, it can be shown that 
d2(s,s') = Nlog2 M - p(s,s') (1.66) 
where 
1 {NT 
p(s,s') = Eb lo s(t,u)s(t,u')dt 
lo M N-llaT 
= g; 2: COS f}.'l/J(r) dT 
n=O O 
{1.67) 
is ~he normalized correlation coefficient between two equal-energy signals over 
N' symbol intervals. Minimizing p(s, s') between two signals maximizes the 
NSED between them. Conversely, the maximum correlation found between 
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any two signals gives the minimum NSED, which in turn determines the error 
performance. It is often convenient when calculating Euclidean distances, in 
a computer program for example, rather to calculate p(s, s') and then simply 
subtract it from N log2 M to get the NSED. 
Specializing in full-response CPFSK now, define 
'l/J(r,u) -7/J(r,u') 
27rh[vn - v~ + (un - u~)r /T] 
27rh[.6.vn + -6.unr/T], 0::::; T < T (1.68) 
where 
-6.vn E {-(P - 1), -(P - 2), ... , (P - 1)} 
-6.un E {-(M - 1), -(M - 2), ... , (M -1)} (1.69) 
It can be seen from (1.58) and (1.68) that the NSED for full-response 
CPFSK can be calculated directly from the sequence of phase states Vn and 
sequence of input symbols Un, 0::::; n::::; N -1. This is accomplished practically 
by defining an incremental correlation coefficient .6.p(-6.vn, -6.un) as the integral 
in (1.67) over a single interval 0 ::::; r < T. It is precalculated for the particular 
M and h of interest, and the values are written in a two-dimensional look-
up table as a function of -6.vn and -6.un. Given a particular state and input 
sequence, the differences -6.vn = Vn - v~ and -6.un = Un - u~ are calculated. 
The full correlation coefficient p(s, s') is then formed by summation from the 
look-up table, and the NSED follows easily from there. Table 4.4 gives an 
example of such a look-up table. 
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Chapter 2 
Problem Statement, 
Objectives, and Literature 
Review 
This chapter presents the problem statement in section 2.1, elaborates it into 
more specific objectives in section 2.2, and concludes with a review of the 
published literature in section 2.3. 
2.1 Problem Statement 
The hypothesis of this thesis is that there exist coded modulation schemes, 
apart from minimum shift keying (M.SK), with simplified receivers. MSK, as a 
:member of the continuous phase modulation (CPM) family, is regarded here as 
a:form of coded modulation. A coded modulation has a simplified receiver if its 
likelihood ratio simplifies into a single term.1 The likelihood ratios of uncoded 
modulations always simplify. 
: To be quite clear on the hypothesis, this dissertation does not propose to 
' 
find a construction method or design method for simplified receivers (or simple 
: 
1This definition is slightly ambiguous because it is possible for some coded schemes to have 
different likelihood ratios in different encoder states, or for the likelihood ratios to depend 
n6nlinearly on the signals sent from a state. A clearer definition and some examples of the 
p~ocess of writing likelihood ratios and simplifying them are given in Chapter 3. 
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receivers in general), unless such a method contributes to the verification or 
falsification of the hypothesis. It is proposed that the discovery of any simplified 
receiver apart from MSK's, or a proof of the uniqueness of MSK in this regard, 
would be of considerable interest in its own right. 
It is not immediately apparent how to prove or disprove the hypothesis 
above analytically for schemes other than MSK, which is the only one known 
to have a simplified receiver. (MSK is assumed here to include other closely 
related schemes which can be received optimally with receivers which differ from 
Figure 1.9 only in the choice of front-end matched filters. Such schemes include 
general full-response CPM with h = 1/2, and 4-PSK with half-rate coding.) An 
attempt was made early in this project to construct an existence proof for the 
kinds of mathematical identities that would be needed to simplify likelihood 
ratios, but it was abandoned when the analysis seemed intractable. 
Therefore, the approach taken initially was to assume that the hypothesis 
is true, and to attempt to disprove it by demonstrating that no simplified 
receivers exist for the modulation schemes of interest; or conversely, to assume 
that the hypothesis is false and to attempt to find simplified receivers as counter-
examples. In both cases, the problem was to attempt to find simplified receivers, 
by exhaustive search if necessary. 
2.2 Objectives 
In order to define the first objectives of the project, it is necessary to decide 
what forms the search for simplified receivers should take. As mentioned in the 
introduction of Chapter 1, the space of all possible receivers (and by implication 
the space of all possible modulation codes) is vast, and any practical search is 
forced to constrain its search space somehow. 
Constraining the search for simplified receivers is problematic for two rea-
sons: Firstly, the likelihood ratio is a completely general formulation of any 
receiver, since it is a part of the general Bayesian hypothesis test [80]. Specifying 
that the focus of the search will be on the likelihood ratios of all possible 
receivers does not limit the search at all. 
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Secondly, the process of simplification of a likelihood ratio depends on 
mathematical identities which are not known in advance. All likelihood ratios 
are generated from a given code, trellis, or system description, and hence all 
likelihood ratios share certain characteristics. But it was not easy to formulate a 
mathematical description of likelihood ratios which demarcates it from arbitrary 
mathematical expressions, and which makes it easier to see which likelihood 
ratios simplify in the desired way. It is scant comfort to specify that only 
likelihood ratios derived from trellis codes will be considered, since the majority 
of practical modulation codes are trellis codes. 
The method followed in this project differs from the analytical approaches 
followed by other researchers in that no particular algebraic form (such as 
groups or rings) is specified, nor are any of the usual heuristic techniques 
employed (such as set partitioning [82], lattice cosets [17], rotational invariance 
[86, 87], or other design rules [33]). It was decided at the outset to keep the 
search as general as possible in order to maximize the probability of discovering 
a simplified receiver. 
In order to constrain the search space, a two-fold approach to the search 
was taken: I decided to focus an initial search on a specific coded modulation 
scheme, and to focus a search on mathematical identities that may be useful for 
simplifying likelihood ratios. If either of these resulted in a simplified receiver, 
the hypothesis would have been proven; and if no simplified receiver was found, 
the results of the searches might have potential for generalization into a non-
existence proof. 
In the choice of specific modulation scheme, one might as well choose a 
scheme with potentially good performance, having high spectral or power effi-
ciency or both. CPM is emphasized because the one modulation known to have 
a simplified receiver is a CPM. The intention was to design the combination of 
the channel encoder (CE) and continuous-phase encoder (CPE) of a CPM with 
coding to have a simplified receiver . 
. Many CPM schemes have been evaluated and compared over the years, 
and a comprehensive catalogue of coded and uncoded schemes to choose from 
has been assembled by now [7, 3, 6, 10, 9, 54, 62, 74]. In terms of choice of 
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modulation index, the cases of h = 1/2 and h = 1/4 stand out. Schemes with 
h = 1/2 possess several implementations of simple optimal and suboptimal 
receivers [20, 2, 21, 69, 92, 77, 70, 78], while schemes with h = 1/4 have an 
attractive combination of good power and bandwidth efficiency, particularly 
for M > 2 and with coding [3, p.438)[6]. 
The modulation scheme chosen was a family of modulations called quadra-
ture minimum shift keying (QMSK), proposed by Hodgart [34]. QMSK is 
related to both MSK and four-leyel continuous-phase frequency shift keying 
(CPFSK) with modulation index h = 1/4. It is trellis coded with specific 
constraints on the allowed signal sequences designed to facilitate carrier syn-
chronization in the receiver. It is called a family of modulations because, apart 
from these constraints, the CE is left unspecified. QMSK was chosen because of 
its relationship to MSK, and because its defining constraints usefully limit the 
space of possible codes to be searched. It is described in detail in section 4.2. 
The search for mathematical identities takes as its starting point a general 
likelihood ratio derived from an unspecified trellis code of a given number of 
states and given observation period. The challenge is to design an algorithm 
which generates only mathematically distinct expressions from the general form, 
in order to avoid unnecessary attempted simplifications. (Mathematically dis-
tinct expressions are defined in Chapter 4 as expressions which can not be 
obtained from one another by simple substitution of variables.) The search for 
identities has the simplification of mathematical expressions in common with 
the search for simplified QMSK receivers, but it attempts to be more efficient 
by only examining likelihood ratios which are essentially different from one 
another. 
The project then has three objectives: 
1. To examine as many encoders for QMSK as possible, and find if any of 
them result in simplified receivers. 
2. To examine as many mathematical expressions derived from trellis codes 
of a given size as possible, and find if any of them simplify into useful 
identities. 
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3. To examine the results of the work done on the first two objectives, and 
find if they can be used to prove or disprove the main hypothesis. 
! Several important issues have not been covered here, including catastrophic 
c!odes, time-shift invariance and rotational invariance. These will be brought 
I 
I 
up as necessary in the detailed description of the methods in Chapters 3 and 4. 
2.3 Literature Review 
I 
i 
I 
jhis work falls broadly into the field of trellis-coded modulation (TCM). The 
idea of improving the performance of digital communication systems by combin-
iJ;1g the functions of the (error-correcting) CE and the modulator, and demod-
1 
U:lating them together, emerged from a wealth of early work in coding theory 
I 
ahd was probably first explicitly suggested by Massey [47] in 1974. Massey 
covered the case of binary transmission, and the concept was extended to the 
A(-ary case by Lee [43] in 1976. Concrete proposals on how to implement 
t~ese ideas followed with the work of Imai and Hirakawa (37] in 1977 and 
I 
tjngerboeck [83, 82] in 1976 and 1982. It was especially Ungerboeck's famous 
1982 paper [82] on set partitioning which precipitated an avalanche of new 
r¢search. Of note was the analytical description of the CE by Calderbank and 
~azo (16] and rotationally invariant channel coding by Wei [86, 87] in 1984, 
ahd systematic search techniques for good TCM schemes in 1990 by Pietrobon 
et al [60]. The book by Biglieri et al [14] gives a good introduction and overview 
of developments in TCM up to 1991. 
I A tutorial paper in 1984, again by Massey (49], proposed a formal de-
c~mposition of the modulator into a CE which embodies all the memory of 
t~e transmitter (but excluding source or secrecy encoding), and a memoryless 
jodulator (MM). This view was taken up by Rimoldi [64, 65], who showed in 
1988 that the transmitter of any CPM scheme can always be decomposed into 
I 
al CPE and an MM such that the CPE is a linear, time-invariant sequential 
circuit and the MM is also time-invariant. Before Massey and Rimoldi's work, 
sc>-called bandwidth-efficient CPM schemes were not commonly recognized as 
b~longing essentially in the field of TCM. 
I 
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The immediate impetus for this project was Massey's 1980 paper [48] de-
scribing a simple maximum likelihood receiver for MSK. I came across it while 
I was involved in a project to evaluate and test an MSK receiver invented by 
Hodgart [35], which uses the Massey detector and integrates it with an efficient 
and robust carrier and symbol timing recovery. A DSP implementation of the 
Massey-Hodgart receiver performs remarkably well [35]. In the light of these 
results, the question has to be asked whether another modulation scheme may 
benefit from a similar simple receiver. The only other mention I have found 
of this possibility, is in the conclusion of Rimoldi's doctoral dissertation [64, 
p.129] of 1988: 
"Exploiting the fact that the tilted-phase ... leads to a time--
invariant trellis, new forms of decoding algorithms might be found; 
an example has been given for MSK ... which is a special case of 
CPM." 
The earliest mention of the simplification of MSK's likelihood ratio appears to 
be a somewhat enigmatic footnote in the well-known paper by Forney [24] on 
the Viterbi algorithm in 1973. I quote the footnote in full: 
"De Buda [20] actually proves that an optimum decision on the 
phase xkat time k can be made by examining the received waveform 
only at times k-1 and k; i.e., (zo,k-1,zi,k-i), (zok,zu). The proof 
is that the log likelihood ratio 
-In P(zo,k-1,z1,k-1,zok,Zlklxk-Iixk = O,xk+I) 
P(zo,k-1,z1,k-1,zok,z1klxk-bxk = 1r,Xk+i) 
is proportional to -zo,k-1 + z1,k-1 - zok - Zlk for any values of the 
pair of states (xk-bXk+1). Fot this phase decision (which differs 
slightly from our sequence decision) the error probability is exactly 
Q(../2/2a)." [My citation [20], corresponding to Forney's [44].] 
In fact, de Buda [20] makes no mention of the likelihood ratio or its simplifica-
tion, at least not in the cited paper. 
In his 1980 paper [48], Massey is more explicit: 
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the [MSK] demodulator . . . is optimum in the sense of 
maximizing the cut-off rate, R0 , of the discrete channel between 
the modulator input and the demodulator output (and also in the 
sense of maximizing the capacity, C, of this channel). 
"To prove this claim, one must show that the demodulator ... 
preserves the likelihood ratio for the decision on [the transmitted 
data], since any operation on [the received signal] reduces R.o (and 
also C) unless and only unless this likelihood ratio is preserved." 
[Massey's italics] 
He omits the proof, but gives the simplified likelihood ratio for MSK, which I 
derive in detail in section 3.1. 
: Apart from the MSK receiver, I know of no other reference in the literature 
to a similar simplification of a likelihood ratio. MSK is a CPM, and the point 
of departure was therefore to examine other CPM schemes, especially CPFSK, 
and the combination of channel coding with CPFSK modulators. 
MSK itself provides a rich source of interesting and sometimes surprising 
interpretations. It was invented in 1961 by Doelz and Heald [22] and rediscov-
ered in 1972 by de Buda [20]. Mathwich, Balcewicz and Hecht [51] in 1974, and 
Gronemeyer and McBride [30] in 1976, showed that MSK can be described as 
a linear offset quadrature phase shift keying with sinusoidally shaped pulses. 
Amoroso and Kivett [2] invented the serial MSK modulator in 1977, which 
regards MSK as a form of antipodal signalling. Massey [48] showed that the 
Viterbi algorithm implementation of the MSK receiver reduces to his simple 
receiver in 1980. In 1994, Rimoldi [67] described a 'diversity' implementation 
of MSK signalling which transmits each symbol twice, staggered in time, over 
two orthogonal channels. A synthesis of these different views was offered most 
rtkently by Rimoldi [67]. 
: The most general form of a receiver for binary CPM was derived by Os-
borne and Luntz [56] in 1974, followed by the extension to the M-ary case by 
Schonhoff [71] in 1976. The Osborne-Luntz receiver is none other than a direct 
a~plication of the likelihood ratio to the composite hypothesis decision problem 
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[80] which results from considering a sequence of received signals and making 
a maximum likelihood decision on the first signal. No attempt was made to 
simplify the likelihood ratio (in most cases it cannot be simplified), and the 
general CPM 'receiver' is in fact only of use, because of its complexity, for 
predicting theoretical error rates. 
The application of trellis coding (in addition to the CPE) to improve the 
error performance of CPM schemes dates almost from the same time that 
CPM was first recognized as a useful class of power and bandwidth efficient 
modulations by Anderson et al [7], and Aulin, Rydbeck and Sundberg [10, 9]. 
An early paper on trellis phase coding by Anderson and de Buda [4] in 1976, 
in fact anticipated the TCM revolution by emphasizing the importance of soft-
decision demodulation in Euclidean space. It was followed by the invention of 
multi-h coding of CPM in 1978 by Anderson and Taylor [8]. 
Since 1984,· trellis-coded CPM has become an active field of research with 
many contributors [45, 61, 13, 33, 54, 66, 6]. In the majority of papers, however, 
the assumption is made that for optimal coherent reception, a Viterbi decoder 
is present in the receiver. Where receiver complexity is mentioned at all, the 
emphasis is on reducing the number of states in the Viterbi decoder (for example 
(54]) or approximating the signal in some way (for example [41]). 
The published literature which most closely resemble my work reported here, 
in spirit if not in letter, fall into two groups: The first group comprise papers 
which assume that the receiver will be a linear time-invariant filter, and then 
optimize that filter for given modulation schemes, linear and nonlinear. The 
second group comprise papers on so-called matched coding, in which convolu-
tional encoders are chosen for CPM schemes in such a way that the combined 
CE and CPE has fewer states than the product of the number of states of each 
separately. 
In the first group, the co-authors Galka and Pasupathy considered binary 
modulation with symmetrical signal sets [27] in 1982, and then generalized it 
to find the optimum linear receiver for a generic digital modulation scheme [29] 
in January 1988. One month earlier, Svensson [76] published a similar paper, 
apparently independently, but considered only schemes with binary input. A 
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paper by Svensson and Sundberg [77] in 1984 considered CPM with modulation 
index h = 1/2 in fading channels, which led to several papers on optimizing 
linear MSK-type receivers for reception of other CPM schemes [28, 78, 3, among 
others]. 
The first papers mentioned above by Galko and Pasupathy [29] and Svensson 
[76] are sufficiently general and similar enough to be discussed together. They 
t¥e as a basic assumption that the receiver shall be a linear filter, the output of 
' 
which is sampled and compared to a threshold or level slicer, for a general com-
posite hypothesis testing problem [80] corresponding to an unspecified digital 
modulation in AWGN. The signal space is taken to be all the possible sequences 
of signals in a given observation period, which may be much longer than the 
symbol period, similarly to the approach taken by Osborne and Luntz [56] for 
CPFSK. Observing a received signal for longer than one symbol period for op-
timal demodulation may be necessary because of coding, including continuous-
phase coding, or intersymbol interference, including partial response signalling 
[38]. The impulse response of the optimal filter and the optimal threshold{s) 
ru;e then derived for a channel noise power which is assumed to be either 
infinitely large (poor signal-to-noise ratio) or vanishingly small (good signal-
tq..noise ratio). In a sense, this is an inverse approach to the method considered 
iri this dissertation, which does not at the outset assume any particular receiver 
structure such as a linear filter. 
In the second group of papers, the concept of matched codes is proposed 
and developed. The matched encoder for MSK was first defined by Morales-
Moreno and Pasupathy [54] in 1988 as an encoder which, when paired with the 
MSK CPE, results in the CPE not affecting the complexity (number of states) 
of the Viterbi decoder in the receiver. In general, the number of states in the 
receiver's Viterbi decoder would be given by the product of the number of states 
iri the CE and the number of phase states (in the CPE). The concept was then 
applied to a partial response MSK called tamed FM (TFM) by Morales-Moreno, 
Holubowicz and Pasupathy [53] in 1994 and most recently by Holubowicz and 
Morales-Moreno [36] to duobinary MSK with coding in 1995. In some cases, the 
complexity of the resulting receiver of a matched-encoded CPM is even lower 
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than for the CPM without coding, although the coding gain is less. 
Matched coding works by ensuring that some of the potential states in 
the transmitter are never reached, assuming that the transmitter starts in a 
known state. By potential states is meant the full list of combined encoder 
and phase states, equal in number to the product of the number of CE and 
CPE states. There is then no need for the receiver to make provision for all 
potential transmitter states, as long as the transmitter never leaves its orbit of 
permitted states, or at least returns to the correct orbit in a reasonable time if 
accidentally flushed from it. In spite of the dramatic simplification in receiver 
complexity, coupled with positive coding gain, that has been reported in some 
cases [36], no reduction to a complexity comparable to the MSK receiver has 
been reported. 
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Chapter 3 
Likelihood Ratio Analysis of 
Continuous-Phase Frequency 
Shift Keying 
It is well-known that the matched filter is the optimal detector of a communica-
tions signal over one symbol interval in additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)i 
in' the sense of maximizing the signal-to-noise ratio at its output [90]. The 
sampled output level of the matched filter does not depend on the pulse shape 
of the received signal, only on its energy E. (The pulse shape is, however, 
iniportant for other reasons, such as the bandwidth occupancy of the scheme 
or its susceptibility to intersymbol interference.) 
: For this reason, the error performance (also known as the energy or power 
efficiency) of an equal-energy modulation scheme is determined only by its 
signal energy E (or, strictly, the signal-to-noise ratio) and the spacing between 
its signals or sequences of signals. It is not necessary to specify the exact pulse 
shapes when discussing error performance, as long as it is assumed that the 
receiver input is matched to the signal set. 
In this chapter, therefore, continuous-phase frequency shift keying (CPFSK) 
is :taken as conveniently representative of continuous phase modulation (CPM) 
more generally, and even representative of coded modulation in general. 
Section 3.1 introduces likelihood ratio analysis by deriving the likelihood 
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ratio test for minimum shift keying (MSK) and showing that it simplifies into 
the Massey receiver for MSK [48]. A concise and useful notation is introduced 
in section 3.2 for writing and simplifying likelihood ratios, called the likelihood 
transform. Section 3.3 returns to the MSK likelihood ratio derivation to show 
how the likelihood transform can be used to prove MSK's invariance over the 
starting phase state and over the length of the observation period. After this 
thorough analysis of MSK, the method is generalized to CPFSK and CPM with 
coding in section 3.4. Finally, catastrophic trellises are defined and discussed 
in section 3.5. 
3.1 Deriving a Likelihood Ratio for MSK 
In section 1.5.2, I repeated Massey's proof [48] of the optimality of his MSK 
detector. In section 1.7 I summarized the derivation of the likelihood parameter 
receiver of Osborne and Luntz [56] and Schonhoff [71]. Both these approaches 
yielded maximum likelihood detectors, although the Massey detector is very 
much simpler. An obvious question to ask is: what happens when the likeli-
hood parameter receiver is applied to MSK? The interesting answer is that it 
simplifies into the Massey detector. 
In this section I derive the Massey detector from the likelihood parameter 
receiver for general CPM, which is in effect another proof that the Massey de-
tector makes maximum likelihood decisions. Massey states that this derivation 
is possible, but does not give it in his paper [48]. I assume, as elsewhere, that 
the channel noise is AWGN. 
When considering a binary (M = 2) modulation, the set of M likelihood 
parameters of (1.54) may be combined into a single likelihood ratio, which is 
exactly equivalent to the binary likelihood ratio test of (1.37). For the moment, 
we assume that the (differential) MSK signal, as defined by Figure 1.8 and 
Table 1.1, is in phase state a0 = v0 = 0 at time t = O, that the initial phase can 
be set arbitrarily to 'Po = 0 because it is assumed known in coherent detection, 
and that the receiver observes the signal over N = 2 symbol intervals. These 
assumptions will be justified in section 3.3. We may assume that the starting 
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' 
dme of the observation period is t = 0 with no loss of generality. 
From {1.42) and {1.54) we have 
A(R) -
= 
fR1o(Rlv1 = 0) 
fR11(Rlv1 = 1) 
e-Ao f02T r(t)s(t,0,0) dt + e-Ao f02T r(t)s(t,0,1) dt 
eJo J:T r(t)s(t,1,l)dt + eJo J:T r(t)s(t,1,0}dt (3.1) 
where Osborne and Luntz's convenient notation s(t, v1, v2), 0 ::5 t < 2T is used 
to represent the signal over two successive symbol intervals. 
To write the integrals over single intervals, requires a return to the signal 
nbtation Svu(T), 0 ::5 T < T, defined previously in {1.24). It is convenient to use 
t4e frequency variable Un = [vn+l - vn] mod 2 again here. This gives 
I 
A(R) 
e-Ao J0T r(t)soo(t)dt [e~ J;T r(t)soo(t-T)dt + e-Ao J;T r(t)soi(t-T)dt] 
- eJo J: r(t)soi(t)dt [e;o J;T r(t)sw(t-T)dt + eJo J;T r(t)s11 (t-T)dt] 
eJ0..Xo(Soo) [eJ0..X1(Soo) + eJ0..X1(So1)] 
= 
J ..\o(So1) [ J ..\1(S10) + J ..\1(S11)] eo eo eo 
(3.2) 
w,here 
l nT+T An(Svu) = r(t)Svu(t - nT) dt nT 
is the metric defined previously in (1.29). Using the essential substitution (1.33) 
' 
' 
.Xn(S10) = -,\n(Soo) and >-n(Sn) = ->.n(So1), n = 0, 1, 2, ... 
r~sults in the simplification 
' 
' 
' 
' 
A(R) 
e-Ao ..\o(Soo) [ e-Ao..\1 (Soo) + e-Ao..\1 (Soi)] 
eJ0..Xo(So1) [e- J 0..X1(Soo) + e- ;J0..X1(So1)] 
e J0 ..\o(Soo) e ;J0 ..\1 (Soo) e J 0 ..\1 (Soi) 
J ..\o(So1) e o 
= e.Jo (..\o(Soo)+.A.1 (Soo)-..\o(So1 )+..\1 (Soi)) 
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(3.3) 
·, 
Since we assume symbols transmitted with equal a priori probability, the 
likelihood ratio test (1.37), (1.39) - for MSK is 
0 
A(R) ~ 1 (3.4) 
1 
or, since logarithms are monotonically increasing functions, 
0 
lnA(R) = ~o [.Xo(Boo) + A1(Boo) - .Xo(So1) + A1(Bo1)] ~ 0 (3.5) 
This is exactly Massey's receiver (1.34) with n = 0. We derived (3.5) for 
0 ~ t < 2T, but it applies equally well for all t;::: 0. Note that the simplification 
in (3.3) and the subsequent taking of the logarithm renders the MSK receiver 
linear, as compared to the nonlinear general CPFSK receiver of (1.54). 
3.2 The Likelihood Transform 
3.2.1 Definition of the likelihood transform 
The expressions (3.1) and (3.2) for MSK's likelihood ratio contain ratios of sums 
of exponentials. The Gelfond-Schneider theorem described in section 1.8 allows 
us to replace each exponential by a single variable without loss of generality. 
This leads to a concise and convenient notation for writing and simplifying 
likelihood ratios. 
For example, in the simplification of the MSK likelihood ratio (3.3) above, 
one might as well replace each exponential by a single variable: let 
;J >.11.(Soo) 
e o = aoo 
;J >.n(So1) 
e o = ao1 
e,Jo >.n.+1 (Soo) 
= boo 
e;J0>.n+1(So1) 
- bot (3.6) 
and n = 0 in this case. This choice of variables is arbitrary: here a is used for 
the first interval and b for the second, while the subscript reflects the signal. a, 
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b" c and d would have done as well. 
We can now rewrite (3.3) much more simply as 
A = 
aoo [boo + boil 
ao1 [ b!o + b!1 ] 
= 
aoo [boo + bod 
a~ Ol boobo1 
aooboobo1 (3.7) = 
ao1 
which translates into the result of (3.3). 
If an expression such as the one we started with in {3.3) does not simplify 
algebraically after substitution of the exponentials, then it does not simplify at 
all. The Gelfond-Schneider theorem guarantees that no generality is lost in the 
substitution. I call this process of substituting variables for the exponentials in 
a likelihood ratio, a likelihood transform. 
Definition 1 The expression that results from substituting single variables for 
every exponential in a likelihood function or ratio in AWGN is called its likeli-
hood transform. 
Because the substitution variables replace exponentials, they may always 
be assumed to be positive and real. I refer to them as likelihood transform 
variables (LTVs) from here on. 
3.2.2 The significance of the likelihood transform 
The association between an LTV and its associated signal is close, as we have 
already seen in the choice of notation used in {3.6) above. I shall even sometimes 
use a notation such as sa.(r) to refer to the signal associated with the LTV 
a in the n-th interval. This close relationship makes it convenient to use 
LTVs in likelihood transforms without specifying the associated signals. In 
Chapter 4 for example, LTVs will be used without even specifying a signal set, 
making it possible to analyse generic receiver types without reference to specific 
modulation schemes. For this reason, LTVs will not always have subscripts 
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explicitly indicating the associated signal as in (3.6). 
The likelihood transform is therefore 'lossy' in that it does not preserve 
the definitions of the waveforms represented in the likelihood ratio. Like the 
matched filter, it only retains the energy content of the signal. This charac-
teristic makes it possible to compare the maximum likelihood receivers and 
error performance of seemingly unrelated modulation schemes by examining 
the likelihood transforms of their likelihood ratios. It will not normally be 
necessary to write these likelihood ratios from first principles as has been done 
here so far: starting in section 3.3 and for the rest of the dissertation, it will 
be shown how easily likelihood transforms of likelihood ratios may be written 
directly from their code trees or trellises. 
Later, an attempt will be made to simplify likelihood ratios of CPM schemes 
with coding, so one might as well look carefully at exactly how the simplification 
of the MSK likelihood ratio happened: the substitution (1.33) resulted in the 
cancellation of the sum [boo + b01) from the numerator and denominator of the 
likelihood ratio, leaving a final expression comprising a single term. 
Note that this cancellation does not happen when the likelihood parameters 
of (1.54) are compared separately. They have to be combined in pairs into 
likelihood ratios as we have done here, in order for cancellation of sums to be 
possible. This does not mean that only binary modulations can be analysed 
in this way: it works for M-ary schemes as long as the required simplification 
occurs when all M likelihood parameters are combined pair-wise into ratios. 
For future reference, it is useful to define exactly what is meant by the 
simplification of a likelihood ratio: 
Definition 2 A likelihood ratio in A WGN is said to simplify if its likelihood 
trans/ orm can be written as a single term. 
A single term is understood to mean an expression comprising only products 
and quotients of variables. After taking the logarithm of a simplified likelihood 
ratio, a simplified maximum likelihood decision results. Achieving this for any 
modulation scheme instantly provides a simple maximum likelihood receiver for 
it. I shall call such a receiver a simplified receiver: 
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Definition 3 A simplified receiver is one whose structure is determined by the 
logarithm of the simplified likelihood ratio (or ratios) of its modulation scheme 
in AWGN. 
The usefulness of the likelihood transform will be demonstrated repeatedly 
throughout the rest of the dissertation, as a concise way of relating the structure 
of the maximum likelihood receiver to the scheme's trellis code, without explicit 
reference to a signal set. 
3.3 The Assumptions in the MSK Likelihood Ratio 
The rest of this chapter is devoted to illustrating some of the utility of the 
likelihood transform by offering an alternative analysis of the maximum likeli-
hood MSK receiver and receivers for. CPFSK more generally. The results for 
invariance over starting state and length of observation period are in fact well 
known and may be found in [3] for example. 
In writing the likelihood ratio for MSK (3.1), we made two assumptions. 
One was that the starting phase state was Un = Vn = 0, and the other was that 
the observation period N = 2. In the absence of 'magic genies' [90, p.419] in 
practical receivers, we have to check that the same likelihood ratio simplification 
results when these assumptions are dropped. 
3.3.1 Arbitrary starting phase state 
To take into account different starting phase states, we add the symbol prior to 
the one we are detecting to the list of 'unwanted' parameters in the likelihood 
ratio. Previously in (3.1) we assumed v0 = 0 and used the single unwanted 
parameter U = ( v2) while detecting v1. I now move to a more general notation 
and specify U = (vn, Vn+2) while detecting Vn+i· In other words, the input 
symbols before and after the one we are detecting are regarded as unknown, 
with distributions given by (1.47) as before. The observation period remains at 
N=2. 
The MSK trellis diagram of Figure 1.10 is redrawn here in Figure 3.1 for 
reference. The branches are now labelled with their associated LTVs (3.6). 
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Figure 3.1: MSK trellis diagram with branches labelled with their LTVs. 
It is easy to write the new likelihood ratio by inspection from the trellis of 
Figure 3.1. All the possible paths through phase state Vn+l = 0 appear as a sum 
offactors in the numerator, and all paths through ~n+l = 1 appear similarly in 
the denominator: 
A = aooboo + aoobo1 + ~ + ~ 
f!.Ql. + f!.Ql. + 1 + 1 boo bo1 aooboo aoobo1 
1 
= aoo + ao1 boo + bo1 
1 +a · 1 + 1 
aoo 01 boo bo1 
= {3.8) 
which is identical to (3.7). (The reader is urged at this point to examine 
carefully the correspondence between the expression in (3.8) and the trellis 
in Figure 3.1, bearing in mind that the LTVs in {3.8) are exponentials of 
correlation samples (metrics) of the form of {1.29). A clear understanding of 
this correspondence is essential for the rest of the dissertation.) 
Without specifying the starting phase therefore, the likelihood ratio still 
simplifies to the same decision rule {3.5) obtained before. This validates the 
assumption of an arbitrary Vn = 0, or v0 = 0 as we had it initially. 
The derivation {3.8) of the invariance to starting phase only works because 
1. the MSK trellis is invariant over phase rotations of 27rh radians; and 
2. the MSK simplified likelihood ratios are identical from every starting 
state. 
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These properties might indeed have been predicted from the fact that the 
continuous-phase encoder (CPE) is linear and defined over the ring of integers 
modulo P (with P = 2 in this case), as shown by Rimoldi [64, 65]. These 
conditions are not necessarily true for CPM schemes with coding. 
It is interesting to note that the expressions in (3.8) factorize into two 
factors, each containing variables from one symbol interval only, as shown in the 
second step above. (The left-hand factor contains only as and the right-hand 
factor only b s.) This is to be expected because the symbols in v are assumed 
to be statistically independent, so that one should be able to write their joint 
probability density function as a product of the conditional density functions 
associated with each symbol. Once again, this is not necessarily the case for 
coded schemes. When M is less than the number of states of the encoder, 
not all the states are reachable from any given state in the previous interval. 
The sequence of states v therefore cannot be independent of one another as in 
(1.47), and the likelihood ratio will not factorize as in (3.8). 
The two-fold tolerance to the starting phase state results directly in a two-
fold ambiguity in the phase of the received signal, which the receiver cannot 
resolve. With differential MSK, the detected phase state is the estimate of the 
(delayed) input data, which may therefore be inverted in sign with respect 
to what was transmitted. If fast frequency shift keying (FFSK) had been 
transmitted, a differential decoding stage is needed after the (Type I) receiver in 
order to recover the input data, which has the effect of removing this ambiguity. 
The input data are not related directly to the phase state of the transmitted 
FFSK signal, only to changes in the phase state. 
Showing that the likelihood ratio is invariant over the starting and end-
ing phase states as we have done here, is an alternative way of showing the 
equivalence of (1.28) - (1.32), with the Massey receiver (1.34) as the result. 
3.3.2 Limited observation period 
What follows is an alternative proof of de Buda's assertion [20] that MSK can 
be optimally detected in two symbol intervals. It is well known that the optimal 
observation period for full-response CPM is two symbol intervals if the initial 
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n n+l n+2 n+3 
Figure 3.2: MSK trellis with the observation period extended to three symbols. 
Branches are labelled with LTVs. 
state is known, and three symbol intervals if the initial state is not known or 
erroneous [3]. This result is reproven here for the special case of MSK as an 
illustration of how the likelihood transform simplifies such proofs. 
The validation of the assumption of an observation period of N = 2 in the 
MSK likelihood ratio (3.1) proceeds similarly to the starting phase validation. 
We may now safely assume an arbitrary Vn = 0, and extend the MSK trellis to 
a third observation interval as shown in Figure 3.2. 
The choice of LTVs introduced in (3.6) may be extended to more than two 
symbol intervals, by adding Cvu and so forth to the °'vu and bvu already defined: 
e J0 An+z(Soo) _ coo 
From Figure 3.2, the MSK likelihood ratio over three symbols is 
A= aoo[boo(coo+co1)+bo1(too+~)J 
ao1 [b!o (~0 + ~J + b!i (coo+ C01)] 
= aoo [boo+~] 
ao1 [ booc!oco1 + ~l] 
aooboobo1 
= 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
which gives the same result as before, and is independent of the signal in the 
third symbol interval. Further extending the observation period N > 3 yields 
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the same result: there is nothing to be gained in observing the MSK signal for 
more than two symbol intervals, by which time a maximum likelihood decision 
can be made. 
Rimoldi [65] proves the same result and obtains the Massey receiver by 
couching the problem in terms of the Viterbi decoder: if the survivors at depth 
n + 1 of the trellis go through the same state at depth n, then the survivors 
at depth n + 2 go through the same state at depth n + 1. The proof is almost 
identical to Massey's proof [48], which I summarized in section 1.5.2 above. 
3.4 Generalizing the MSK Analysis 
With the example of MSK now well understood, it is possible to generalize some 
of the ideas used there to CPFSK and the rest of CPM. This section defines 
the concepts that will be needed in the next chapter where the search for a 
simplified receiver is described. 
3.4.1 Arbitrary starting phase states for full-response CPFSK 
Like the special case of MSK, the receiver for M-ary full-response CPFSK 
without coding is also invariant over starting phase state [3]. The starting phase 
state is the current phase state, assumed known, from which the likelihood ratio 
is written in order to detect the current symbol; or for differential CPFSK, the 
next phase state. The likelihood ratios of CPM generally do not simplify, and 
are therefore not identical when calculated from different starting states. The 
proof cannot rely on likelihood ratio simplification as in the case of MSK. 
That the M-ary CPFSK receiver is invariant over starting phase state can 
be seen by reasoning that a different starting phase state v0 + k, k an integer, 
corresponds to a different starting phase <po = 27rhk, as long as the trellis is 
invariant over phase state rotations. Since coherent detection is assumed, the 
starting phase <po is assumed known, and therefore the detector is indifferent 
to the starting phase state vo. 
More formally, the above argument is valid if we can show in any symbol 
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interval that 
S(v+k),u(T,<po) = Svu(T,<po + 2Trhk), 0 :5 T < T, k E Z (3.11) 
where Z is the set of integers and the notation is abused somewhat to include 
the starting phase r.p0 in the argument list of svu(). For full-response CPFSK, 
the phase equation (1.23) corresponding to S(v+k),u(T, <po) is 
¢(v+k),u('r) = 2Trh [(vn + k) + UnT/T] 
= 'llivu(T) + 2Trhk, 0 :5 T < T (3.12) 
where 'llivu(T) is defined similarly to Svu(T) in (1.24). {3.11) is therefore true for 
all integer k. 
The invariance over starting phase means that a coherent receiver cannot 
distinguish between the P different transmitted waveforms that result from each 
of the P initial and unspecified states of the CPE at time t 0. In practical 
terms, the receiver's carrier synchronization circuit will lock on to one of P 
phases of the received signal. If the receiver demodulates phase state estimates 
(like the MSK maximum likelihood receiver above), then the demodulated data 
too will have a P-fold ambiguity. In practice, this difficulty is overcome in one 
of two ways [20}: 
1. Each transmitted message contains some known data, in a message header 
for example, so that the ambiguity can be resolved by subtracting (modP) 
the measured phase state difference from the detected phase states; or 
2. Non-differential conventional CPM is transmitted and differential decod-
ing is performed on the detected phase states, which removes the ambi-
guity at the cost of slightly degraded error performance. 
3.4.2 The significance of starting phase states in CPM with 
coding 
This subsection offers some speculation on the kinds of receiver structure for 
CPM with coding that we may look for. If a likelihood ratio is found to simplify, 
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what will be the effect of an unknown starting phase on the receiver structure 
and performance? 
The blindness of the full-response CPM receiver without coding to the 
starting phase state is a decided advantage, when one considers the problems 
faced by receivers for CPM with coding. If the trellis is no longer regular, 1 
detected states are no longer simply related to the phase states through a 
constant offset modulo P. The receiver has to have exact knowledge of the signal 
phase state at the start of every symbol interval, else it will make demodulation 
errors even in the absence of noise (14]. 
Two well-known papers by Wei [86, 87] propose design rules for making 
trellis-coded modulation (TCM) 'transparent' to phase rotations of the signal 
set in increments of 7r /2 radians. Because the CPE trellis has a direct mapping, 
via the memoryless modulator (MM), to the signal constellation, the phase 
rotational invariance or otherwise of CPFSK with coding can be discussed using 
the same notation and design rules as those customarily used for rotationally 
invariant TCM. 
From a likelihood ratio point of view, the reason for rotational variance is 
that a simplified receiver for CPM with coding generally will have a different 
set of likelihood functions from every starting state. The encoder imposes 
limitations on which transitions are possible from which states. The receiver 
has to be a compound receiver with a different structure 'switched in' depending 
on the current starting state. It will either need a 'magic genie' to tell it 
what each starting phase state is, so that it can use the correct subreceiver to 
detect the next symbol; or else the code will have to incorporate some form of 
differential encoding so that the receiver becomes insensitive to phase rotations 
of the received signal (86] . 
. 
As an example, Figure 3.3 shows a partial trellis labelled with some LTVs. 
Two pairs of likelihood parameters lvu over three symbols can be written from 
the two starting states 0 and 1, and it is seen that their likelihood ratios Ao 
1 The meaning of the word regular will be defined on page 63. 
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0 
1 
Figure 3.3: Example of a partial trellis which is invariant over the starting phase state. 
The branches are labelled with LTVs. 
and A 1 are identical: 
loo = aoo [boo (coo + coi) + bo1 ( eio + en)] 
lo1 [ 1 ( 1 1) 1 ( 1 1 )] = ao1 - -+- +- -+-boo coo C01 bo1 e10 en 
l10 = 1 [ 1 ( 1 1) 1 ( 1 1 )] 
aoo boo coo + eo1 + bo1 cio + en 
1 
Zn = - [boo(coo + eoi) + bo1(e10 +en)] 
ao1 
Ao 
loo Zn 
Ai (3.13) = = = lo1 l10 
This property means that only one receiver structure is needed, and it will 
make a maximum likelihood decision irrespective of the starting state. If the 
likelihood ratios themselves simplify (which was not the case in our example 
above), then a simplified receiver results. If the ratios do not simplify, the 
general likelihood parameter receiver is the best we can do without using a 
Viterbi or sequential decoder, but the receiver structure itself will be invariant 
over rotations of the starting phase state. This likelihood transform approach 
is an alternative way of examining the problem of rotational invariance, and it 
could bear further investigation. 
If the example above is changed slightly, by exchanging the two signals 
starting from starting state 1 for example, the likelihood functions from state 1 
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become 
110 - 1 [ 1 ( 1 1) 1 ( 1 1 )] 
ao1 boo coo + co1 + bo1 c10 + cu 
1 
Zn - - [boo( coo+ co1) + bo1(c10 +cu)] 
aoo 
A1 Zn #Ao (3.14) - 110 
and the likelihood ratios are no longer the same. If each likelihood ratio on 
its own simplifies, one may construct a compound receiver with each of the 
simplified likelihood ratios defining a subreceiver. 
One way of deciding which subreceiver to use is to reason that, in the absence 
of a 'magic genie', the best estimate the receiver has of the starting phase 
· state is its own previous maximum likelihood estimate. (We are assuming as 
before that the receiver detects phase states rather than frequency values.) This 
leads naturally to a decision-feedback receiver, which brings its own problems. 
Decision feedback always has the potential for losing the 'track' of the signal 
and generating long error bursts, sometimes catastrophically. 
Differential CPFSK schemes without coding (and some CPFSK schemes 
with coding and with some regularity in the encoder) have trellises that are 
invariant over time shifts and invariant over phase state rotations. I shall call 
such trellises regular trellises for reasons of conciseness. Regular trellises are 
associated with linear time-invariant encoders. 
Definition 4 A regular trellis is one which has the same likelihood ratio from 
every state within each symbol interval and which is invariant over time shifts 
of multiples of the symbol period. 
For a scheme with a regular trellis, it suffices to write a single likelihood 
ratio from any starting phase state. Likelihood ratios written from different 
states are identical, as I have shown in the case of MSK. 
Encoders considered in this dissertation will generally not be restricted to 
the class of time-invariant linear sequential circuits. A time-varying channel 
encoder which cycles its encoding rule over a cycle length of J may however be 
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regarded as a time-invariant block encoder with J inputs, which provides the 
modulator with J /Re symbols at a time, where Re is the code rate. The block 
encoder may still be nonlinear. 
3.4.3 Extending to multi-level signalling 
MSK is a binary modulation, and it was natural to write a decision rule for its 
optimal receiver in terms of a likelihood ratio. When dealing with an arbitrary 
M-ary modulation, it is not as clear how the decision rule should be formulated. 
The likelihood parameter receiver of (1.54) evaluated M likelihood functions 
on an observation, and chose the symbol corresponding to the largest parameter 
as the most likely. The simplified receiver came about through the simplification 
of the ratio of two likelihood functions. 
The natural extension of these ideas is to require that· all M of the likelihood 
functions of an M-ary scheme should have common factors, and that these 
common factors include all the sums of terms in the functions. In this way, a 
ratio of any two of the likelihood functions will result in a simplified likelihood 
ratio. The logarithm of each likelihood function is taken, and the common factor 
discarded, to determine the maximum log-likelihood decision rule: choose the 
symbol corresponding to the largest simplified-likelihood parameter. Of course 
the calculation of the likelihood parameter should now entail nothing more than 
adding or subtracting a few matched filter or correlator output samples. 
The immediate difficulty with this method is that M-ary schemes generally 
have more than two states, and in the presence of coding the sets of simplified 
likelihood functions from each state are not necessarily the same. One may 
have to implement a compound receiver as mentioned before, which hopefully 
would still be less complex than a full Viterbi decoder and have reasonable error 
performance. 
MSK is unique not only in that the likelihood functions from each state 
simplify in their likelihood ratio, but also that the two likelihood ratios from 
the two states are identical. 
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3.4.4 The choice of observation period 
In the process of looking for simplified receivers, we need to know over what 
interval to write the likelihood functions of each trellis that we examine. Choos-
ing too short an interval is sure to lead to a suboptimal receiver because not all 
the information in the signal sequence is used, and choosing too long an interval 
dramatically multiplies the number of trellises to be examined without further 
benefit. 
It was shown in section 3.3.2 that extending the observation period for MSK 
beyond two symbols does not give the· receiver any useful additional information. 
The same kind of proof is possible for other schemes with simplified receivers. 
For regular schemes such as full-response CPM, optimal observation periods 
can be deduced directly from the trellises. 
The observation period should be exactly long enough to observe what 
happens to two or more paths through the trellis, from the moment that they 
diverge from a common state, until they merge again at the first opportunity 
in a coµimon state. This interval is sometimes called the free distance between 
two paths. 
In the coding theory for feedforward encoders, the concept of constraint 
length is defined as the number of current and future output symbols that are 
affected by the current input symbol [44, p.11].2 
If the channel encoder (CE) and CPE are combined in a common trellis 
representation, as will be done in the next chapter, the idea of a constraint 
length is seen to be closely related to the diverging and merging of paths through 
the trellis. Having gone different ways from a certain state, the longest interval 
that any two paths can keep apart before merging at the first opportunity, is 
the constraint length of the scheme. This is also the observation period that an 
optimal receiver will have to use. 
2For encoders with n0 outputs and memory order m 0 , the constraint length is actually 
defined as nA =(mo+ l)no, which takes into account the number of outputs in assuming that 
they are to be interleaved. In the binary single-input rate-1/2 encoders considered in the next 
chapter, I recombine the two outputs into a single value modulo 4, and therefore prefer to 
use the term constraint length more loosely to refer simply to the number of output symbols 
affected. 
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n n+l n+2 
Figure 3.4: Example of a catastrophic trellis. 
Depending on the coding scheme, not all pairs of paths necessarily achieve 
the constraint length of the scheme. It is possible that diverging paths from 
some states may merge sooner than those from other states. The free Euclidean 
distance of any scheme, and hence its error performance, is often determined by 
the shortest free distance in the trellis. It follows that, in order to optimize error 
performance for a given observation period, the shortest free distance should 
be the same as the constraint length of the scheme. 
3.5 Catastrophic Trellises 
If a trellis has simplifying likelihood ratios from every state, it may still not 
represent a practical modulation scheme. The time-varying trellis in Figure 3.4 
has likelihood ratios which simplify from every state and a free distance of 
three symbol intervals. Yet something is suspicious when one examines its 
actual likelihood ratio from, for example, the first state: 
Aoo - aoo [boo (coo+ co1) + bo1 (c10 + c11)J 
ao1 [b10 (c10 +cu)+ bu (coo+ co1)J 
aooboobo1 
ao1 
(3.15) 
All the c terms from the third interval have cancelled, leaving a receiver which 
pretends to be optimal while observing the received signal for only two symbol 
intervals. 
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Thinking back to (3.7), this is the likelihood ratio of MSK. Furthermore, 
the pairs of likelihood ratios from pairs of adjacent states, that is, A00 and A01 , 
A2o and A2 1, and so on, are identical. It is not that the trellis comprises two 
disjoint sub-trellises, but rather that it is possible to follow two separate but 
parallel trajectories through the trellis indefinitely without accumulating any 
incremental Euclidean distance between them. 
This phenomenon has certainly been observed before in some TOM schemes 
[13]. Rimoldi and Li (68] define a catastrophic CPM scheme as one in which 
there exists a pair of input sequences, say u and u', which differ in an infinite 
number of places such that the corresponding transmitted signals s( t, u) and 
s(t, u') have finite Euclidean distance between them. This is a direct extension 
of the classical definition of catastrophic codes [50][85, p.250)[44, p.308]: a code 
is catastrophic if and only if the state transition diagram contains a loop of zero 
weight, other than the self-loop around the all-zero state. 
The definition of a catastrophic CPM scheme above can be extended directly 
to define a catastrophic coded modulation scheme. In this context, a modulation 
is generally regarded as being 'coded' if the transmitter possesses memory, and 
the contents of this memory defines the transmitter's state at any given time: 
Definition 5 A coded modulation scheme is said to be catastrophic if there 
exists a pair of transmitter state sequences which differ in an infinite number 
of places while the corresponding transmitted signals differ by a finite Euclidean 
distance. 
The definition is given in terms of transmitter states rather than input sym-
bols, because the states are what a maximum likelihood receiver detects. The 
mapping from input symbol to next transmitter state may be left unspecified, 
as long as it is assumed to be a one-to-one mapping. 
It follows from Figure 3.4 that states 0 and 1 are associated with the same 
point in signal space, as are states 2 and 3, being differentiated by the CE 
state only. Each pair of states may for example form a phase state of a CPM 
scheme. In effect one looks for pairs of parallel but non-touching paths which 
wrap around the trellis indefinitely with zero Euclidean distance between them. 
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I call such pairs zero-distance loops. 
This situation is found from every pair of states in the trellis of Figure 3.4. 
There may be a CE, and it may be in various states at various times, but the 
receiver is given no information as to what those states are. It might as well be 
MSK without coding, which is why an MSK receiver resulted from (3.15). 
Simplification of the likelihood ratio, aided by the likelihood transform, is 
a useful tool with which to check the validity of estimations of free distance: if 
not all the intervals within the free distance contribute LTV s to the simplified 
likelihood ratio, the scheme is catastrophic or otherwise degenerate. 
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Chapter 4 
Searches for Simplified 
Receivers 
This chapter covers the methods and results of two explorations of the search 
space of possible simplified receivers. These searches are in principle not any 
diHerent from the code searches commonly conducted to find good modulation 
codes for additive white Gaussian noise channels. The chief difference is in the 
stated goal of the search: In trellis coded modulation the goal is generally to 
maximize the free Euclidean distance subject to practical constraints on the 
number of code states. Here, the main goal is to find a practical simplified 
receiver, with maximization of the free Euclidean distance as a secondary goal. 
The main result of the search is that no simplified receiver has been found 
which is not in some way based on minimum shift keying's (MSK's) receiver. 
This is not a particularly surprising result, since there is no mention of a sim-
plified receiver apart from Massey's in the published literature. However, some 
of the results described in this chapter lead to interesting formulations of coded 
modulations related to MSK, and pointed the way for further investigation. 
These are discussed more fully in Chapter refch5. 
One obvious way of ensuring that a likelihood ratio simplifies into a single 
term, is to start with a single term and attempt to elaborate it into a sensible 
likelihood ratio. This reverse process was not systematically pursued, but 
section 4.1 gives an example of the obstacles such a technique would have to 
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overcome. This method is taken up again in the next chapter when the results 
of the various searches are discussed. 
The first search method generated various likelihood ratios which describe 
useful modulation schemes, and then checked whether they simplify. If a 
likelihood ratio had been found to simplify, the simplified receiver would have 
followed directly. The task was to choose a specific coded modulation scheme, 
or rather a class of coded modulation schemes with the channel encoder (CE) 
left unspecified. This narrowed the search sufficiently for reasonably com-
plex schemes to be considered. Section 4.2 therefore considers a four-level 
continuous-phase frequency shift keying (CPFSK) with h = 1/4 and a scheme 
called quadrature minimum shift keying (QMSK). 
The second search method produced mathematical expressions which may 
be interpreted as likelihood ratios or parts of likelihood ratios, and tried to 
simplify these. The explicit goal was to find mathematical identities which 
may aid in simplifying likelihood ratios. Section 4.3 describes an attempt at 
finding identities similar to the MSK identity, and a wider search based on 
generating all possible likelihood ratios for a given input alphabet size M and 
observation period N. The number of possible likelihood ratios becomes very 
large for moderately large Mand N, and only the simpler cases were tractable. 
A number of identities were found which all bear some similarity to the MSK 
identity. 
For the sake of convenience, all expressions for likelihood ratios and likeli-
hood functions will be written in terms of their likelihood transforms. 
4.1 Constructing Receivers From Simplified Likeli-
hood Ratios 
The likelihood ratio for MSK simplified (see (3.7)) because of the algebraic 
identity 
a+b 
-1--1 =ab, a,b > 0 
a+ii' 
(4.1) 
I call it the MSK identity. 
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This identity was the only tool initially available for simplifying likelihood 
ratios of schemes other than MSK. This section illustrates the construction of a 
maximum likelihood receiver directly from a pair of likelihood functions whose 
quotient is known to simplify. The nature of the corresponding modulation 
scheme, continuous-phase or not, may then be derived from the receiver. 
MSK can be detected optimally over two symbol intervals. As an attempt 
to do something similar over three intervals, we work backwards from the 
likelihood transform of a general simplified likelihood ratio, without specifying 
the signals of the scheme: 
A = aoa1bob1eoc1 
= 
= 
where we have substituted 
ao(bo +bl)( Co+ c1) 
1 (1 1)(1 1) 
a1 bo + bi co + c1 
ao [bo(Co + ci) + bl(co + ci)] 
a2 [b2(c2 + c3) + b3(c2 + c3)] 
a - 1 2 - a1 b - 1 2 
- bo 
b - 1 3 - b1 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
( 4.2) is in the form of a ratio of two likelihood functions, each one defining a 
tree of possible trajectories from a common state. The corresponding maximum 
likelihood receiver is shown in Figure 4.1. The signals have not been identified 
and separate correlators are shown for each one, but one can see that corre-
lations may be combined if the same signal occurs in more than one interval. 
Compare this diagram with the MSK detector in Figure 1.9. 
Now the question is how to define the signals corresponding to each variable 
in (4.2). Figure 4.2 shows one possible trellis that fits the description, where the 
two sub-trees corresponding to the two likelihood functions have been merged 
in the final interval. 
A difficulty with this approach now becomes apparent: The signals corre-
sponding to Co and c1 are duplicated in the last interval, and c2 and c3 also. 
This duplication seems to be an inevitable result of starting with a simplifying 
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sa0 (t-nT) 
sa 1 (t-nT) 
sb0 (t-nT) 
r(t) 
Seo (t-nT) 
sc1 (t-nT) 
Figure 4.1: A general maximum likelihood receiver derived from a simplified likelihood 
ratio over three symbol intervals. The correlations may be combined if the same signal 
occurs in more than one interval. 
ao 
Figure 4.2: Trellis derived from two likelihood functions, each of which defines a 
sub-tree from a common node. 
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likelihood ratio, also for longer observation periods. 
We distinguish between two cases: one arises if we insist that the modulation 
is a continuous phase modulation (CPM) without coding, and the other if we 
allow coding. In the case of CPM without coding, each state in this trellis is a 
phase state. It then becomes impossible to reconcile the trellis, or indeed any 
similar trellis constructed from (4.2), with the continuous-phase requirement. 
Signals such as co which start in different phases cannot have the same name 
or, put differently, identical signals cannot start in different phase states. 
One way of resolving the difficulty is by making parallel branches, as shown 
in Figure 4.3. The duplicated signals can now be merged, but the parallel 
transitions in the second interval can have a normalized squared Euclidean 
distance (NSED) between them of at most 1 for CPFSK and at best approaching 
2 for any CPM. This in turn limits the free Euclidean distance of the scheme 
to those values. Furthermore, the parallel transitions require pairs of signals 
which are separated in frequency by multiples of the symbol rate, so that they 
may start and end in the same phase. For all of the schemes considered in this 
dissertation, and most practical schemes in the literature, such a requirement 
means expanding the signal set at the expense of bandwidth. The use of parallel 
transitions to resolve the signals produced from a simplifying likelihood ratio is 
not attractive. 
In the second case we allow coding, which has the effect of introducing 
bo 
Figure 4.3: Making CPM with parallel branches, which requires at least one pair of 
signals separated in frequency by the symbol rate. 
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code states into the trellis which are independent of the phase states, assuming 
that we combine code and phase states in one trellis. Now the duplicated 
signals in Figure 4.2 may be thought of as being physically identical (having the 
same starting phases and frequencies), but being distinguished by different code 
states. Tracing back to the second interval, the pairs of signals corresponding 
to bo and b1 (and b2 and b3) again have to be either physically identical, or 
else differ in frequency by multiples of the symbol rate, because they end in the 
same phase. 
Taking first the case where the signals in the second interval are physically 
identical, the best free Euclidean distance that can be achieved in this case is 
with an MSK with coding (assuming that the modulation index is limited to 
h < 1). It is only nominally coded because the encoder turns out in every case to 
be a simple delay, with no coding gain. The free Euclidean distance is limited to 
cffree = 2, the same as MSK without coding. (In constructing candidate trellises, 
care should be taken to avoid catastrophic trellises, as defined in section 3.5.) 
If the pairs of signals in the second interval are allowed to accumulate 
multiples of 27r radians between them over one symbol interval, an interesting 
situation is found. Such pairs of signals are orthogonal (assuming a sufficiently 
high carrier frequency) and can therefore contribute a NSED of 1 to the free 
squared Euclidean distance. With a constraint length of three symbol intervals, 
a free Euclidean distance of cffree = 3 ought to be achievable, and correspond-
ingly more with longer constraint lengths. 
The obvious candidate would be a coded form of Sunde's FSK (lREC with 
h = 1) (75], but that limits the trellis to a single phase state. Anderson et al 
have also shown that h = 1 is a particularly weak modulation index in terms 
of free Euclidean distance, especially when combined with coding [3]. It is 
possible to construct a scheme with a modulation index like h = 1/2 and with 
either M = 3 or M = 4 signals in its alphabet. This generates signals spaced 
in frequency by half the symbol rate, including at least one pair which differs 
in frequency by the symbol rate. This scheme can no longer be treated as a 
differential CPM, because M > P, but that should not introduce any special 
difficulty. It is known that such schemes have some coding gain, albeit at the 
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expense of bandwidth efficiency [3). 
The ad hoc investigation above is followed up in Chapter 6 with a much 
more structured analysis. 
4.2 Search for Simplified Receivers for Specific Mod-
ulations 
The most general possible search would generate all possible likelihood ratios 
and attempt to simplify them, with the aim of assigning a simplified likelihood 
ratio to an equal-energy modulation scheme once it has been found. The 
enormous number of possible likelihood ratios makes it impossible to do an 
exhaustive search for simplifications. 
A more focused approach was therefore tried: a specific coded modulation 
scheme was chosen with the CE as yet unspecified. The search now became a 
search of possible modulation codes, by generating the likelihood ratio of each 
CE combined with the modulator, and attempting simplification. In this way, it 
was hoped to extend the search to longer observation periods and more states. 
This section describes a search for a simplified receiver for QMSK, which is 
a four-level CPFSK with coding and with modulation index h = 1/4. Before 
describing this search, an example is given of a proof of the non-existence of 
simplified receivers for CPM schemes without coding. 
4.2.1 Four-level CPFSK with h = 1/4 
One possible place to start looking for a CPFSK receiver with a simplifying 
likelihood ratio, is four-level full-response CPFSK {lREC) with modulation 
index h = 1/4. I shall simply call it 4-CPFSK hereafter. It is a bandwidth-
e:fficient scheme, with much potential for excellent error performance when 
combined with a convolutional encoder to increase its free Euclidean distance 
[45)[3, p.438). A simplified receiver for it would obviously be of interest. 
Using the simple likelihood transform notation, it is straightforward to show 
that a simplified receiver does not exist for 4-CPFSK. Its trellis was illustrated in 
Figure 1.5, and is repeated in Figure 4.4 for easy reference. From the arbitrary 
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2 
3 
n n+l n+2 n+3 
Figure 4.4: Trellis diagram for four-level full-response CPFSK with h = 1/4. The 
signal trajectory for the data input sequence (2, 0, 3) is shown in a heavy line, assuming 
er,., = 0 to start with. 
starting state <Tn = 0, the four likelihood functions over two symbol intervals 
are 
loo = aoo(boo + bo1 + bo2 + bos) 
101 - ao1(b10 + bn + b12 + b13) 
lo2 (1 1 1 1) 
- ao2 -+-+-+-boo bo1 bo2 bos 
los (1 1 1 1) (4.4) - aos -+-+-+-b10 bn b12 b13 
because 
b-io = 1 b30 = 1 boo b10 
~1 = 1 b31 = 1 bo1 bn (4.5) 
b-i2 = 1 b32 = 1 bo2 b12 
b23 = 1 b33 = 1 bo3 b13 
The likelihood transform variables (LTVs) here are named according to the 
convention previously used in (3.6). Taken in pairs and combined into ratios, 
no likelihood ratio simplification occurs among the likelihood functions in ( 4.4). 
Extending the observation period to three or four symbol intervals simply makes 
it worse, the likelihood functions have no common factors. 
It is also possible, but more tedious, to prove the same result by following 
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the 'magic genie' [90, p.419] or Viterbi decoder argument of Massey [48] or 
Rimoldi [65]: the various decision functions obtained depend on the starting 
and ending phase.1 
One may conjecture that the regular trellis associated with 4-CPFSK is the 
reason why it does not have a simplified receiver. The trellis is fully connected, 
meaning that every phase state can be reached in one symbol interval from any 
other state. This is a result of having M = P. If the lack of a simplified receiver 
for 4-CPFSK is representative of what may be expected of similar schemes, the 
next step is to look at schemes with trellises which are not fully connected. If 
we choose M < P, for example binary CPFSK with h = 1/4, we are given 
some freedom regarding which states to connect to which in the trellis. It is 
then conceivable that a trellis may be constructed which might have likelihood 
functions which simplify in pairs. 
4.2.2 Quadrature Minimum Shift Keying 
The Costas loop synchronization circuits of the Massey-Hodgart receiver [35], 
mentioned in section 1.5.2 and illustrated in Figure 1.11, are closely integrated 
with the data detection circuit, resulting in a simple and robust receiver. It is 
.tempting to try to use Costas loops for other full-response CPFSK schemes as 
well. The effect is to place a constraint on the design of the trellis to facilitate 
easy synchronization. 
Hodgart [34] has proposed a family of four-level CPFSK schemes with coding 
and with h = 1/4, calling it QMSK. The choice of four-level modulation with 
coding and h = 1/4 was inspired by the good performance reported for this 
class of modulations when combined with convolutional encoders [45][3, p.438]. 
With proper encoder choice, QMSK should have some coding gain over MSK, 
while requiring about the same bandwidth. No receiver has been proposed 
for QMSK, but the proposal for the signal design seems to lend itself to easy 
synchronization in a possible practical receiver. 
The QMSK definition does not specify a receiver, because apart from the 
1This result also contradicts the finding of Kritzinger [40], who claims to have found a 
simplified 4-CPFSK receiver by Massey and Rimoldi's methods. 
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required continuous phase and the general Costas constraint placed on the trellis 
design, the encoder is left unspecified. In particular, Hodgart stresses that one 
does not have to limit oneself to linear time-invariant convolutional encoders, 
as most researchers have done [3, 6]. 
QMSK description 
The QMSK signal is defined as M = 4 CPFSK with h = 1/4, fed by a rate-1/2 
CE. The input to the CE is therefore binary. The transmitted signal, which 
has one of four frequencies during any symbol interval, is constrained always to 
be either in phase or exactly anti-phase to any one of a set of four continuous 
reference waveforms. The reference waveforms are sine waves, one at each 
signalling frequency, and phased so that they are all exactly in phase once 
every four symbol intervals at a symbol boundary. These are the four signal 
frequencies that have to be recovered at the receiver, compared to the two in the 
Massey-Hodgart MSK receiver. The aim is to have an 'all in-phase' structure 
in the receiver, similar to the Massey-Hodgart MSK receiver (see Figure 1.11), 
where the quadrature arms of the Costas loops are dedicated to synchronization 
only, and the in-phase arms detect the signal. 
If one should drop this phasing requirement and use all eight oscillators 
(four frequencies, two quadrature oscillators at each frequency) to detect the 
signal, this is sure to complicate both the detection and the synchronization. 
Figure 4.5 shows the four reference waveforms near baseband, as well as 
a possible QMSK signal which satisfies the QMSK constraints. Note that 
although the reference waveforms are expected to coincide in phase once every 
four symbol intervals on a symbol boundary, the actual phase at that moment is 
an arbitrary I.po. This phase coincidence results from the value of the modulation 
index h = 1/4, and the requirement that the QMSK signal should at every 
symbol boundary be in a position to switch frequencies phase-continuously and 
follow a new phase trajectory either in phase or anti-phase to one of the reference 
oscillators. 
QMSK differs from 4-CPFSK without coding in that the input to the CE 
is binary, not quaternary, in that it has a rate-1/2 CE preceding the modulator 
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s(t)~ ·~ I\ I  \T\:_ 
io(t)0~~G 
i1 (t) 
i2(t) 
i3(!) 
Figure 4.5: QMSK modulator waveforms over four symbol intervals, showing a valid 
signal (top) and four reference oscillations, one at each signalling frequency. 
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(3;) 3 • • • 
n n+l n+2 n+3 n+4 
Figure 4.6: QMSK phase trellis, showing the phases of the four reference oscillators at 
the symbol boundaries, or alternatively, showing the combined CE/CPE code trellis. 
The symbol intervals are designated 'EVEN' and 'ODD' as shown. The CE ensures 
that the CPE/MM combination selects trajectories from this trellis only. 
(to increase the number of levels from two to four), and that certain phase 
trajectories are excluded by the encoder from appearing in the transmitted 
signal, in order to meet the QMSK carrier synchronization constraint mentioned 
above. I am not aware of any encoders in the literature which have this last 
property. 
The QMSK phase trellis is shown in Figure 4.6. Comparing this trellis with 
Figure 4.4, one can see immediately that the branches from some states are 
now binary, while others ate quaternary, and that the trellis is time-varying, in 
the sense that even and odd symbol intervals do not have the same signal set. 
Looking at Figure 4.5, one can see that at every second symbol boundary, the 
signal has a choice of all four reference oscillators (or their inverses) to follow, 
while at the intervening boundaries it has a choice of only two, the other two 
oscillators being in phase quadrature at those moments. 
One may see this trellis as either the phases of the reference oscillators at 
the symbol boundaries, or as the code trellis of the continuous-phase encoder 
(CPE), with its input data constrained by a CE. Note that there are unused 
phase states in the even intervals. 
The input to a 4-CPFSK modulator without coding is an arbitrary four-level 
symbol sequence. It is the duty of the QMSK CE to ensure that no symbol 
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EVEN ODD 
State Input Output Next State Input Output Next 
(n Yn Un (n+l (n Yn Un (n+l 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 1 1 0 1 2 0 
1 0 2 0 1 0 1 1 
1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 
Table 4.1: Hodgart's two-state QMSK encoder A definition. 
reaches the QMSK CPE and memoryless modulator (MM) which causes the 
signal to depart from the trellis of Figure 4.6. Simultaneously, it is hoped that 
the CE will provide a greater free Euclidean distance. 
The time-varying nature of the QMSK trellis means that the CE too will be 
time-varying: it changes its encoding rule every symbol interval. Presumably 
one may specify that it has one rule for even symbol intervals and another 
for odd intervals, but in general its rules may rotate with a cycle of integers 
modulo J, where J is an even positive integer. 
Despite a superficial resemblance, QMSK is not the same as multi-h mod-
ulation [52, 8), which switches the modulation index cyclically. In QMSK the 
modulation index is fixed. 
The Hodgart encoders 
Hodgart (34] proposed two two-state CE definitions and a four-state definition. 
The two-state encoders are called 'A' and 'B', and are defined in Tables 4.1 and 
4.2. The trellis associated with each encoder follows its table. The two-state 
encoders yield a free Euclidean distance of d'iree = 3, or 1.8 dB improvement 
over MSK. The four-state encoder, which I have called 'C', is a slightly modified 
combination of the previous two, and has a free Euclidean distance of d'iree = 4, 
or 3 dB gain over MSK. It is defined by its trellis diagram in Figure 4.9. 
The CE output Un is fed into the CPE of a conventional 4-CPFSK, in other 
words, the Un refer to frequency values, not next phase states. The trellises in 
Figures 4. 7 to 4.9 generally have the input data unspecified. It is not necessary 
for likelihood ratio simplification to specify whether the upper branch leaving 
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n+l n+2 
Figure 4.7: Trellis for Hodgart's two-state QMSK encoder A, with 1.8 dB gain over 
MSK. The branches are labelled with the CE output Un· 
EVEN ODD 
State Input Output Next State Input Output Next 
(n Yn Un (n+l (n Yn Un (n+l 
0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 3 1 0 1 2 0 
1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 
Table 4.2: Hodgart's two-state QMSK encoder B definition. 
EVEN ODD 
0 ~2~~---~~~ 
3 
n 
n+l n+2 
Figure 4.8: Trellis for Hodgart's two-state QMSK encoder B, with 1.8 dB gain over 
MSK. The branches are labelled with the CE output Un· 
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Figure 4.9: Trellis for Hodgart's four-state QMSK encoder C, with 3 dB gain over 
MSK. The branches are labelled with the CE output Un. 
a state represents input data 0 or 1, as long as one input level selects one valid 
signal trajectory and the other level the other trajectory, merely affecting as it 
does the data-to-signal mapping. The CE definition in QMSK may be regarded 
as a table look-up throughout. 
I shall call the QMSK schemes that result from the use of encoder A, B and 
C, scheme A, B and C respectively. One may readily verify that the encoders 
meet the QMSK phase trellis constraint. The four-state encoder and trellis is 
time-varying with a cycle period of J = 4, as compared to two (even/odd) for 
the two-state encoders. 
To formalize the CE notation slightly, it helps to conceptualize the CE as 
having one input and two outputs. It can then be described in the conventional 
way as a rate-1/2 encoder with binary inputs and outputs. The CE outputs 
are combined linearly through 
(4.6) 
where u~1 ) is the most significant bit of the CE output and u~o) is the least 
significant bit, before being fed into the CPE as a number modulo 4. Figure 4.10 
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Figure 4.10: QMSK modulator block diagram, showing the cascade of CE, CPE and 
MM. 
shows the block diagram. 
It is interesting to note that the three different schemes have different power 
spectra, even though all signalling frequencies are used with equal probability 
in each one. 
I illustrated the Hodgart QMSK encoders as an introduction to QMSK, and 
to show what performance may be possible with the scheme. No receiver has yet 
been designed for it, neither in terms of signal detection nor synchronization. 
My intention was to try to find a simplified receiver for it. 
4.2.3 Likelihood ratio analysis of QMSK 
The Hodgart encoders were not designed with simplified receivers in mind, and 
it can be shown that they do not have simplified receivers. To do so, I introduce 
a combined CE and CPE trellis diagram as shown in Figure 4.11. For a two-state 
encoder and four-state CPE, as we had for Hodgart 's scheme A, the combined 
trellis has eight states. Each pair of adjacent states form a phase state, and 
each state within a pair is a CE state. Similarly, if the CE has four states, then 
the combined trellis states are grouped into groups of four CE states, and each 
group forms one phase state. 
The combined trellis now has the useful characteristic of having binary 
branches (binary input to the CE) from every state except the unused ones. 
Previously, the QMSK CPE trellis had various numbers of branches emerging 
from and merging into each used state. 
The trellis is irregular (in the sense of regular trellises defined in Chapter 3), 
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Figure 4.11: Combined CE and CPE trellis for Hodgart's QMSK scheme A, over four 
symbol intervals. The states are labelled with their CE state and the associated signal 
phase. The branches are labelled with the CE output or CPE input. 
because it is not invariant over state rotations. The practical implication of 
this is that the likelihood ratio now has to be calculated from every state. If 
it should simplify every time, then a simplified receiver would exist from every 
state. These simplified receivers would generally not be the same from every 
state, however. This difficulty was discussed in more detail in section 3.4.2. 
Referring to Figure 4.11, likelihood functions from each state are now la-
belled lvzy, where the subscript v refers to the CPE starting state an = Vn, 
the z refers to the CE starting state (n and the y refers to the input data in 
the first interval Yn· For an observation period of three symbol intervals, from 
phase state 0, encoder state 0, they are 
looo = aoo [boo( coo+ co1) + bo2(c20 + c21)] 
= aoo [boo(coo + co1) + bo2 (~0 + ~1 )] , (4.7) 
loo1 = ao1 [b11(c22 + c23) + b13(C02 + CQ3)] 
= ao1 [bu ( ...!_ + ...!_) + b13(C02 + CQ3)] C02 CQ3 (4.8) 
where the LTV naming convention follows that of (3.6) as before. The likelihood 
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Figure 4.12: Combined CE and CPE trellis for Hodgart's QMSK scheme C. 
ratio 
A _ looo 00 - -loo1 = 
aooco2coa(boocooco1 + bo2)(coo + co1) 
ao1cooco1(b11 + b1aco2coa)(co2 + coa) (4.9) 
does not simplify further. One may readily verify that the likelihood ratios 
from every other state in the trellis also do not simplify. This kind of checking 
is greatly speeded by the use of a co~puter program which does symbolic 
simplification of expressions. It is only necessary to find one state from which 
the likelihood ratio does not simplify to pronounce the trellis unusable for a 
simplified receiver. 
Extending the observation period to four or more intervals also does not 
produce a simplification. Indeed, an examination of the trellis shows that 
a longer observation period than three need not be considered, because the 
shortest free distance in the trellis is three. It is always possible to find pairs 
of paths through a trellis which never merge, but that is not what is meant 
here. It is the first possible merging of two paths which initially separated from 
a common state, which determines the modulation's free distance and hence 
its error performance [3]. Section 3.4.4 dealt with free distance and constraint 
length in more detail. 
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Hodgart's QMSK schemes B and C similarly do not simplify. The combined 
trellis of scheme C, for example, is shown in Figure 4.12. The paths from the 
first (top) state in the second interval are shown in heavier lines. In this trellis, 
some paths merge in three intervals after splitting, while others need five. This 
is probably not a desirable property, both from the viewpoint of maximizing free 
Euclidean distance, and for defining a receiver. From the figure, the likelihood 
ratio from the given state over the paths shown in heavy lines, is 
Aoo - boo [coo(doo + do2) + co1 (du + d13)] bo2 [c20(d20 + d22) + c21(ds1 + dss)] 
bo0Co0Co1 doodo2dnd1s [eoo(doo + do2) + Co1 (du +dis)] 
bo2 [coodoodo2(du + d13) + eo1dud1s(doo + do2)] (4.10} 
It is clear from the figure why it is not necessary to have an observation period 
longer than three symbols from this state. From other states, an observation 
period of five symbols may be necessary. 
4.2.4 The search for a simplified receiver for QMSK 
The preceding analysis of the Hodgart schemes suggests a way of automating 
the search for trellises with simplifying likelihood ratios. A computer program 
can generate all allowable trellises and check each one for simplification of _its 
likelihood ratios, free Euclidean distance, and catastrophic trellises. Each of 
these tests will be discussed individually below, but first one needs an idea of 
how many trellises are to be generated and examined. 
Minimizing the number of QMSK trellises 
Looking at the combined trellises in Figure 4.11 or Figure 4.12, it is apparent 
that only half the states are used in any one interval. If the CE has four states, 
for example, then the actual number of used states is n 3 = 4 x 4/2 = 8. 
Calculating the number of possible QMSK trellis codes is done in two steps. 
First it is assumed that it is known which used states are chosen: these are 
fixed over a single interval, so that the number of possible trellises T(ns) with 
a fixed number of states ns = Z P /2 may be calculated. Z is the number of CE 
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ns T(ns) 
2 1 
3 6 
4 90 
5 2040 
6 67950 
7 3110940 
8 187530840 
Table 4.3: Number of possible trellises as a function of the number of states. 
states and P is the number of CPE states. 
T(ns) is difficult to enumerate, and the problem was only solved recently 
[57], apparently for the first time. Appendix A describes the problem in more 
detail, and Table 4.3 summarizes the number of trellises over one interval T(ns) 
as a function of ns up to n5 = 8. With the available computing resources, a 
practical limit of Z ::::; 4 is placed on the number of CE states. 
In the second step, the number of ways of choosing ns used states from a 
total of 2ns in one interval is calculated as 
{4.11) 
For ns = 8 states, there are 12870 combinations of used (or unused) states in 
every odd symbol interval. In even intervals, the choice of used states is fixed. 
If we want to examine all possible Z = 4 trellises over a CE cycle length of 
J = 4, for example, we shall need to generate 
(4.12) 
trellises for ns = ZP/2 = 8. If we could process a thousand million trellises 
per second on a massively parallel supercomputer, it would take 6 x 1024 years 
to complete the search. The brute-force approach needs to be tempered with 
some ingenuity. 
Various rules may be formulated for pruning these numbers effectively, as 
described in Appendix A. These pruning rules were encapsulated in a program 
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called USED which generated all possible combinations of used states, and then 
applied various shifting and mirroring transformations to prune trellises which 
may be derived from one another. The result was a more manageable number 
of combinations of used states. 
The output of USED was a file of candidate used state combinations, to be 
fed into the next stage of processing: a program called ALL. ALL generated all 
possible trellises with the given combination of used states and ran each one 
through the battery of tests described in the subsections to follow. 
To minimize the number of trellises examined, ALL had to try to generate 
as few trellises as possible. This was not as easy to do as in the case of USED, 
because it is not so clear from the outset which trellises may be safely pruned 
without discarding a potential simplified receiver. Parallel transitions were not 
generated from the outset, that is, branches from the same state which merge 
again immediately in a common next state. A parallel transition in a QMSK 
trellis cannot be differentiated at the receiver because its branches differ by a 
Euclidean distance of zero. 
Appendix A gives more information on how the algorithms limit the number 
of trellises. 
Likelihood ratio simplification 
As each possible trellis was generated, the fastest selection criterion was in fact 
the symbolic simplification of its likelihood ratios from each state in the trellis. 
It was important for the efficiency of the algorithm at this level of iteration, that 
trellises be discarded as soon as possible if they turned out to be unsuitable. 
The likelihood ratio simplification, being the strictest of the tests, caused the 
vast majority of trellises to be discarded on the first state tested. Only those 
trellises which had likelihood ratios that simplified in every state of the trellis, 
were passed on to the next two tests. 
Symbolic simplification of a likelihood ratio-like expression is relatively 
easy to implement as a computer program, because of the regularity of the 
expression. The two likelihood functions from each state can be generated in 
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the form of, for example, 
- boocoodoo + boocoodo2 + booco1d11 + booco1d13 + 
11 11 11 11 
bo2--- + bo2-- + bo2-- + bo2-- (4.13) 
coo doo coo do2 co1 dn C01 d13 
which was taken from Hodgares scheme A. Such an expression may be repre-
sented by an array of integers (which is what I used) or by a more sophisticated 
data structure such as a linked list or tree. Each likelihood function is then 
simplified separately, by removing from it its lowest common denominator and 
any other factors common to all terms. If the remaining sum of terms is the 
same for the two likelihood functions, then their likelihood ratio will simplify by 
cancellation of the sums. In (4.13) above, the a00 factor from the first interval 
was not included, because it would have been removed anyway as a common 
factor during the simplifying process. 
A detailed description of the simplification algorithm is given in Appendix B, 
sections B.1 and B.8. Note that if the two likelihood functions from a state are 
identical (so that their likelihood ratio is unity), the trellis is degenerate and 
should be discarded. 
Catastrophic trellises 
If a trellis passed the likelihood ratio simplification test, it may still be catas-
trophic. The Z = 2, J = 4 trellis in Figure 4.13 has likelihood ratios which 
simplify from every state, it uses legal QMSK signals, it even has a free Eu-
clidean distance of d~ee = 4, which is 'a 3 dB improvement over MSK. Yet its 
likelihood ratio is, from the the first state for example: 
Aoo = 
= 
aoo [boo (co1 + C03) + bo2 (c21 + c23)] 
ao2 [b20 (c21 + c23) + b22 (c01 + Co3)] 
aooboobo2 
ao2 
(4.14) 
This is MSK's receiver, even though the trellis has a constraint length of three 
as one may verify from Figure 4.13. 
Referring to the definition of catastrophic codes in Chapter 3, the trellis of 
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Figure 4.13: Example of a catastrophic QMSK trellis with Z = 2 and J = 4, which 
otherwise seems valid. 
Figure 4.13 was clearly catastrophic. For example, starting from state 00 (mean-
ing phase state 0, encoder state 0), the infinite CPE input sequences (frequen-
cies) u = (0,0,1,3,0,0,1,3,0,0, ... ) and u' = (2,2,0,0,1,3,0,0,1,3,0,0, ... ) 
accumulated a finite NSED of 2 between them, while the corresponding se-
quences of CE states differed in every position except the first: they were 
(0, 0, 0, ... ) and (0, 0, 1, 1, 1, ... ) respectively. 
The frequency shift in the third and fourth intervals of the trellis is just that: 
MSK with lower signalling frequency w0 for the first two intervals, followed by 
MSK at a slightly higher frequency w0 + 7r /2T for the next two intervals, and 
so on. 
Checking for catastrophic trellises in ALL was therefore necessary, if some-
what tedious. All potential zero-distance loops had to be traced through the 
trellis recursively until they either diverged or remerged with themselves to 
form a closed loop. Note that such loops may span more than J intervals in 
a figure-of-eight fashion, which made an exhaustive search expensive in terms 
of processing time. The algorithm in ALL was carefully optimized to avoid 
redundant searching. 
The strict definition of a catastrophic scheme was later relaxed somewhat 
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to examine the possibility that some catastrophic schemes may be practically 
useful. Section 5.1.1 of Chapter 5 gives more detail. 
Free Euclidean distance 
The final qualifying check done on a trellis which passed the two previous tests, 
was to measure its free Euclidean distance, and discard the trellis if it was 
below a certain threshold. The threshold was usually set at a free Euclidean 
distance of dfree = 3, which is a modest 1.8 dB improvement on MSK. If this 
was not done, ALL found many non-catastrophic QMSK trellises with simplified 
receivers, but with no coding gain over MSK. Examples are given in the next 
subsection. 
The automated calculation of Euclidean distance in the algorithm was fa-
cilitated by the precalculation of a table of incremental normalized correlation 
coefficients .6.p(.6.vn, .6.un) for M = 2, h = 1/4, as described in section 1.9. 
Table 4.4 shows the result of calculating, from {l.67) and (1.23), 
.6.un ::/:: 0 
(4.15) 
As an example of the use of Table 4.4, the NSED between two paths in 
Figure 4.13 are calculated in Table 4.5. 
Examples of candidate QMSK trellises 
The main result of the search was that it seems likely that there is no simplified 
receiver for QMSK, as the exhaustive searches turned up nothing. How does 
one generate some confidence in this result? How do we know that the negative 
result is not due to a logical fault or a programming error? One way is to relax 
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-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 
2 l l 0 _l _l 2 371" 71" 71" 71" 71" -371" -3 
2 0 _1 -1 _l 0 2 371" 71" 71" 371" -2 
2 _l _1 0 l 1 2 
-371" 71" 71" 71" 71" 371" 
-1 
2 0 1 1 l 0 2 
-371" 71" 71" -371"' 
1 2 l 1 0 _1 _.£ 2 371" 71" 71" 71" 71" -371" 
2 0 _1 -1 _1 0 2 371" 71" 71" 371" 2 
2 _l _l 0 1 l i 
-371" 71" 71" 71" 71" 371" 3 
Table 4.4: Incremental normalized correlation coefficients Ap(Avn, Aun) for M = 2 
and h = 1/4. 
~v: 
~u: 
~p: 
n n+l 
0 -2 
-2 0 
0 -1 
n+2 
-2 
-2 
0 
From (1.66): NSED = 3 - (0 - 1 + 0) = 4 
Table 4.5: Example calculation of the NSED between two paths in Figure 4.13 for 
the common starting state 00 and ending state 10, and frequencies u = (0, 0, 1) for one 
path and u' = (2, O, 3) for the other. 
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Left out 
LR Not Free Trellises 
z J simplification catastrophic ED tested 
2 2 24 (3) 16 (4) 256 (2) 10800 
2 4 1344 (3) 512 (4) 72704 (2) 58786560 
Table 4.6: Results of relaxing the qualifying tests for QMSK trellises. The entries are 
the numbers of trellises found for each combination of Zand J, with the free Euclidean 
distance in brackets. 
some of the selection criteria for the trellises in order to see that ALL comes up 
with plausible candidate schemes. The three qualifying tests were 
1. likelihood ratio simplification from every state; 
2. not catastrophic; and 
3. free squared Euclidean distance of at lea.st 3. 
The results of relaxing one of these at a time are summarized in Table 4.6 
for Z = 2 CE states and CE cycle length J = 2 and 4. The first trellis found 
in each case for J = 4 is shown in Figure 4.13 on page 91, and Figures 4.14 
and 4.15 below. It is interesting to verify how each of them fails to meet the 
particular omitted requirement, and meets the rest. 
4.2.5 Number of trellises tested 
With the computing resources available, the only exhaustive searches achieved 
were for Z = 2 CE states and J = 2 and J = 4 CE cycle lengths. The number 
of trellises examined in these two cases were 10800 and 58786560 respectively. 
Partial searches were done for Z = 2, J = 8, and for Z = 4, J = 2 and 
4. The total numbers of trellises examined in each case are shown in Table 4.7. 
Most of the searches were done on relatively fast 'workstation' computers, 
but the partial search for Z = 4, J = 2 was started simultaneously on 22 
'personal' computers, one for each of the 22 most promising combinations of 
used states generated by USED. This parallel search averaged 300 million trellises 
per combination. In addition, the most promising combination was searched to 
a depth of 1600 million trellises. 
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Figure 4.14: QMSK trellis found by suppressing the likelihood ratio simplification 
test. 
• 
• 
• 
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2 
1 • 
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n 
n+l n+2 n+3 n+4 
Figure 4.15: QMSK trellis found by lowering the minimum free Euclidean distance 
threshold. 
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z J Trellises Completion 
2 2 10800 exhaustive 
2 4 58786560 exhaustive 
2 8 3 x 109 partial 
4 2 13 x 109 partial 
4 4 10 x 109 partial 
Table 4. 7: Total number of trellises generated and tested, arranged by number of CE 
states Zand CE cycle length J. 
4.3 Search for Identities to Aid Simplification 
This section describes the search method for finding mathematical identities 
which may help in simplifying likelihood ratios of trellis-coded modulations. It 
starts by describing an exploration of variations of the MSK identity (4.1) in 
section 4.3.1. Some identities were found, but their usefulness is in question 
because they do not seem to be of the form of likelihood ratio expressions. 
Section 4.3.2 therefore describes a search based on generating expressions 
which resemble likelihood ratios. The expressions are generated and simplified 
with the help of a computer program, to see which ones simplify into single 
terms, thus forming identities. However, the method of generating all possible 
likelihood ratio expressions was far too general in this approach, and only the 
trivial case of binary modulation over two symbol intervals could be covered. 
A more sophisticated program was then written, as described in section 4.3.3 
and Appendix B, to generate and simplify likelihood ratio expressions based 
on actual trellises. Care was taken only to generate mathematically distinct 
expressions, in which the program was reasonably successful. This method 
yielded some interesting identities up to an observation period of three intervals. 
The MSK identity (4.1) is a quotient of Laurent polynomials with all coeffi-
cients unity. It may be difficult to prove the existence or not of more identities 
of this kind. There is a restricted class of identities which follows from the 
magnitudes of complex numbers: 
(a+ jb)(c + jd) - (ac bd) + j(ad +be) 
=> (a2 + b2 )(c2 + d2 ) = (ac - bd)2 +(ad+ bc) 2 
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(4.16) 
but these are not likely to be of help here. 2 
4.3.1 Search for MSK-like identities 
The process of simplifying a likelihood.ratio may be formulated in terms of the 
likelihood transform of its numerator J(), its denominator g() and the simplified 
result h(). For example, in four variables we may write 
J(a,b,c,d) = h( b d) b d 0 
( b d) a, , c, , a, , c, > , g a, , c, 
where JO and g() are of the form 
where 
J(a,b,c,d) = Ja(a) + Jb(b) + Jc(c) + Jd(d) 
g(a, b, c, d) = 9a(a) + 9b(b) + 9c(c) + 9d(d) 
Jp(p) = pi, 
gp(p) - ~' i,jEZ, p>O 
(4.17) 
(4.18) 
(4.19) 
and Z is the field of integers. In other words, the numerator and denominator 
of the likelihood ratio are assumed to be sums of variables to integer powers. 
The result h is a product of integer powers of its variables, containing no sums 
at all: 
h(a,b,c,d) = aifJckJ, i,j,k,l E Z (4.20) 
Only powers of 1 and -1 have been encountered so far, and these are likely 
to be the most important cases, but the search was widened later to include 
other powers as well in case an identity was found. The first search was done 
by simplifying all combinations of JO and g() with powers of 1, 0 and -1 for 
two to eight terms each, with the restriction 
1 
gp(p) = Jp(p)' p > 0 (4.21) 
21 am indebted to Drs. Ken Hughes and Zaid Kimmie, both of the Department of 
Mathematics, University of Cape Town, for useful discussions on this subject. 
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and checking to see if the result is of the form of (4.20), in other words, compris-
ing a single term. I wrote computer programs to generate the expressions and 
write them in text files. They were then simplified with a symbolic mathematics 
program. 
For example, with four terms in J () and g(): 
a+b+e+d 
a-1 + b-1 + e-1 + d-1 
a+b+e+d° 
a-1 + b-1 + e-1 + dfJ 
a+ b + e+ d-1 
a-1 + b-1 + c-1 + d 
: etc 
= 
-
abed( a + b + e + d) 
abe + abd + aed + bed 
abe( a + b + e + d) 
abe + ab + ae + be 
abc(ad + bd + ed + 1) 
d(abed +ab+ ae +be) 
(4.22) 
With two terms the search produced the identity (4.1) as expected, but 
nothing else. To cover some more possibilities the numerator JO was fixed 
as a sum of powers of 1, while the denominator g() was varied through all 
combinations of powers of 1, 0 and -1. Again the search was done seven times 
with two to eight terms in JO and g(). For example, for four terms the search 
generated: 
a+b+e+d 
a-1 + b-1 + c-1 + d-1 
a+b+e+d 
= 
a-1 + b-1 + c-1 + dfJ -
a+b+e+d 
a-1 + b-1 + c-1 + dl 
: etc 
= 
abed( a + b + e + d) 
abc + abd + aed + bed 
abe( a + b + e + d) 
abc +ab+ ae +be 
abe( a + b + e + d) 
abcd+ab+ae+be 
(4.23) 
Another approach was to reorganize the simplification equation ( 4.17) some-
what as 
J (a, b, e, d) ( ) 
h(a,b,e,d) = 9 a,b,e,d (4.24) 
and to check whether a simplification produces something of the form of ( 4.18), 
that is, a sum of terms. Fixing the numerator f () as before and trying all 
combinations of powers of 1, O and as before, the search with four terms 
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Number of Range of Number of 
terms powers combinations 
2 -7 to 7 120 
3 -3 to 3 84 
4 -2 to 2 70 
5 to 8 -1to1 
Table 4.8: Powers and numbers of terms searched in all combinations for likelihood 
ratio simplification. 
covered 
a+b+c+d 
a-lb-lcld-1 
a+b+c+d 
a-lb-1c1do 
a+b+c+d 
a-lb-Icldl 
: etc 
- a2bc + ab2c + abc2 +abed 
a2bc ab2c abc2 
- d+7+7+abc 
This was iterated with two to eight terms as before. 
(4.25) 
The search was then widened to include powers other than 1, 0 and -1, 
for each of the three variants described above. The equations are not explicitly 
listed here: they are similar to the ones see~ before. Table 4.8 summarizes the 
ranges of powers covered for various numbers of terms. The ranges of powers 
were limited by the large number of possible combinations of powers and terms 
that comprised each expression, for which simplification had to be attempted. 
The widened search produced a class of identities with two terms: 
(4.26) 
for example 
a3 + l a3 -=--~b = -
i!s-+b b 
(4.27) 
These are not likely to occur in the likelihood ratios of equal-energy mod-
ulations, but they may well be useful in the analysis of coded M-ary pulse 
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amplitude modulation (PAM} schemes. 
4.3.2 A more general search for identities 
General likelihood ratios 
A general expression for any trellis-based likelihood ratio is 
A -
= 
a(c(g(· · ·) + h(· · ·) + ·· ·) + d(· · ·) + · · ·) 
b(e(i(· · ·) + j(· · ·) + · · ·) + f(· · ·) + · · ·) 
acg · · · + ach · · · + ad .. · + · · · 
bei · · · + bej · · · + bf··· + · · · (4.28) 
where a, b, c, · · · are arbitrary positive real variables. Apart from the common 
factors a and b, representing the two branches being compared, the numerator 
and the denominator are recursive sums to a depth N - 1. The variables are 
not necessarily distinct: any two of them may be related to one another or 
even equal. The different variables in (4.28) may therefore be thought of as 
place-holders for LTVs chosen from a smaller set corresponding to the signal 
set. The likelihood ratio is used to decide between the sequences starting with 
branch a and those starting with branch b. 
For example, any binary trellis (M = 2) over an observation period of three 
intervals (N = 3) can be written in the form 
A = 
= 
a(c(g + h) + d(i + j)} 
b(e(k + l) + f(m + n)) 
acg + ach + adi + adj 
bek + bel + bfm + bfn (4.29) 
One possible trellis which corresponds to this expression is shown in Figure 4.16 
as an example. 
The number of branches from each state is equal to the size of the input 
alphabet M, so that every distinct input follows a different branch. The length 
of the observation period N determines the number of variables in each term of 
(4.28) or (4.29). (4.28) may be compared to (1.54) as a way of seeing the 
one-to-one correspondence between the likelihood transform expression and 
its likelihood parameter receiver. Each LTV represents an exponential of a 
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a 
g 
b 
Figure 4.16: A partial trellis corresponding to the general likelihood ratio of (4.29). 
correlation over one symbol interval. 
Abbreviated likelihood ratios 
For the purpose of determining whether a likelihood ratio simplifies, the first-
interval common factors a and b may be left out from the outset, and that is 
what will be done for the rest of the dissertation. The expressions that result 
when the common factors from the first interval of a likelihood ratio are left out, 
will be called abbreviated likelihood ratios. The numerator and denominator of 
an abbreviated likelihood ratio are regular recursive sums to a depth of N - 1. 
Continuing the present example (4.29), the abbreviated likelihood ratio is 
A' 
-
~A 
a 
= 
c(g + h) + d(i + j) 
e(k + l) + f (m + n) 
cg + ch + di + dj (4.30) 
-
ek +el + f m + Jn 
The variables of the first interval may be arbitrarily chosen, as a and b for 
example, because they are always present in any likelihood ratio as representing 
the first pair of branches from the starting node. The use of abbreviated 
likelihood ratios is for convenience only and should be understood to imply 
the presence of these two variables even if they are not explicitly mentioned. 
An abbreviated likelihood ratio explicitly contains variables from one fewer 
interval than its full counterpart. 
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The search 
A first, naive approach to generating all possible likelihood ratios of this form, is 
to regard each of the variables in an abbreviated likelihood ratio such as {4.30) 
as a place-holder, and to fill the place-holders with all possible combinations of 
variables. Each expression so generated is then simplified to check whether it 
results in an expression comprising a single term. 
Still assuming M = 2, N = 3, one would start, for example, with the trivial 
expression 
followed by 
aa + aa + aa + aa 
aa + aa + aa + aa 
aa + aa + aa + aa 
= 
aa + aa + aa + ab 
aa + aa + aa + aa 
= 
aa+aa+aa+ac 
= 1 
4a 
3a+ b 
4a 
3a+c 
{4.31) 
and so on. The number of variables to choose from is restricted to the number 
of place-holders in the numerator (or denominator). A place-holder may be 
filled either with a variable or its reciprocal. In the present example, up to 
eight variables {a, b, · · ·, h) and their eight reciprocals (1/a, 1/b, .. ·, 1/h) may 
be used. 
In order to avoid unnecessary duplication due to the commutative properties 
of addition and multiplication, the first place-holder in the numerator {and in 
the denominator) is filled from the set of variables {a, 1/a}, the second place-
holder is filled from {a, 1/a, b, 1/b }, the third from {a, 1/a, b, 1/b, c, 1/c} and so 
on. In addition, the first place-holder in the numerator is fixed as a, all the 
other variables being relative to it anyway. 
Note that the expressions so generated are not necessarily realistic, in other 
words, only a small fraction are likely to form any part of a likelihood ratio 
generated from an actual code trellis. Different expressions are also not neces-
sarily mathematically distinct, in that one may often be obtained from another 
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M N v Te 
2 2 2 32 
2 3 8 5.3 x 1013 
2 4 24 5.4 x 1061 
3 2 9 1.7 x 1016 
Table 4.9: Number of possible expressions in the first attempt at finding useful 
identities. 
by simple substitution of variables (as in the case of the last two expressions in 
(4.31) above). 
The number of expressions 
To calculate the total number of expressions generated, the numerator and 
denominator are found each have to have Q terms, 
(4.32) 
each term comprising a product of N - 1 variables. The total number of place-
holders in the numerator (or the denominator) is then 
V = (N l)Q = (N - l)MN-l (4.33) 
The denominator therefore takes one of 2 x 4 x 6 x · · · x 2V = 2V ·VI forms, 
and the numerator half as many because the variable in the first place-holder 
is fixed at a. The total number of expressions to test is then 
(4.34) 
which grows extremely fast with increasing V, or Mand N. Table 4.9 tabulates 
the first few values of Te· 
Results 
None of the cases other than the first one (M = 2, N = 2) in Table 4.9 were 
tractable with the computing resources at my disposal. Clearly, a more selective 
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way of generating plausible expressions was needed. 
The following expressions were found to simplify for input alphabet size 
M = 2 and observation period N = 2: 
a+b 
!+! 
a b 
a+a 
= ab 
= a2 
= 1 
a (4.35) 
- b 
The first and last equations are recognizable as two forms of the MSK identity, 
while the middle two are not useful. 
4.3.3 Search for identities derived from trellises 
Instead of an undirected search for identities that may possibly be of use in the 
simplification of likelihood ratios, the search is now focused on likelihood ratios 
that can reasonably be expected to follow from actual trellises. 
Assumption of half-rate coding 
The first difference between the current search and the previous one, is that 
the assumption is made that, if the coded modulation scheme has an input 
alphabet of M symbols, and a modulator capable of producing one of m channel 
waveforms, then 
m=2M (4.36) 
In other words, the code rate is Re = 1/2. The reason for this assumption 
is that, apart from reciprocity (a ++ 1/a), there is no other mathematical 
relationship between two positive real variables, each of which is an exponential 
of an equal-energy signal correlation, that may aid in simplification of an 
expression. More formally, if x and y are real numbers representing correlations 
with 
lxl IYI, x # Y (4.37) 
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related by some y = f(x), then the only algebraic function which relates ex and 
eY is 
1 
y = -x # eY = - X, y > 0 
eX' (4.38) 
because the equation on the left is the only solution of (4.37). This will be 
formally proved in Chapter 6. 
The signal set may typically be bi-orthogonal [90], although orthogonality is 
not strictly necessary. The set comprises m signals which may be grouped into 
M pairs, each member of a pair being the inverse of the other: s1; 11 ('r) = -sa(r). 
The correlation of each member of such a pair of signals with the received signal, 
followed by the exponentiation of each, results in a pair of positive real variables 
which are reciprocals of one another. An expression such as 'I/a' will henceforth 
be treated as a single variable which refers to the signal which is the inverse of 
the signal referred to by the variable 'a'. 
Standard graphical representation of likelihood ratios 
The correspondence between a likelihood ratio and its trellis is not unique. For 
example, the abbreviated likelihood ratio (M = 2, N = 3) 
( 4.39) 
describes any of the trellises in Figure 4.17 equally well. ( 4.39) introduces a 
change in notation: subscripts of LTVs now refer to the interval number n. 
LTVs may in general be defined in any convenient way, and the new notation 
places less emphasis on the physical signal set. 
The first 'trellis' (a) in Figure 4.17 is in fact a tree, and this is the graphical 
representation which follows most readily from the likelihood ratio itself. Likeli-
hood ratios can always be represented as trees even when they are derived from 
trellises. When the number and labelling of states are not relevant to the current 
discussion, likelihood ratios will be represented as trees rather than trellises, 
because trees have an unambiguous correspondence with their likelihood ratios. 
It certainly does not matter to the simplified receiver what particular graphical 
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(b) 
Figure 4.17: Different partial trellises with the same M = 2, N 3 abbreviated 
likelihood ratio (4.39). (a) is the standard tree representation. 
representation is associated with its likelihood ratio. 
Once a tree has been drawn, it is easy to identify the recurring parts of 
the likelihood ratio which indicate where branches may merge to form a trellis. 
Figure 4.17 (b) to (d) shows a few possible trellises for (4.39). These trellises 
need not be regular, but may have odd numbers of merging branches, be time-
varying, and so forth. 
The more directed search 
It is easy to show that all realistic likelihood ratios must be of the form of 
(4.28): 
A = ao(a1(a2(· · ·) + b:z( .. ·) + · .. ) + b1(· • ·) + · · ·) 
bo ( c1 ( c2 ( · · ·) + d2 ( · · ·) + · · ·) + di ( · · ·) + · · ·) 
aoa1a2 · · · + aoa1b2 · · · + aob1 · · · + · · · 
= boc1c2 • • • + boc1d2 · · · + bod1 · · · + · · · 
(4.40) 
with all variables positive real. These arbitrary variables may be regarded 
as place-holders for the likelihood transform variables, which are chosen from 
a smaller set of M reciprocal pairs of variables as discussed before. In this 
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bo 
-
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Figure 4.18: The tree representing the general likelihood ratio of (4.40). 
general form, (4.40) may be thought of as a template, with its place-holders 
still to be filled with likelihood transform variables. It is also simplest to regard 
it as representing a tree rather than any particular trellis, as illustrated in 
Figure 4.18. 
Separating the intervals 
The next difference from the previous search is now introduced: the same 
variable can never appear in different signalling intervals. This must be the 
case because, even if the same signal is transmitted in two different intervals, 
the assumption of additive white noise in the channel means that the random 
variables representing the outputs of the matched filter for that signal a.re 
uncorrelated from one interval to the next. 
When generating all possible likelihood ratio expressions {for a given Mand 
N), one must therefore choose variables for each signalling interval from disjoint 
sets of variables. Each one of these disjoint sets may contain up to m = 2M 
variables as before. For the sake of generality, a set need not contain all m 
possible variables, nor is it necessary for each variable's reciprocal to be present. 
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This new restriction is achieved simply by continuing the use of the present 
notation in which variables from different intervals are given different subscripts, 
together with the understanding that variables with different subscripts are 
unrelated. 
The question arises of whether one may further restrict the choice of vari-
ables in any given interval without losing essential generality. Such restrictions 
may reduce the number of expressions that have to be evaluated. One may 
for example require that no two branches leaving a state may have the same 
name (variable). This would however preclude an encoder in which some 
input symbols cause changes in the encoder state without immediately selecting 
different signals. At this point, no further restrictions were placed on the choice 
of variables. 
The assumptions and restrictions discussed so far usefully limit the number 
of variables that may be inserted into the likelihood ratio place-holders, as com-
pared to the previous search, and therefore restrict the number of expressions 
that need to be evaluated. 
The search algorithm 
The algorithm used for generating and evaluating all possible likelihood ratios 
derived from trellises or trees with given input alphabet size M and observation 
period N, is described in detail in Appendix B. 
The most restrictive factor limiting the performance of the search algorithm 
is the number of ordered partitions of multi-sets3 of variables. It is necessary 
to give a brief outline of the algorithm here in order to explain why the number 
of ordered partitions is significant to the performance of the search. 
The search algorithm generates all possible mathematically distinct abbre-
viated likelihood ratio expressions for a given M and N. By 'mathematically 
distinct' is meant that one expression should not be obtainable from another 
3 A multi-set is a set with multiplicity, that is, a set in which some of the elements occur 
more than once. The normal definition of a set only allows distinct elements, with multiplicity 
of one. The order of the elements of both ordinary sets and multi-sets is not significant. The 
term 'multi-set' follows the usage by G.C. Rota. I thank Dr. Ken Hughes of the University of 
Cape Town for providing the information in this footnote. 
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by simple substitution of variables. This is not easy to achieve, because of the 
commutative properties of addition and multiplication in expressions such as 
(4.40): an expression such as ab+cd is not mathematically distinct from cd+ab 
or ba + cd, but all of these are distinct from ad + cb. 
Multi-sets are used to hold the collection of LTVs in each symbol interval. 
The place-holders in the expression are 'filled in' recursively with LTVs one 
interval at a time. Within each interval n, n = 1, 2, ... , N - 1, a multi-set of 
B = 2Mn LTVs is formed, representing all the labels of the branches of a tree 
like the one in Figure 4.18. Because the size of the signal set, m = 2M, is 
generally smaller than the number of branches B in one interval of the trellis, 
some or all of the LTVs from the signal set occur more than once in the multi-
set. 
Next, the branches have to be clustered together Mat a time by partitioning 
the multi-set into disjoint subsets called cells, each containing M variables. For 
example, the ordered partitions of {a, b, c, d} into cells of two elements are 
{{a,b},{c,d}}, {{a,c},{b,d}}, {{a,d},{b,c}}, {{b,c},{a,d}}, {{b,d},{a,c}}, 
and { {c, d}, {a, b} }. Each cell is itself a multi-set. The order of the cells within 
each partition is significant, and therefore the partition of the original multi-set 
is an ordered partition. 
To find all the ordered partitions of a multi-set, it is treated at first as if 
it were a set of unique elements. A list of all the possible partitions of the set 
is generated and stored. Because the multi-set has many duplicated elements, 
many of the partitions in the list will be identical. (This can be seen in the 
partition example above by setting c = d for example.) The duplicate entries 
are removed from the list by sorting the list and identifying adjacent partitions 
which are the same. 
Choosing different partitions from the list is equivalent to shuffiing the LTVs 
within one interval in the expression. Each interval has its own list of partitions. 
The likelihood ratio expression itself is generated by recursively selecting a 
partition in each interval. In this way all possible expressions, hopefully all 
mathematically distinct, are formed by working through all the entries in each 
list. 
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M N B Po 
2 2 4 6 
2 3 8 2520 
2 4 16 81729648000 
3 2 6 20 
3 3 18 137225088000 
4 2 8 70 
5 2 10 252 
6 2 12 924 
7 2 14 3432 
8 2 16 12870 
16 2 32 601080390 
Table 4.10: Number of ordered partitions P0 of a set of B branch labels in the last 
interval of a code tree, as a function of the branching factor M and the observation 
interval N. 
The number of ordered partitions 
This subsection is devoted to a brief analysis of the number of ordered partitions 
that have to be generated and stored in the computer implementation of the 
search algorithm. This number will give an indication of both the amount of 
memory needed for storing all the partitions, and of the relative speed of the 
algorithm, as a function of Mand N. In this way, the values of Mand N that 
may be used in a practical search may be determined. 
The last interval n = N - 1 in the trellis, contains the most branches 
B = 2M N- I, and will therefore have a multi-set with many more partitions 
than any other interval. The number of ordered partitions P0 of a set of B 
elements into B / M cells of equal size M (assuming that B is an integer multiple 
of M) is [46] 
B! 
Po= (M!)B/M (4.41) 
Table 4.10 lists the number of partitions for some values of Mand N. 
It is clear from the table that for the sets of cases {M = 2, N ~ 4} and 
{M ~ 3, N ~ 3}, this algorithm requires more memory for storing the lists of 
partitions than is available on any known computer at present. The remaining 
cases, { M ~ 8, N 2} and { M = 2, N = 3}, can be done on a small 'personal' 
computer. 
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Results 
The complete table of results of the search for identities derived from realistic 
likelihood ratios is listed in Appendix C. It was only possible to search eight 
cases {2 s M s 8, N = 2} and { M = 2, N = 3} exhaustively, as determined in 
the previous subsection. 
Although many identities are listed in Appendix C, some of them can be 
derived from one another by simple substitution. The search algorithm was 
therefore not perfect in its ability to generate only mathematically distinct 
likelihood ratios. Extracting the generic forms only, Appendix C is summarized 
here: 
1. For M = 2 and N = 2, the MSK identity 
(4.42) 
was found. 
2. For 3 s Ms 8 and N = 2, the family of MSK-like identities 
(M-k)a1+kb1 _ b k 2 M k..!. + (M _ k).l. - a1 i, = I, , ... , - I 
a1 b1 
(4.43) 
was found. For example, with M = 4 and k = 1 we have 
3. For M = 2 and N = 3, three types of identity were found: those which 
use information from all the symbols in the observation interval 
a1 (a2 + a2) +bi (a2 + a2) 
= aib1a2b2 (4.44) 1(1 1) 1(1 1) 
a1 bz + bz + bi bz + bz 
ai (a2 + a2) + b1 (a2 + ~) 
a1b1a2b2 (4.45) -1(1 1) 1(1 1) iii az + bz + b1 bz + bz 
a1 (a2 + a2) +bi (b2 + ~) a1bia2~ (4.46) -i(i i) i(1 i) Cil az + a2 + b1 bz + bz 
al (a2 +~)+bi (a2 + b2) aibia2~ (4.47} -i(i i) i(l i) 
a1 az + bz + b1 az + bz 
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those which drop information from the third interval (n = 2) 
(4.48) 
from the second interval ( n = 1) 
ai (a2 + a2) +bi (a2 + a2) 
= a2b2 {4.49) 
ai ( 1- + 1-) + bi ( 1- + 1-) b2 b2 b2 b2 
ai (a2 + a2) +bi (a2 + b2) 
= a2b2 ( 4.50) 
ai ( 1- + 1-) + bi ( l + 1-) b2 b2 a2 b2 
ai (a2 + a2) +bi (b2 + b2) 
= a2b2 {4.51) 
ai ( 1- + 1-) + bi ( l + l) b2 b2 a2 a2 
ai {a2 + b2) +bi (a2 + b2) 
= a2b2 {4.52) 
ai ( l + 1-) + bi ( l + 1-) 
a2 b2 a2 b2 
Even if the searches of point 2 above were only done for 2 ~ M ~ 8, the 
family of identities {4.43) seems to apply to any M 2: 2 with N = 2. Thus 
{4.43) may be regarded as the more general form of the MSK identity {4.1), 
extended to any M. 
The use and interpretation of all the identities found is discussed in the next 
chapter. 
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Chapter 5 
Interpretation of the Search 
Results 
The previous chapter concentrated on describing the various searches for simpli-
fied receivers and the results of the searches, without analysis or interpretation 
of the results. This chapter examines those results with the goal of emphasizing 
their pertinent properties. This lays the foundation for the mathematical 
analysis which follows in Chapter 6. 
This project has used few of the standard techniques of trellis design and 
searching for 'best' modulation codes. Instead a new paradigm based directly 
on the likelihood function was proposed, with the aim of evaluating maximum 
likelihood receivers which have the potential for possessing the same order of 
complexity as the Massey receiver [48] for minimum shift keying (MSK). 
The search for a simplified receiver for quadrature minimum shift keying 
( QMSK) pointed out the prevalence and significance of catastrophic trellises. 
They are re-examined in section 5.1.1, also because knowledge of their properties 
has wider application than the current context. 
Section 5.2 presents an important conclusion of this chapter: Over two 
signalling intervals, and three intervals for binary input, no mathematical iden-
tities or likelihood ratios exist which may lead to a simplified receiver, except 
for the MSK identity and variations of it. This strongly suggests that the MSK 
identity is the only one that may be useful for synthesizing new simplifying 
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likelihood ratios. For observation periods of three or more symbols, variations 
of the MSK identity appear, but the most promising ones always appear to be 
related to the MSK identity. 
5.1 Interpreting the Results of the QMSK Trellis 
Search 
It is significant that the direct search for a simplifying likelihood ratio for the 
QMSK modulation scheme did not yield a trellis which outperforms MSK. The 
definition of the QMSK channel encoder (CE) was quite loosely constrained, 
and yet the best simplified receivers found either had the same free Euclidean 
distance as MSK, or had catastrophic encoders. Some of the search space {for 
number of CE states Z = 2 and CE cycle length JS 4) was completely covered, 
and some of the rest of the space {for Z = 2, J = 8 and Z = 4, J S 4) was 
extensively probed. 
It could be surmised that the reason for this negative result might be that the 
CPE constrains the search too much: it is possible that there is no intersection 
between the hypothetical set of simplified receivers and the set of receivers for 
CPM. The next step would be to drop the requirement of continuous phase and 
search more generally for simplifying likelihood ratios, as was done in section 4.3 
for example. 
Another hypothetical explanation for the lack of simplified receivers is the 
fact that the search was done with a strict definition of what constitutes a 
catastrophic scheme. It leaves open the possibility that some of the catastrophic 
trellises may have been useful. Rimoldi [68] has analysed partial response 
continuous phase modulation ( CPM) schemes for a slightly different definition 
of 'catastrophic' and has come to the conclusion that the probability that a 
CPM scheme will be seriously affected by its catastrophic status is vanishingly 
small. The question of whether the same could be said of the catastrophic 
QMSK schemes is addressed below. 
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5.1.1 A Re-examination of Catastrophic Schemes 
Catastrophic coded modulation schemes were defined in section 3.5 and il-
lustrated for the case of QMSK in section 4.2.4. This section re-examines 
catastrophic codes with the intention of loosening the constraints of searches 
for simplified receivers, by allowing catastrophic schemes or at least some types 
of catastrophic schemes. 
It turned out to be unnecessary to redo the extensive searches described in 
Chapter 4 because much tighter bounds on possible simplified receivers have 
been derived, as described in Chapter 6. A further discussion of catastrophic 
schemes is however included here because it has a wider bearing than the current 
context. The CPM schemes discussed by Rimoldi [68), for example, may be 
analysed and classified in the same way as the schemes considered here. 
The average length of error events 
It is undesirable for a scheme to be catastrophic because it is possible in principle 
for a single decoding error, perhaps coupled with an unfortunate sequence of 
symbols, to cause the signal path through the trellis to follow a route parallel 
to the one decoded by the receiver. The receiver may have no information (in 
the form of Euclidean distance metrics) to aid its recovery from what could be 
a long run of decoding errors. 
The question now arises of whether there are differences between catas-
trophic schemes which may make some preferable to others. The difference 
of interest is the average run length of receiver errors. If some catastrophic 
schemes exhibit short average error runs, they may be preferable to schemes 
with long error events. 
A run of errors occurs when a decoding error due to noise in the channel 
causes the receiver to assume a different path through the trellis than the actual 
transmitted sequence. The receiver then continues to report incorrect decoded 
states until either 
• another decoding error due to channel noise occurs which remerges the 
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Figure 5.1: The catastrophic QMSK trellis of Figure 4.13, reproduced here for ease of 
reference. Pairs of paths which share the same phase state in every interval have zero 
Euclidean distance between them. 
receiver state with the transmitter state; or 
• the trellis itself merges at least one pair of zero-distance loops. (Zero-
distance loops were defined in section 3.5 as pairs of distinct paths which 
wrap around the trellis indefinitely with no Euclidean distance between 
them.) 
The first scenario is clearly undesirable, since long or even asymptotically 
infinitely long error events can be anticipated when the error rate is low (at 
high signal-to-noise ratio). The catastrophic QMSK trellis of Figure 4.13 (re-
produced here as Figure 5.1) is an example of such a scheme. The second 
scenario has more potential: if the receiver can of its own accord resynchronize 
with the transmitter despite the occasional decoding error, a practical scheme 
may be possible. 
It is worth remembering that a scheme is considered catastrophic if even a 
single pair of zero-distance loops can be found in its trellis. This may not be 
the best criterion to use for discarding candidate trellises if it is surmised that 
some catastrophic schemes may none the less be practical. Instead of requiring 
that CPFSK schemes not be catastrophic, it may be sufficient to require merely 
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Figure 5.2: The trellis of a hypothetical limited catastrophic scqeme. There are several 
zero-distance loops, but the upper branches from phase states 0 and tr merge. 
that it should be possible to find two merging branches which start in the same 
phase state but different CE states. Then, assuming random data and a fully 
interconnected trellis, any pair of zero-distance paths will eventually merge at 
this point. Figure 5.2 illustrates the concept. 
I call a scheme with at least one such merging a limited catastrophic scheme, 
or simply limited, because the average length of error events is limited by 
the trellis at high signal-to-noise ratio. The more such mergings occur in 
a catastrophic trellis, the shorter the average .error event will be, assuming 
random data. The average length of error events of the scheme in Figure 5.2 
is, for example, 
1 =-1-=4 
P(merge) 2/8 (5.1) 
Examination of the trellis in Figure 5.1 shows that no pairs of branches have 
this characteristic, and hence it is not limited. 
Revisiting the QMSK trellis searches 
In the searches done on QMSK trellises, described in section 4.2.4, none of the 
catastrophic trellises found in the exhaustive searches (Z = 2, J = 2 and 4) were 
limited. In other words, even when the criterion which excluded catastrophic 
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trellises from consideration was relaxed to exclude only trellises which are not 
limited, no simplified QMSK receiver was found. 
The QMSK trellis searches were done with a minimum free squared Eu-
clidean distance threshold of dJ.f = 3, a modest increase over the performance ree 
of MSK. When this limit was removed and the search redone for the cases of 
two CE states (Z = 2) and cycle lengths of two and four (J = 2 and 4), many 
trellises were found, but the best free Euclidean distance was dhee = 2, the 
same as before. 
Performance of limited catastrophic schemes 
To obtain a limited run length of errors in a catastrophic trellis, it is necessary 
to have at least one pair of signals {branches) which start from the same point 
in Euclidean signal space {for example in the same phase state) and which 
merge in a common transmitter state at the end of the symbol interval. The 
Euclidean distance between these two branches must of necessity be zero. This 
means that all limited catastrophic schemes are likely to have a performance 
penalty of at least one zero-distance interval within their constraint lengthl. 
In the case of CPM in general, the theoretical maximum achievable free 
squared Euclidean distance is 
dhee < 2 x {free distance) {5.2) 
which is reduced in the case of limited catastrophic schemes to 
d?imited < 2 x {free distance - 1) {5.3) 
For CPFSK, the theoretical maximum free squared Euclidean distance is 
dhee :::; 2 x (free distance - 1) {5.4) 
which is reduced to 
d?imited :::; 2 x (free distance - 2) (5.5) 
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in the case of limited catastrophic schemes. Where previously we might have 
hoped to find a QMSK scheme with dfree = 3 or 4 over a constraint length of 
three intervals, the observation period now has to be increased to four intervals 
to obtain the same performance. The number of CE states has to increase 
accordingly from Z = 2 to Z = 4, which causes a big increase in the size of the 
search space of possible trellises. 
This explains why none of the limited QMSK schemes in the exhaustively 
searched Z = 2 space achieved "tree > 2. 
5.2 Interpreting the Identities Found 
5.2.1 The MSK identity 
The structure of the optimal receiver of MSK, when expressed as a likelihood 
ratio 
A (5.6) 
may be applied to any other coded equal-energy modulation with the same 
likelihood ratio. All that is required is to match the likelihood transform 
variables in (5.6) with an appropriate signal set. In this case, that modulation 
has a binary input (because there are two terms in each of the numerator and 
denominator of (5.6)), and it has a half-rate channel encoder (because it has a 
signal set of m = 4 signals). If the four signals are bi-orthogonal as in the case 
of MSK, it will have the same bit error rate as MSK. The only change to the 
MSK receiver is to match the pair of matched filters at the receiver input to 
the signal set. 
Consider for example a differential offset QPSK with the 'channel encoder' 
transfer function [l, D], the same as that of differential (Type I) MSK. This 
scheme was explicitly mentioned by Massey (48) as having the identical optimal 
receiver structure as MSK. The signal set is given in Table 5.1. Table 1.1 
gives the MSK signal set for comparison. Apart from the signal mapping, the 
transmitter is identical to the MSK transmitter of Figure 1.8. 
Such a bi-orthogonal m = 4 modulation scheme has the same free Euclidean 
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Vn Vn+l Svu(r) 
0 0 soo(r) = / 2,f coswor 
0 1 so1(r) =fl cos(wor + ~) 
1 0 su(r) = -so1(r) 
1 1 s1o(r) = -soo(r) 
Table 5.1: The signal set of differential offset QPSK. Vn+1 is the input data at time 
t = nT, and Vn is the corresponding encoder state. T = t - nT. 
· distance dfree = 2 as MSK, and hence the same bit error rate. Its null-to-null 
bandwidth (normalized to binary M = 2 input, same as BPSK) is 333 larger 
than MSK's, and it would therefore not normally be considered for practical 
implementation over MSK. 
Similarly, any binary FSK, with its signal set extended to include the 
inverse of each signal, is compatible with an MSK receiver in this way. Only 
the orthogonal schemes will have optimal error performance though. FSK is 
orthogonal for modulation indices h = k/2, k = 1, 2, ... 
This exhausts most of the possibilities for direct application of the MSK like-
lihood ratio (5.6), since PSK and FSK are the two major classes of equal-energy 
modulations. The remaining options are variations of these basic schemes, and 
include various pulse shaping techniques for controlling the power spectrum of 
the modulation, or attempting to use the MSK identity as a building block in 
a hierarchical channel encoder with the aim of simplifying its Viterbi decoder 
in the receiver. Such possibilities are not further explored here. 
5.2.2 The family of MSK identities 
The MSK identity is extended to any input alphabet size by the family of 
identities ( 4.43): 
(M-k)a1+kb1 _ b k 
kl+(M-k).!. -a1 i, =1,2, ... ,M-1 
a1 b1 
(5.7) 
Their left hand sides can all be interpreted directly as abbreviated likelihood 
ratios, or as likelihood ratios if variables are added for the first interval. The 
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Figure 5.3: The tree resulting from the MSK-like identity (5.8). 
right hand side gives the same simplified receiver for all of them. 
It is interesting to note that even when M > 2, only four signals, ai, b1, 
1/a1 and l/b1, are used in the interval n = 1. Some branches from the same 
state will transmit the same signal irrespective of the input symbol, causing 
only a change in the state of the encoder. 
For example, for M = 4 and N = 2, the identity 
{5.8) 
from this family results in the tree in Figure 5.3 when it is interpreted directly 
as an abbreviated likelihood ratio. 
The family of MSK-like identities {4.43) is the only one found for two 
intervals and 2 s M s 8. These cases were exhaustively searched, and it 
can be stated with certainty that no other identities exist. This is most likely 
also true for N = 2 and M > 8. 
The fact that none of the identities of the MSK family extend the signal set 
beyond the MSK signal set, limits its usefulness. This result further suggests 
that no other identities, which do extend the signal set, exist for an observation 
period of two symbol intervals. 
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5.2.3 The identities over three symbols 
The results of the identity search over three intervals for binary input were 
summarized in (4.44) to (4.52). The complete results are listed in Appendix C. 
The identities (4.44) - (4.52) are of three types: 
• Those which simplify into a term containing likelihood transform variables 
from all the intervals in question; 
• those which do not have any variables from the last interval in the sim-
plified term; and 
• those which do not have variables from the middle interval. 
The latter two types can occur because some of the identities correspond to 
trellises that are labelled in such a way that the maximum likelihood detector 
cannot use any information from certain intervals to decide which of the two 
branches in the first interval were followed. 
For example, the left hand side of the identity 
(5.9) 
may seem a promising candidate of the second type (4.48). If it is interpreted as 
an abbreviated likelihood ratio, its corresponding tree is shown in Figure 5.4(a), 
and possible trellises in (b) and ( c). The normalized squared Euclidean distance 
between all possible sequences from the starting node of the trellis in (b) is 
at least d2(s, s') = 5 for bi-orthogonal signalling. And yet the third interval 
contributes no information to the decision on which of the two branches in the 
first interval was followed. 
Redrawing the trellis of (5.9) as in Figure 5.4(c), shows another reason why 
the third interval is dropped: as a two-state code, it is equivalent to MSK. 
MSK's optimal receiver has already been shown to make its optimal decision in 
only two symbol intervals in section 1.5.2 and section 3.3.2. Even if an attempt 
is made to redraw the trellis as a four-state trellis, the resulting scheme can be 
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(a) 
Figure 5.4: The tree (a) and a possible trellis (b) from (5.9), which drops all 
information from the last symbol of the observation period. The two-state trellis (c) 
turns out to be the MSK trellis. 
shown in every case to reduce to pure MSK with a redundant delay element in 
its encoder. 
It appears that the simplification of the likelihood ratio and the existence 
of a simplified receiver has sometimes been missed in the published literature. 
Fig. 3 of a paper by Anderson and de Buda [4] shows a state trellis for a 
convolutionally encoded QPSK, reproduced below as Figure 5.5. The likelihood 
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Figure 5.5: Trellis diagram for convolutionally coded QPSK, after Fig. 3 of [4]. 
ratio in the top state follows from the diagram: 
Aoo = 
= 
ao [ ai ( a2 + /;) + /J (-1; + b2)] 
b~ [ i11 ( i12 + b2) + bi ( a2 + b~ ) ] 
aoboai 
bi 
(5.10) 
which is a version of (4.48). The same likelihood ratio can be generated from 
the other states. If an observation period of three symbol intervals s is used, 
the last symbol in the window is not used and the error performance can be no 
better than that of MSK. 
Turning now to the identities of the first type, there are four of them 
summarized in (4.44) to (4.47). These identities are the most interesting because 
they use all possible information available during the observation interval that 
they cover. The last one, ( 4.4 7), reduces to 
= 
ai +bi 
...!..+...!.. 
a1 b1 
= aibia2b2 (5.11) 
This is simply the product of two MSK identities, one for each interval. The 
corresponding tree and a possible four-state trellis are shown in Figure 5.6. 
All possible pairs of sequences from the starting state differ by at least 
d?(s, s') = 5 for bi-orthogonal signalling as before, a gain of about 4 dB over 
MSK. But this promise of good performance is based on analysis from a single 
starting state. The problem is that the trellis shown in Figure 5.6(b) is not 
regular, and one therefore has to show that its good properties are maintained 
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(a) 
{b) 
Figure 5.6: The tree (a) and a possible trellis (b) derived from an apparently optimal 
identity (5.11), which uses information from all the symbols in the observation period. 
over time shifts and different starting states. In fact they are not maintained. 
Keeping the same scheme of Figure 5.6{a) and shifting one symbol interval 
into the future (see Figure 5.7), it is not possible to label the branches of 
the next symbol interval in such a way that the likelihood ratio continues to 
simplify, and the simplified term continues to use variables from all the intervals. 
Information from the second observation interval is inevitably dropped during 
the simplification. This happens because the second interval n = 2 contains 
a repetition of the labelling of the branches from each state: a2, lJ.i and a2, /J.i. 
The only simplification possible is of the third type of identity ( 4.49) to ( 4.52) 
mentioned above, and that type does not use information from the middle 
interval. 
It therefore does not seem to be possible to use {5.11) in such a way that 
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Figure 5. 7: The degenerate tree that results after the tree of Figure 5.6 is continued 
from state 0, one interval into the future. 
its likelihood ratios consistently use information from all three symbols in the 
observation period, from any starting state and in every symbol interval. 
Looking now at some of the other identities of the first type, (4.44) and 
(4.46) both infer a transmitter which transmits a fixed symbol regardless of 
the input data in the third interval. The third symbol effectively combines 
with either the first or second symbol into a single extended symbol, which 
does improve the error performance of the scheme at the cost of halving the 
information rate. 
For example, ( 4.46) may be written as 
a1a2 + b1f>.i 
= 1 1 
a1a2 + b1b2 
(5.12) 
which clearly shows how the last two symbols are combined and detected 
together over two intervals instead of one. 
The remaining identity of the first type which uses information from all 
three intervals, is (4.45), which is merely an odd hybrid of the others. It 
combines symbols in some intervals from some states without gaining any 
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further advantage over the other schemes. 
These results show that no identity exists which can be interpreted directly 
as a simplifying abbreviated likelihood ratio which optimally detects a binary-
input coded modulation over three intervals, nor could any be found for multi-
level (M > 2) inputs. 
5.2.4 Extending identities for longer observation periods 
Since it appears to be impossible to detect binary-input coded modulation 
optimally over more than two symbols with a simplified receiver, one may ask 
whether there exists some suboptimal receiver in that case. Such a receiver 
would still have the almost trivial simplicity of a simplified receiver and oper-
ate over many symbol intervals, which may be an attractive option in fading 
channels. 
Returning for the moment to the promising identity (5.11), it was seen 
to be the product of two MSK identities in two consecutive intervals. It at 
first appears that (5.11) may be used to extend the observation period and 
increase the number of states indefinitely, by multiplying with the MSK identity 
for each additional interval needed. It seems that the free Euclidean distance 
increases linearly with each interval added. Such claims can obviously not be 
sustained, because there is no limit placed on the free Euclidean distance, while 
the modulation is assumed to be equal-energy. 
For example, over four symbols a free Euclidean distance of d'free = 7 seems 
achievable. An abbreviated likelihood ratio over four symbol intervals may be 
constructed from (5.11) as follows: 
Ao - a 1 + b1 a2 + b2 ag + b3 1 1·1 1'1 1 
a1 + b1 a2 + b:;i a3 + bl 
ai [a2 (a3 + b3) + b2 (a3 + bg)] +bi [a2 (a3 + bg) + b2 (a3 + bg)J 
!1 [ a12 ( a13 + b; ) + l2 ( a1a + b; ) ] + b11 [ !2 (!a + la) + l2 ( a13 + b~ ) ] 
- a1b1a2b2a3b3 (5.13) 
where the subscript of Ao now refers to the first interval n = O. Figure 5.8 
shows the associated tree. 
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aa 
Figure 5.8: The tree that results from the repeated application of the MSK identity 
over four symbol intervals. 
Moving on to the next symbol interval and assuming that a fifth interval has 
been added by multiplying again by the MSK identity, the following abbreviated 
likelihood ratio from state 0, n = 1 results: 
Ai = a2 [aa (a4 + b4) + b3 (a4 + b4)] + b2 [aa (a4 + b4) + b3 (a4 + b4)] 
a2 [aa (a4 + b4) + b3 (a4+ b4)] + b2 [aa (a4 + b4) + b3 (a4 + b4)] 
= 1 (5.14) 
This decision therefore becomes completely degenerate, and only the first in-
terval n = 1 (not shown here in the abbreviated likelihood ratio) may be used 
for detection. 
It is however possible to design likelihood ratios over more than two inter-
vals from some of the other identities, such that the simplified receiver uses 
information from the first and last symbols in the observation window. One 
proceeds from an identity like ( 4.52): 
ai (a2 + b2) + b1 (a2 + ~) 
ai (12 + b~) +bi (12 + b~) 
(5.15) 
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Sa(t - nT) 
Ir 
r(t) 
Ir 
Sb(t - nT) 
Figure 5.9: Block diagram of the simplified receiver for (5.16), which only uses 
information from the first and last symbols out of three. 
to construct a likelihood ratio over three symbols 
A = ao [ai(a2 + b2) + bi(a2 +bi)] 
bo [a1 (a12 + b1J + b1 (~2 + lJ] 
aoa2~ 
= --bo 
(5.16) 
The simplified term in the last line represents the simplified receiver, which 
uses only the first and last received symbols in the observation window of three 
symbol intervals. Its block diagram is shown in Figure 5.9. A regular trellis 
can be constructed from (5.16) as shown in Figure 5.10. With bi-orthogonal 
signals, it has a free Euclidean distance of dhee = 2, the same as MSK. 
This scheme has no coding gain over MSK, and would not normally be 
considered for practical use. It may however be usefully extended to longer 
observation periods N 2:: 3 to provide time diversity in a fading channel, as 
Figure 5.10: A regular trellis derived from (5.16) which uses two out of the three 
symbols in its observation period. 
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follows: 
N-2 b A = ao . IT an + n 
bo n=l an+ bn 
aoaN-1bN-1 
= bo 
aN-1 + bN-1 
_1_+_1_ 
aN-1 bN-1 
(5.17) 
This still only uses information from the first and the last symbols in the 
observation window, but these may be spaced as far apart in time as desired. 
The optimal receiver is identical to the one in Figure 5.9 with the 2T delays 
replaced by ( N - 1 )T. 
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Chapter 6 
A Formal Analysis of 
Simplified Receivers 
This chapter exploits the information gained from the searches over code space 
and identity space to develop formal proofs of the main results of the thesis: 
likelihood ratios are constrained by specific bounds on their structure in order 
to achieve simplification, and these bounds lead to the restriction of the perfor-
mance of simplified receivers to that of MSK's maximum likelihood receiver. 
The chapter starts in section 6.1 by summarizing the identities found in 
Chapter 4. These lead to a construction procedure for arbitrary simplifying 
likelihood ratios. The construction procedure is validated in section 6.2 (The-
orem 1), which establishes rigorous bounds on the performance of simplified 
receivers. 
In summary, simplified receivers which use information from all the symbols 
in 'their observation period are optimal only 
1. for antipodal bi-orthogonal signal sets with at most four signals (Theo-
rem 2); 
2. for binary modulations (Theorem 3); and 
3. for observation periods of no more than two symbol intervals (Theorem 4 
and Corollary 1). 
If it is not required that information from all the symbols in the observation 
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period is used, the last condition (observation period of two intervals) may be 
relaxed. However, the number of symbol intervals that a simplified receiver can 
use for its decoding decisions remains limited to two, irrespective of the length 
of the observation period. The additional symbol intervals in the observation 
period (apart from the two which contirbute information to the decision) appear 
as neutral 'padding' in the simplified likelihood ratio. 
6.1 Generalizing the Found Identities 
The search for mathematical identities which may be useful in the simplification 
of likelihood ratios, described in section 4.3.3, resulted in the family of MSK 
identities ( 4.43) and identities over an observation period of three symbol in-
tervals {4.44) to (4.52). This section uses these identities as a starting point to 
identify a general procedure for constructing likelihood ratios of any size which 
are guaranteed to simplify. 
For reference, the found identities are summarized below. They have been 
slightly reorganized to make their generalization easier to see. They were: the 
family of MSK-like identities 
k = 1, 2, ... , M - 1 (6.1) 
identities which use information from all the symbols in the observation interval 
ai (a2 + a2) +bi (a2 + a2) aib1a2~ {6.2) 1(1 1) 1(1 1) -b1 b2 + b2 + ii! b2 + b2 
ai (a2 + a2) +bi (a2 + b2) 
= a1b1a2b2 (6.3) 1(1 1) 1(1 1) b1 b2 + b2 + a1 b2 + az 
ai (a2 + a2) +bi (b2 + b2) 
a1b1a2b2 {6.4) = 1(1 1) 1(1 1) bl b2 + b2 + a1 az + a2 
ai ( a2 + ~) + bi ( a2 + b2) 
a1b1a2b2 (6.5) -1(1 1) 1(1 1) b1 b2 + az + iii" b2 + az 
those which drop information from the third interval 
(6.6) 
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where w2,x2,y2,z2 E {a2,b2, a1
2
, b;}, and those which drop information from 
the second interval 
ai (a2 + a2) +bi (a2 + a2) a2~ (6.7) 
ai (b; + lJ +b1 (~ + b;) = 
ai (a2 + ll2) +bi (a2 + ~) 
ai ( b; + ~) + bi ( b; + 12 ) 
= a2b2 (6.8) 
ai ( a2 ·+ a2) + bi (~ + ~) 
a2b2 (6.9) 
ai (b; + l2 ) +b1(12 +1J -
ai (a2 +~)+bi (a2 + ~) a2~ (6.10) 
ai ( b; + 12 ) + bi ( t2 + 12 ) 
-
The discussion of search results in Chapter 5 highlighted several interesting, 
and sometimes quirky, points: 
• No simplified noncatastrophic receivers were found for QMSK which ex-
ceeded d~ee = 2. 
• Those QMSK trellises which did have 4ee > 2 were catastrophic and 
contributed information to the simplified likelihood ratio from only two 
signalling intervals. 
• Over an observation period of two symbol intervals, only identities similar 
to the MSK identity were found. 
• Over longer observation periods, some identities used information from 
more than two symbol intervals, but in every case this characteristic could 
either not be maintained over time shifts of the associated likelihood ratio, 
or else signals were combined in order to reduce the effective information 
rate. 
These qualities will now be clarified in a unified description of the necessary 
limits which must be imposed on a likelihood ratio in order to ensure its sim-
plification. These limits are embodied in a generalized construction procedure 
for simplifying likelihood ratios. 
The fact that the searches which produced the identities were exhaustive, 
is important for the derivation of the construction procedure. The procedure 
would be of most use if it is capable of generating all the above identities (subject 
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to the specified limits on input alphabet size Mand observation period N), and 
it generates no other expressions than these. 
6.1.1 Construction procedure for arbitrary simplifying likeli-
hood ratios 
All trellis-based likelihood ratios are in the form of (4.28): 
a(ci(ei(· · ·) + e2(· · ·) + · · ·) + c2(fi(· · ·) + h(· · ·) + · · ·) + · · ·) 
A= b(di(9i(· · ·) + 92(· · ·) + · · ·) + d2(hi(· · ·) + h2(· · ·) + · · ·) + · · ·) (6.ll) 
where the variables are place-holders for positive real likelihood transform 
variables (LTVs). The place-holders a and bare filled with LTVs from the first 
symbol interval, ci, c2, ... and di, d2, ... with LTVs from the second interval, 
ei, e2, ... , Ji, h, .. . , 9i, 92, .. . , and hi, h2, ... from the third and so on. LTVs 
from different intervals are statistically independent and cannot have any direct 
functional relationship. LTVs from the same interval may be related either by 
being identical or reciprocal. 
I now state the construction procedure for an arbitrary simplifying likelihood 
ratio over an observation period of N intervals without derivation, leaving its 
justification for section 6.2: 
1. Choose an observation period N and a size of input alphabet Mn for 
each interval after the first, n = 1, 2, ... , N - 1. The input alphabet size 
Mo in the first interval n = 0 is irrelevant. (The input alphabet size is 
usually invariant in modulation schemes, but need not be for likelihood 
ratio simplification.) 
2. For each of the N symbol intervals, choose a single term containing two 
LTVs, such as ab, a/b, 1/(ab), aa = a2 , or 1/(aa) = 1/a2. Call this 
term the interval's contribution to the decision. The two LTVs may be 
the same, such as a and a. The contribution may also be chosen to be 
1 =a/a= b/b = · · · (In the current notation, the LTV names are re-used 
in successive intervals, with subscripts to distinguish the interval.) 
3. For each interval, starting with the first one and doing them in sequential 
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order, choose a pair of place-holders with one place-holder from the numer-
ator and one from the denominator. (For example, in the second interval 
one may pair c1 with d1 in (6.11).) In the third and later intervals, place-
holders may only be paired if they share the same paired place-holders in 
the previous interval. (For example, if c1 above was paired with di, then 
e1 may be paired with any gk, but not with any hk.) 
4. For each two place-holders so paired, split their associated interval's con-
tribution between them. Each place-holder gets one of the contribution's 
LTVs or its reciprocal so that the ratio of LTVs equals the contribution. 
(For example if the second interval's contribution is ab let c1 = a and 
d1 = 1/b so that cif d1 = a/(1/b) =ab). Do this for all Il/:=1 Mk pairs of 
place-holders in each interval after the first, n = 1, 2, ... , N -1. The first 
interval has only a single pair of place-holders. 
5. The simplified likelihood ratio is the product of the N intervals' contri-
butions. 
For future reference, I define a contribution as follows: 
Definition 6 If a likelihood ratio simplifies, the contribution of a symbol inter-
val in the observation period is the common ratio of the LTVs from that symbol 
interval which appears in the simplified likelihood ratio. 
An example, illustrated in Figure 6.1, clarifies the procedure: 
1. Choose an observation period of N = 3 symbol intervals and an input 
alphabet size of M = 4 (any other choices would do as well). 
2. For the first interval, choose ao/bo as its contribution; for the second 
interval, choose a1b1; and for the third choose 1 = a2/a2 = b2/bi. The 
choices of LTVs are arbitrary since no signal set has been assigned as yet: 
any signal may be associated with any LTV. 
3. Decide to pair each place-holder in the numerator with the one directly 
below it in the denominator. 
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Contribution: ao/bo 1 
- -
Figure 6.1: Tree illustrating the construction procedure. 
4. Start the construction in the first interval by splitting its contribution 
ao/bo: 
ao[· · ·] A=--
bo[· · ·] 
or _bo __ ( 1-[···J) a~[ .. ·] (6.12) 
In the second interval, split the contribution a1b1 in M (not necessarily 
different) ways: 
ao [a1(· · ·) + ai{· ··) + b1(· · ·) + b1(· · ·)] 
A= (6.13) 
bo [ '1 ( · · ·) + b11 ( · · ·) + J1 ( · · ·) + il1 ( · · ·)] 
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Continue in the same way in the third interval: 
(6.14) 
5. The simplified likelihood ratio is: 
(6.15) 
A quick check shows that all the identities listed in Appendix C can be generated 
using this procedure. 
6.1.2 Properties of the construction procedure 
Any likelihood ratio which can be constructed with this procedure simplifies, 
and no simplifying likelihood ratio exists which cannot be generated with this 
procedure. This claim will be proved in the next section. The procedure is 
therefore both necessary and sufficient with respect to likelihood ratio simpli-
fication. 
The likelihood ratios constructed by the procedure have the following prop-
erties: 
• In each interval, only a maximum of four signals (two LTVs and their 
reciprocals) are used. If the contribution is chosen to contain a single 
squared LTV (such as a2 or 1/a2), only two signals are possible in that 
interval. 
• If they differ, both LTVs from each interval are present in the simplified 
likelihood ratio (and its corresponding simplified receiver). This implies 
that only a bi-orthogonal signal set (or an antipodal signal set if the LTV s 
in that interval are the same) can deliver optimal error performance in a 
simplified receiver. 
• If an interval's contribution is chosen to be 1, the signals in that interval 
do not contribute to the decoding decision. 
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6.2 Bounds on the Performance of Simplified Re-
ceivers 
6.2.1 Simplification of likelihood ratios 
Theorem 1 The likelihood transform of a trellis-based likelihood ratio simpli-
fies if and only if, within each symbol interval, LTVs from the numerator can 
be paired with LTVs from the denominator such that their ratios are equal, 
provided that in the third and later intervals, LTVs may not be paired which do 
not share common factors from the prior intervals. A simplified likelihood ratio 
is equal to the product of the common ratios in each interval. 
This is essentially a restatement of the construction procedure of the pre-
vious section. For example, the likelihood ratio based on the identity ( 4.45) or 
(6.3) found in section 4.3.3, 
ao [a1 (a2 + a2) +bi (a2 + b2)] 
bo [ b~ ( ~ + t2) + 11 ( b; + 12)] (6.16) 
simplifies because in the first interval, any ao and bo can form a single ratio 
which becomes the first interval's contribution to the decoding decision; in 
the second interval, the variables from the numerator and denominator can be 
formed into ratios which are equal: 
and in the third interval, 
On the other hand, the very similar likelihood ratio 
ao [a1 (a2 + a2) +bi (a2 + b2)] 
bo [b~ (~ + a12 ) +a\ (b; + ~z)] (6.17) 
does not simplify because the paired LTVs in the last interval do not have equal 
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ratios. Note that it is not allowed in (6.17) to pair for example bz (numerator) 
with 1/a2 (denominator) in an attempt to obtain equal ratios: they do not have 
common prior factors. 
To make the proof of Theorem 1 easier, it is necessary first to provide two 
lemmas. 
Lemma 1 In A WGN, LT Vs from different symbol intervals cannot be related 
directly through a functional relationship even if they are associated with the 
same signal. In particular, 
LTV s are samples of statistically independent random variables. The lemma 
follows directly from the properties of random variables. 
Lemma 2 If ni and di, z - 1, 2, ... , M, are transcendental numbers, then 
expressions of the form 
simplify if and only if all the numbers from the numerator can be paired with 
numbers from the denominator in such a way that their ratios are equal, that 
is, if a permutation of j E {1, 2, ... , M} can be found such that all nif d; are 
equal. The common ratio equals the simplified expression. 
For example, the expression · 
a+a+i_a 
b+b+~ - b (6.18) 
simplifies because each term in the numerator can be paired with a term in 
the denominator (in this case the one directly below it) so that their ratios are 
equal. From left to right the ratios are: 
a a 1 
-=-=t b b -a 
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(6.19) 
The simplified expression is equal to the common ratio. On the other hand 
a+a+i 
l+l+b 
a a 
does not simplify because Lemma 2 cannot be satisfied. 
Proof of Lemma 2: Let 
Assume that the expression simplifies, so that it can be written as 
where f( .. . ) is a single term. It follows that 
(6.20) 
(6.21} 
Equality is only possible between two sums of transcendental numbers when 
some permutation of their individual terms are pairwise equal. Therefore, 
the single-term factor f ( ... ), when multiplied by each number {term} in the 
denominator, makes it equal to a corresponding number in the numerator: 
(6.23) 
or 
ni d- = f( .• . ) 
'J 
(6.24) 
for all i = 1, 2, ... , Mand some mapping of ion to j E {1, 2, ... , M}. 
To prove the inverse, assume (6.24) to be true, and therefore 
or 
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which simplifies because f ( ... ) is a single term. End of proof. 
If M = 2 and a, b, c and dare positive real numbers such that a/c = b/d, 
then 
a+b a 
--=-
c+d c (6.27) 
simplifies. Specifically, the MSK identity ( 4.1) 
a+b 
A = -1--1 = ab, a, b > 0 . 
b + 0: 
(6.28) 
simplifies because 
(6.29) 
In Lemma 2, variables in the numerator have to be paired with variables 
in the denominator in the right permutation to achieve simplification of the 
expression (in that their ratios had to be equal). Assuming that an expression 
does simplify, it is unnecessary to complicate the proofs that follow by explicitly 
finding the right permutation each time. It will be assumed from now on that 
the variables of simplifying expressions are paired in a correct permutation, 
which is simply a matter of reorganizing the expression without changing its 
value. This is most easily done in practice by writing the expression so that 
paired variables in the numerator and denominator are directly above one 
another, and pairing them from left to right. For example, I will conventionally 
write 
a+b a+b a b 
-1--1 not -1--1 because - 1 -# l/b -+- -+- la b a a b 
The first three lemmas dealt with individual LTVs and with simple expres-
sions comprising a quotient of sums of LTVs. They are now used to prove the 
general case of Theorem 1: 
Proof of Theorem 1: Rewrite the general form of a likelihood ratio (6.11) 
as 
~A= c1(e1(· · ·) + e2(· · ·) + · · ·) + c2(/1(·· ·) + h(· · ·) + · · ·) + · · · (6.30) 
a d1(g1(· · ·) + g2(· · ·) + · · ·) + d2(h1(·· ·) + h2(· · ·) + · · ·) + · · · 
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Assume that the right hand side of (6.30) simplifies. Using Lemma 2, terms 
from the numerator are paired with terms from the denominator into ratios: 
ci(e1(· · ·) + e2(· · ·) + · · ·) c2(!1(· · ·) + h(· · ·)) 
di{91(·. ·) + 92(·. ·) + .. ·) = d2(h1(·. ·) + h2(·. ·)) = ... (6.31) 
(where I have used the assumption that terms are paired in the right permuta~ 
tion for simplification). Lemma 1 permits (6.31) to be decomposed into 
(6.32) 
and 
(6.33) 
Taking each of the quotients in (6.33) in turn, the process of decomposition can 
be continued recursively until equalities of ratios of single LTVs are obtained. 
The decomposition process produces the series of equalities 
Ci c2 
-
- -=··~ di d2 
ei e2 Ji h {6.34) 
- -=···=-=-=··· 
9i 92 hi h2 
which proves the theorem in the forward direction. 
In the inverse direction, assume that (6.34) is given. Starting with the last 
interval, assemble (6.34) into expressions of the form (6.33): 
ei(· .. ) + e2(· · ·) + · · · 
9i(·. ·) + 92(-. ·) + .. . 
Ji(···)+ h(·. ·) + .. . 
hi( .. ·)+ h2(·. ·) + .. . (6.35) 
Lemma 2 guarantees that all these expressions simplify and that they are equal. 
Moving back in time by one symbol interval, form the products 
ci ei(· · ·) + e2(· .. ) + · · · 
di . 9i( .. ·) + 92(-. ·) + ... 
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c2 Ji(···)+ h(· · ·) 
dz· hi(···)+ h2(· · ·) (6.36) 
The product of a single term and a simplifying expression still simplifies into 
a single term: therefore all these expressions simplify and, by (6.34), they are 
equal. This construction process can be continued until the original likelihood 
ratio (6.30) or (6.11) is obtained, and is guaranteed to simplify. End of proof. 
Theorem 1 justifies the construction procedure of the previous section. 
6.2.2 Performance bounds 
Theorem 2 Simplified receivers are optimal (in the maximum likelihood sense) 
only for modulation schemes which use no more than two pairs of antipodal 
signals. 
The following lemma will be useful in the proof of Theorem 2: 
Lemma 3 In equal-energy signalling in AWGN, the only two functional rela-
tionships f that can relate two LTVs b = f(a) in the same symbol interval are 
functional identity: b = a; and one that establishes multiplicative reciprocity 
between them: b = I/a. 
This is the same result as the one stated before in simpler terms on page 104. 
Proof of Lemma 3: If a functional relationship exists between two LTVs, 
they would have to be in the same symbol interval, according to Lemma 1. Let 
the LTV a be the result of a signal correlation ;\.(S:c) in AWGN: 
; ,\(S:i:) ; J: r(r+nT)s:i:(r)dr O < T O l 2 a= e o = e o , _ T < , n = , , , ... (6.37) 
where r(t) is the received signal. Similarly let 
2 ,\(S ) b = eNo !I (6.38) 
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Since the noise is by definition additive and statistically independent of the 
signal, the only possible relationship between correlations >.{S~:) and >.(Sy) is 
linear scaling: 
sy(r) = Gsx(r) ¢;. >.{Sy)= G>.(Sx), GER (6.39) 
For equal-energy signalling, we require that 
(6.40) 
The only solutions to {6.39) occur at G = ±1: 
sy(r) = +sx(r) ¢;. >.(Sy) =+>.(Sy) and 
sy(r) = -sx(r) ¢;. >.(Sy)= ->.{Sy) {6.41) 
Therefore, by (6.37) and (6.38) and the fact that e is transcendental, it 
follows that the only possible relationships between a and b are 
2 >.(S ) 2 >.(S ) b = eNo 11 
-
eNo "' =a or 
2 >.(S ) - iJ >.(S.,) _ 1 b = eNo 11 = e o - -
a 
{6.42) 
End of proof. 
Proof of Theorem 2: A simplified receiver is the maximum likelihood 
realization of a simplifying likelihood ratio. For every symbol interval of a 
simplifying likelihood ratio, Theorem 1 states that all the LTVs in the interval 
can be combined into a series of equalities of the form 
(6.43) 
Since we are interested in the possible number of different signals in this interval, 
we may without loss of generality assume that 
{6.44) 
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The number of ways in which the equalities in (6.43) can be realized without 
reusing LTVs is limited by Lemma 3. Let a and b be two LTVs with a :f. b. 
One of two cases applies in (6.43): 
1. Assign ai = a and bi = b: In this case the only possible further assignment 
which does not violate either (6.44) or Lemma 3 is a2 = l/b and fJ.i = l/a. 
This limits the total number of signals in the interval to two pairs of 
antipodal signals: sa(T), Sija(T), sb(T), and sijb(T). 
2. Assign ai = a and bi = 1/a: In this case no further assignments can be 
made, which limits the number of signals in the interval to a single pair 
of antipodal signals. 
Therefore, a simplified receiver cannot optimally receive any modulation scheme 
in which the total number of possible signals in any symbol interval exceeds four, 
or in which the signals are not antipodally paired. End of proof. 
A consequence of the proof of Theorem 2 is the implication that if all the 
LTVs within each symbol interval are assumed to be distinct, then the input 
alphabet size cannot exceed M = 2, since M is the number of terms in each 
(recursive) sum of LTVs in the likelihood ratio. If repetition of LTVs within a 
symbol interval of a simplifying likelihood ratio is allowed, M can be made as 
large as desired, but there will still be only two distinct pairs of antipodal signals 
present in each interval. The repetition of LTVs corresponds to identically 
labelled branches from a node, or identical transmitted signals (perhaps with a 
change in transmitter state) for different inputs. 
Theorem 3 Only modulation schemes with binary {M = 2) inputs can have 
simplified receivers which use information from all the symbols in their obser-
vation period. 
Proof of Theorem 3: Figure 6.2 shows three branches from a common state 
in a trellis. (Four or more branches could also have been considered, but using 
three is sufficiently general to prove the theorem.) They are labelled x, y, and 
z. Theorem 2 restricts the LTVs that may be used to label the branches with to 
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w 
Figure 6.2: Three branches from a common state in a tree, to illustrate allowable ways 
of labelling them. 
the set {a, b, I/b, l/a}. Three likelihood ratios may be formed to decide between 
pairs of branches. 
There are only two essentially different ways of labelling the three branches: 
with repetition of a label; and without repeating a label. For example, one may 
label (x, y, z) = (a, b, a) with repetition of a label; or label (x, y, z) = (a, b, 1/b) 
without repeating a label. In the first case, the likelihood ratio which decides 
between the two identically labelled branches will have a contribution of 1 in 
its first interval. The first interval therefore does not necessarily contribute 
information towards the decoding decision when labels a.re repeated. 
This contravenes the requirement that the receiver should use information 
from all the symbols in the observation period: repetition of labels are therefore 
not allowed. 
The question may be asked whether one may not choose to ignore the 
likelihood ratio which has to decide between identically labelled branches, and 
concentrate instead on the branches which a.re differently labelled in order to 
come to a decoding decision. The answer is no, because of the possibility 
that the other likelihood ratios (two of them in the case of three branches) 
may contradict one another by not choosing either their common branch or 
the other two branches. All three likelihood ratios are needed, combined in 
log-linear fashion, for maximum likelihood decisions. 
In the second case, labelling without repetition of labels, it is necessary 
to examine the likelihood ratio from the state one interval earlier, marked w 
in Figure 6.2. In this likelihood ratio, all three (different) LTVs assigned to 
branches x, y and z appear together in the second interval of the numerator 
(or the denominator). The only possible contribution from this interval is 1, 
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because there is no way of satisfying Theorem 2 as well as Lemma 2 with three 
or more different LTVs together in the numerator (or denominator) in a single 
interval of a simplifying likelihood ratio. 
Therefore, it is not possible to label three or more branches with LTVs so 
that the interval in question is both part of a simplifying likelihood ratio and 
contributes to the decision. 
Having only two branches (M = 2) does not pose the same problems in 
terms of Theorem 2 and Lemma 2, and therefore, only binary modulation can 
be optimally received in a simplified receiver which uses information from all 
the intervals in its observation period. End of proof. 
Theorem 3 immediately removes the use of the family of MSK-like identities 
(4.43) or (6.1) from consideration for the simplification of likelihood ratios, 
except for the MSK case of M = 2. All the other identities found in the 
searches of Chapter 4 satisfy Theorems 2 and 3. 
Theorem 4 Any coded modulation scheme which has a simplified receiver which 
uses information from every symbol during its observation period, has no more 
than two states in its trellis. 
The implication of this theorem is that the transmitter can have no more 
than a single binary memory element, if the receiver is a simplified receiver. 
Proof of Theorem 4: According to Theorem 3, only binary modulations 
need be considered. The tree in Figure 6.3 represents a general binary likelihood 
ratio. For the purpose of determining the maximum number of usable states, 
the observation period is assumed to be infinitely long. We shall concentrate 
on the last symbol interval shown in Figure 6.3 to be the interval of interest. 
Assume that it is known that the transmitter was in the state marked x 
in Figure 6.3, and that a likelihood ratio Ax is formed at this point to decide 
which of the two branches from x were most likely followed. (The state x can 
be regarded as representative of any state in the interval of interest.) Similarly, 
likelihood ratios Ay and Az can be formed with the states marked y and z as 
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Figure 6.3: A binary tree to show possible labelling of the branches in the last interval. 
their origins respectively. The LTVs labelling the branches in the interval of 
interest will occur in different intervals relative to the start of each likelihood 
ratio Ax, Ay and Az. 
The branches in the interval of interest may be labelled in many ways, within 
the limitations imposed by Theorem 2. Depending on which likelihood ratio is 
considered {Ax, Ay, or Az), the labels of the upper half of the branches within 
the scope of the likelihood ratio are assumed to be the LTV s in the numerator, 
and the LTVs in the lower half are in the denominator. For example, the upper 
two branches in the interval {both from x) are assumed to be in the numerator 
of Ay and the next two branches {both from the state marked x') are in the 
denominator. 
Whichever likelihood ratio is being considered, Theorem 2 and Lemma 2 al-
low only four essentially different cases, as distinguished by their contributions: 
1. Contribution a/b: Pairs of upper {numerator) and lower {denominator) 
branches can be labelled a and b respectively, or 1/b and 1/a. 
2. Contribution ab: Pairs of upper and lower branches can be labelled a and 
1/b respectively, or band 1/a. 
3. Contribution a2: Pairs of upper and lower branches must be labelled a 
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Figure 6.4: Binary uncoded antipodal modulation resulting from the choice of 
contribution of a2 • 
and 1 /a respectively. 
4. Contribution 1: Any of the four LTVs a, b, 1/b, or 1/a may appear in 
the numerator (upper branches), provided that the corresponding LTVs 
in the denominator (lower branches) are the same. 
One may formulate more cases based on other contributions such as b /a or 
1/b2 , but these.differ from the cases above by the naming of LTVs only. In the 
last case (4) the contribution is 1 and according to Theorem 1 the symbols in 
the interval of interest do not contribute information to the decoding decision. 
Case 4 will therefore not be allowed in a receiver which uses information from 
all the symbols within its observation period. 
All three the likelihood ratios Ax, Ay and Az have to co-exist in the receiver, 
being invoked sequentially to make the next decoding decision. 
Starting with case 3: If the two branches from x are labelled with a and 1 /a 
to give a contribution of a2 in Ax, then it is not possible to label any of the other 
branches in the interval of interest such that Ay or Az can use information from 
the interval. The only case which can be made to apply to Ay and Az (and all 
earlier likelihood ratios which include x in their scope) is case 4 (contribution 
of 1) which is not allowed. Therefore, it is possible to label a total of only two 
branches in the interval, which implies uncoded binary antipodal modulation 
as shown in Figure 6.4. 
Turning to the remaining cases 1 and 2: If the two branches from x are 
labelled with a and b to give a contribution of a/b in Ax, then the only case 
available to Ay is case 2 which allows labelling of the next two branches from x' 
with 1/b and 1/a. This is the situation illustrated in Figure 6.3. Alternatively, 
Ax can be formed with case 2 (branch labels a and 1/b from x) and Ay with 
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Figure 6.5: Two-state trellis resulting from a choice of contributions a/b and ab. 
case 1 (branch labels b and 1 /a from x1). Either way, there is no way to label 
the rest of the branches in the interval of interest for Az without using case 4. 
Therefore, it is possible to label a total of only four branches in the interval, 
which implies at most two states in the trellis. Figure 6.5 shows one way of 
turning Figure 6.3 into a trellis, in this case the trellis of MSK. 
End of proof. 
It is possible to increase the number of states in a trellis arbitrarily by 
using a contribution of 1 in some intervals of each likelihood ratio, but doing 
so cannot result in any improvement in performance. For example, the lower 
four branches in Figure 6.3 could be labelled with a, b, 1/b, and 1/a from top 
to bottom (that is, copying the labels of the top four branches), which makes a 
contribution of 1 to the likelihood ratio Az from the state marked z. This would 
result in MSK with a superfluous binary memory element in the transmitter, 
as was seen previously in (5.9) on page 122. 
If non-contributing intervals are inserted between two contributing intervals, 
potentially useful schemes such as the one shown in Figure 5.9 and (5.17) may 
result. 
A slight variation of the proof of Theorem 4 results in: 
Corollary 1 Simplified receivers of binary modulations cannot use information 
for the decoding decision from more than two symbol intervals in the observation 
period. 
Like Theorem 4, Corollary 1 is true irrespective of the length of the obser-
vation period. 
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6.2.3 Implications for the performance of simplified receivers 
Theorems 2 and 4 and their corollaries obviously impose significant limitations 
on the performance that may be expected from simplified receivers. 
The assumption of half-rate coding made in section 4.3.3 is now supported 
by Theorem 2 and Theorem 3: only binary modulation schemes can have 
simplified receivers which use all available information, while only a choice of 
four signals is available. Note that the construction procedure also implicitly 
assumes half-rate coding. 
Theorem 2 prescribes a narrowly defined signal set of at most two pairs of 
antipodal signals. Optimal performance is attained when the signals are bi-
orthogonal, as in the case of MSK, with a free squared Euclidean distance of 
dfree = 2· 
Theorem 4 and Corollary 1 make it impossible to improve on this error 
performance with a simplified receiver by adding states or lengthening the 
observation period. This is the reason for the failure of the trellis searches 
of section 4.2 to find useful modulation schemes which .exceed MSK in error 
performance. 
The MSK signal set is perhaps the most natural for Theorem 2's prescrip-
tion, although coded QPSK or offset QPSK are also accommodated. These 
results contribute substantially toward MSK's status as a unique modulation 
scheme. 
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Chapter 7 
Conclusion 
This thesis has conclusively identified the conditions under which simplified 
receivers may exist, and has clearly bounded the performance that can be 
expected of simplified receivers of equal-energy modulations. 
A simplified receiver is derived from the set of likelihood ratios from every 
state in the modulation scheme's trellis, expressed over a sufficiently long but 
finite observation period. The likelihood ratios each have to simplify into a 
single exponential term, in which case a simple maximum likelihood receiver 
can be constructed from a bank of correlators (or matched filters), some delay 
elements and some adders. 
The first objective of the thesis was to determine whether a useful simplified 
receiver exists for a continuous-phase frequency shift keying ( CPFSK) scheme. 
It can now be stated with certainty that none exists which can improve on the 
performance of MSK. This includes four-level CPFSK with modulation index 
h = 1/4, and the principal continuous phase modulation (CPM) considered in 
this work, quadrature minimum shift keying (QMSK). Any uncertainty which 
might have existed due to the incomplete searches of the very large search 
space, has been dispelled by the derivation of exact bounds on the performance 
of general simplified receivers. 
Except for MSK and other modulation schemes with similar likelihood ra-
tios, the class of coded equal-energy modulation schemes contains no simplified 
receivers as defined in this thesis. The Viterbi algorithm (or a sequential 
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or feedback decoding algorithm) remains the practical solution to maximum 
likelihood sequence estimation. It has the important advantage of generality, 
at the cost of higher complexity. 
A lot of work has been reported on 'simplified' CPM receivers: reduced-
complexity Viterbi detectors [79], limited search receivers [5], average matched 
filter receivers [56, 32], and MSK-type receivers [77, 78][3, p.295]. In contrast, 
no major new development has been reported in maximum likelihood receivers 
for CPM since the Viterbi algorithm [84, 24]. In this respect this work explains 
the lack of simple CPM receivers reported in the literature. It is perhaps 
not surprising that the simplest types of 'simplified' CPM receivers [77, 78] 
mentioned above are nothing more than MSK receivers slightly modified for 
detecting related signal waveforms. 
It is interesting that all the most promising simplified receivers for QMSK 
were catastrophic. It was recognized that, in general, catastrophic trellises 
do not necessarily perform as badly as suggested in sections 3.5 and 4.2.4. 
It requires specific data sequences to track a given zero-distance pair of paths 
exactly, and the probability that such sequences will occur becomes increasingly 
small as the length of the sequence grows. Bursts of errors may occur, but the 
receiver may be able to resynchronize with the transmitter and resume correct 
demodulation. There is some evidence for this hypothesis: Rimoldi [68] has 
calculated that the probability of a catastrophic event in CPM transmissions 
is vanishingly small. His definition of catastrophic CPM schemes was slightly 
different to mine, because he considered partial response CPM without coding. 
Accordingly, a class of schemes called limited catastrophic schemes was 
identified in section 5.1.1, with potential for practical implementation. However, 
none of the catastrophic QMSK schemes which had better error performance 
than MSK were limited, a result which was later confirmed by the bounds set 
on simplified receiver performance. A re-examination of Rimoldi's catastrophic 
partial response schemes from the point of view of likelihood ratios may provide 
a new perspective. 
The second objective of the thesis was to explore the space of mathematical 
identities which may aid simplification of likelihood ratios of digital phase 
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modulation in general. The identity which causes the simplification of the 
MSK likelihood ratio remained prominent, in that there does not exist any 
other identity for simplification of likelihood ratios over two symbol intervals. 
Over an observation period of three symbol intervals, only the case of binary 
inputs could be exhaustively searched, and the three types of identity discussed 
in section 5.2.3 were found. These identities, too, appear to be elaborations 
of the MSK identity, and the fact that no others were found was pivotal in 
suggesting that an analytical approach may be tractable. 
This does not mean that simplified receivers do not exist at all. It was shown 
in section 4.1 that if the continuous-phase requirement is dropped, simplified 
receivers can be found by construction from simplified likelihood ratios. The 
two-symbol receiver from the end of Chapter 5 is an example of what may be 
practically achieved. This scheme and others like it will however be limited in 
error performance to that of MSK, and may furthermore have poorer spectral 
efficiency and have a more complex receiver than MSK. Its usefulness will have 
to depend on other properties, such as the provision of time diversity in a fading 
channel. 
The third objective of the thesis was to attempt a formal analysis of simpli-
fying likelihood ratios. Accordingly, a construction procedure was formulated 
in section 6.1 to generate all the found identities automatically, and it was 
verified that it was not possible to create any identities by this procedure which 
were not already in the list of found identities. By examining the structure of 
the construction procedure, it was possible to proceed with a formal proof in 
Theorem 1, which specified how a likelihood ratio simplifies and hence what 
the limits of possibility are on its construction. 
With the simplification process well understood, it became possible to show 
what characteristics the modulation scheme and receiver had to have in order 
for the likelihood ratio to simplify. These characteristics can be divided and 
discussed as two cases: 
1. the case when the receiver uses information from every symbol in its 
observation period; and 
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2. when some symbol intervals may not contribute to the decoding decision. 
The first case is the only one with pretensions to good error performance: it is 
not possible to design a receiver with large free Euclidean distance for a fixed 
number of states without using information from every symbol interval. Failing 
to do so forces an increase in the number of states required to keep paths from 
remerging prematurely. 
In this first case, it was found that simplified receivers which use information 
from all the symbols in their observation period are optimal only 
1. for antipodal bi-orthogonal signal sets with at most four signals (Thecr 
rem 2); 
2. for binary modulations (Theorem 3); and 
3. for observation periods of no more than two symbol intervals (Theorem 4). 
This is a severely restrictive set of conditions, which seems to be almost a 
restatement of MSK's characteristics. Apart from MSK, there are only a few 
modulations which could conform to it: half-rate coded 4-PSK and offset-QPSK 
are two examples. 
In the second case, it is not required that information from all the symbols in 
the observation period is used, so that the last of the conditions above (3) may 
be relaxed. The above-mentioned scheme of section 5.2.4 is a typical example. 
Relaxing this condition adversely affects the scheme's potential performance, 
because one would normally expect to be able to design coded modulation 
schemes with improved error performance, given a longer observation period. 
It is possible to extend the observation period indefinitely while maintaining 
simplification of the likelihood ratio, but at most two of the symbol intervals 
will contribute to the decoding decision (Corollary 1). Since each of those 
two intervals will contribute two likelihood transform variables (or signals) to 
the decoding decision, best performance is obtained when the two signals are 
orthogonal. The conclusion for all cases is inevitably that the best free squared 
Euclidean distance achievable is tfiree = 2, the same as MSK. 
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In the course of this work, a powerful and intuitively appealing notation 
was developed for analysing the likelihood ratios of coded modulation schemes. 
The likelihood transform greatly facilitates 
• the derivation of the likelihood ratio for a maximum likelihood receiver 
directly from the encoder's trellis diagram; 
• comparisons between superficially unrelated modulation schemes; 
• immediate verification of whether a simplified receiver exists; and 
• the concise formulation of the likelihood parameter receiver of Osborne 
and Luntz [56] 
for any digital phase modulation. 
Some oversights in the published literature have been uncovered using the 
likelihood transform, such as the erroneous proposal of a simplified receiver for 
4-CPFSK by Kritzinger [40J, and good performance claimed for a degenerate 
scheme by Anderson and de Buda [4]. 
More generally, the likelihood transform may be useful outside the present 
context. Using the transform, it is possible to discern at a glance whether two 
apparently unrelated modulation schemes which use different signal sets are 
related at the level of the Bayesian likelihood ratio test, and hence to draw 
conclusions about the bounds on their performance. The likelihood transform 
is independent of specific choices of signal set. 
It is not necessary for likelihood ratios to simplify in order to use the 
likelihood transform. It may for example be possible to explore the relationship 
between likelihood ratios formulated in different encoder states and the design 
rules for rotationally invariant trellises [86, 87, 81]. The likelihood transform 
may provide a useful tool in justifying some heuristic design rules. 
This dissertation has only considered equal-energy signalling. Likelihood 
ratios can be written for any modulation scheme, and may have different prop-
erties for more general signalling. The likelihood transform can still be applied 
in the same way: a and a2 are the likelihood transform variables of sa(t) and 
2sa(t) respectively, for example. 
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The main contribution of this thesis lies in advancing the state of the art 
of likelihood ratio analysis in equal-energy coded modulation, specifically with 
reference to bounds that were set on the structure of simplifying likelihood 
ratios. These bounds have implications for receiver design in the entire class of 
coded digital phase modulation. 
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Appendix A 
The Number of QMSK Trellis 
Codes 
This appendix gives a description of the enumeration of the possible trellis codes 
of QMSK, as needed in section 4.2.4. 
Only half of the QMSK encoder states are used in any one interval. In so-
called even intervals (see the description of QMSK in section 4.2.2), the choice 
of used states is fixed, but in odd intervals, the trellis may use one of many 
combinations of states. 
Assuming for the moment that a particular choice has been made on which 
states to use, and that we only consider a time-invariant CE (J = 1) over a 
single symbol interval, the problem reduces to finding out how many trellises 
may be constructed with ns = ZP/2 states, where Zand Pare the number of 
CE and CPE states respectively. 
I shall assume throughout that parallel transitions are not allowed, that 
is, branches from the same state which merge again immediately in a common 
next state. A parallel transition cannot be differentiated at the receiver because 
there is a Eudidean distance of zero between its branches. I call the number of 
trellises with no parallel transitions T(ns)· 
The general solution is not trivial. A naive combinatorial approach soon 
bogs down in the fact that, for four or more states, the trellis need not neces-
sarily be fully interconnected when it is viewed over one interval as an isolated 
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Figure A.1: Two trellises, both of which contain separate sub-graphs. The first is not 
practically usable, but the second merges its trajectories when cascaded in time with 
itself. 
graph. Figure A.1 shows two four-state examples, both of which contain two 
separate 'orbits' when viewed as topological graphs rather than trellises. There 
may, and do, exist mutually exclusive sub-trellises, which do not meet at any 
state. This severely complicates their enumeration, because one has to count 
also the number of ways in which each trellis is partitioned. Some of them 
are not of practical interest (like the first trellis in Figure A.1), because we do 
not generally want to have mutually exclusive sets of signal trajectories, but in 
most cases cascading the one-interval trellis with itself merges the trajectories 
(like the second trellis in Figure A.1). 
A method of enumerating the number of trellises T(n5 ) as a function of the 
number of states n5 has been found only recently [57]. It is based on P6lya's 
Method of Enumeration, when the problem is cast in terms of non-isomorphic 
two-regular edge and vertex labelled graphs. I counted the numbers of trellises 
for two to eight states with the help of a computer program, and the results 
are listed in Table A.1. The combinatorial explosion is evident. Using the new 
method of enumeration, one may calculate the number of trellises for sixteen 
states to be T(16) = 36574751938491748341360000 [57]. 
Clearly, with the computing resources available presently, one cannot hope 
to examine all the trellises for more than about eight states. This places a 
practical limit of Z = 4 on the number of CE states. 
So far we have assumed that the choice of used states is known. In even 
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ns T(ns) 
2 1 
3 6 
4 90 
5 2040 
6 67950 
7 3110940 
8 187530840 
Table A.1: Number of possible trellises as a function of the number of states. 
symbol intervals, the choice is fixed: only the states which fall within the phase 
states corresponding to 0 and 1r radians are allowed, and all of these are used. 
In odd intervals, however, the choice is free. The number of ways in which n 5 
states may be chosen from 2n5 , is 
If there are n5 = Z P /2 = 8 used states, the expression above gives 12870 
combinations of used states in every odd symbol interval. Over a CE cycle 
length of J 4, the number of trellises is 
for Z = 4. 
Not all of these combinations are meaningfully different, because as far as the 
simplification of likelihood ratios is concerned, all CE states within one phase 
( CPE) state are equivalent. Only the phase states and the signal trajectories 
between them constitute the signal, and the receiver is and should be oblivious 
to the actual CE states used to ensure that the QMSK signal definition is met. 
If two CE's produce the same output sequence in response to an arbitrary input 
sequence, then any difference in their sequences of internal states is irrelevant. 
(If this kind of thinking seems unfamiliar, it is probably because we are not 
restricting ourselves to time-invariant linear systems. There may be many 
mappings possible from input to state to output, because the CE is merely 
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Figure A.2: Trellises with identical signal sets. 
a look-up table.) 
In terms of generating trellises, the deciding factor therefore is how many CE 
states to be used are chosen from each phase state, and not which particular ones 
are chosen. Henceforth two trellises will be considered identical if they differ 
only in a choice of CE states within one phase (CPE) state. The branches of 
these trellises can be labelled with the CE output in an identical way. Figure A.2 
shows an example of two trellises (Z = 2) which will have identical likelihood 
ratios from all the starting states shown, yet have different choices of used states 
in the second interval. Note that only odd symbol intervals have a choice of 
which states are in use. In even intervals the used states are already fixed as 
all those belonging in the even phase states 0 and 2. 
It is not necessary to calculate the exact number of combinations so gener-
ated, because the counting process is immediately complicated again by further 
restrictions that can be placed on the choice of used states in an effort to cut 
down on their numbers. In the end, the only practical way of finding out how 
many combinations there are, when all these ad hoc pruning rules are applied, 
is to count them. 
The kinds of restrictions that may be placed on the choice of used states 
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arise from the definition of the QMSK signal. We may specify that each of the 
four QMSK phases must be used at some time, otherwise we can hardly call 
the modulation QMSK. If we are desperate to find a simplified receiver, we may 
compromise by saying that at least one 'non-MSK' phase {1 or 3) must be used. 
(For if we allow a trellis which does not use any of the 'non-MSK' phases 1 and 
3, then we have pure MSK with coding, not QMSK.) 
Furthermore, these combinations have to be formulated over the whole of 
the time-varying cycle time J of the CE, because different sets of phases may 
be allowed by the CE in different symbol intervals. The only immutable rule 
is the QMSK signal definition which says in effect that in even intervals, the 
signal may only use (start from) phase states 0 and 2, and in odd intervals 
phase states 0, 1, 2 or 3 may be used. The number of combinations go up 
combinatorially with the number of CE states Zand the CE cycle length J. 
For example, if no restrictions are placed on the choice of used states, 
Z = 2, J = 2 results in nineteen combinations of used states. The process 
of generating and testing the T(ZP/2) possible trellises therefore has to be 
repeated nineteen times. On the other hand, if we specify that all four phases 
have to be used at some time during the J = 2 CE cycle, only one possible 
combination results: it uses one CE state from each phase state. 
The number of combinations of used states grows very rapidly with an 
increase in the number of CE states Z and the length of the CE cycle J. Still 
further pruning rules can be applied: if two trellises differ only in a 1f radian 
phase shift, they are equivalent. Similarly if two trellises are identical within a 
time shift of an even number of symbol intervals, they are equivalent. And so 
on for trellises which are time inverses of one another, or phase inverses. Their 
likelihood ratios will have exactly the same fate, it is only necessary to test one 
of them. 
All these pruning rules were used in a program called USED which generated 
all the combinations of used states, and then applied the various shifting and 
mirroring transformations mentioned above to prune trellises which may be 
derived from one another. The result was a more manageable number of 
combinations, shown in Table A.2 for number of CE states Z = 2 and 4 and CE 
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z J Generated Kept 
2 2 18 10 
2 4 360 126 
4 2 84 44 
4 4 7224 2536 
Table A.2: Number of combinations of used states generated, and the number kept 
after heavy pruning with the program USED. 
cycle length J = 2 and 4. This version of USED generated only trellises which 
used at least one odd phase state (1 or 3) during the CE cycle length J, and 
pruned all those which could be derived from another trellis by transformation 
through 
1. a 7r radian phase shift; 
2. a phase reversal; 
3. a time shift by an even number of symbol intervals; and 
4. a time reversal combined with a time shift of an arbitrary number of 
symbol intervals. 
USED also sorted the combinations according to a heuristic rule, so that the 
ones most likely to contain simplifying likelihood ratios may be searched first. 
The trellises which are most MSK-like are deemed to have more potential, that 
is, the ones which tend to cluster their used states in non-adjacent phases. 
USED produced a file of candidate used state combinations, which was fed 
into a program called ALL for historical reasons. (ALL is an abbreviation of 
ALLINONE, which got its name because it combined all the various trellis tests 
in one program.) ALL generated all possible trellises with the combination of 
used states from USED and tested each trellis as described in section 4.2.4. 
It was important for the efficiency of the search that ALL should generate 
as few trellises as possible for evaluation. It was not so easy to decide which 
trellises may be safely pruned without discarding a potential simplified receiver. 
Of course parallel transitions were not generated from the outset. One quick 
test was applied though: during the generation of the trellis, as each branch 
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was connected, a check was performed to see if the new connection resulted 
in a merging of paths which parted only two intervals ago. Any such merging 
immediately limits the free Euclidean distance to two at best, the same as that 
of MSK. Since there is not much point in discovering receivers for coded modu-
lations which perform as well as MSK, such trellises were not even generated. 
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Appendix B 
The Search Algorithm for 
Identities 
This appendix describes in detail the algorithm used for generating and evaluat-
ing all possible likelihood ratios derived from trellises or trees with given input 
alphabet size M and observation period N. It is intended for readers who 
may want to duplicate my results, and may be skipped without compromising 
understanding of the rest of the thesis. It is recommended that section 4.3.3 be 
read first, which describes the general background to the search and gives an 
overview of the algorithm. Appendix C gives the complete results of the search. 
It is impossible to describe every detail of the implementation of the algo-
rithm here. Those readers who need more information may request a complete 
program listing in C from me. 
B.1 Simplification 
The search is done by generating all possible mathematically distinct expres-
sions for the abbreviated likelihood ratio for a given input symbol alphabet 
size M and observation period N. For each expression, the numerator and 
denominator are each stripped of all common factors. For convenience in the 
description of this algorithm, the removal and discarding of common factors 
(including any common denominators) from either the numerator of the denom-
inator separately, is called simplification. This local definition of simplification 
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is not to be confused with simplification of likelihood ratios as defined before. If 
the resulting numerator and denominator are identical after such simplification, 
they cancel, proving that an identity of the wanted form does exist. The 
removed common factors then constitute the right hand side of the identity. 
For example, if M = 2 and N = 3, one possible expression is (4.39) encoun-
tered before. Multiplying out and collecting common factors, the expression 
becomes 
A = a1(a2 + b2) + b1(a2 + b2) 
1(1 1) 1(1 1) 
a1 ii2 + b2 + bi a2 + b2 
a1a2 + a1b2 + b1a2 + b1b2 
11+11+11+11 
ai a2 a1 b2 b1 a2 b1 b2 
a1a2 + a1b2 + b1a2 + b1b2 
b1b2+b1a2+a1 bz+a1 a2 
a1b1a2b2 
(B.1) 
The numerator has no common factors, but the denominator has a common 
denominator which is now discarded. After simplification, the new numerator 
and denominator are now equal (a1a2 +al~+ b1a2 + b1b2). They cancel, and 
an identity has been found. This one is simply the MSK identity applied to 
both interval 1 and 2: one could factorize the likelihood ratio above as 
(B.2) 
The algorithm generates expressions in the form of the second line of (B.l), 
except that each variable is symbolically replaced by an integer so that we are 
not limited to the letters of the alphabet. The numerator and denominator 
are each represented by an array of integers. Reciprocals such as l/a are 
represented by negative integers. The two arrays are simplified separately and 
then compared for identity before the next expression is generated. 
B.2 Mathematically Distinct Expressions 
For the best efficiency possible, the algorithm should ideally only generate 
mathematically distinct expressions. By this is meant that one expression 
should not be obtainable from another by simple substitution of variables. The 
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problem that arises is that it is not easy to fill the place-holder variables in 
the likelihood ratio with signal set variables in such a way that all generated 
expressions are mathematically distinct. This is because the operations of 
addition and multiplication in the likelihood ratio are commutative. It therefore 
seems appropriate to create a multi-set1 of variables with which to fill each term 
in the likelihood ratio so that the order of multiplication of the variables is not 
significant, and to collect them in a multi-set of multi-sets so that the order of 
addition is not significant. This is closely analogous to partitioning an ordinary 
set into cells of equal size. 
The algorithm attempts this by recursively creating N - 1 multi-sets of 
2mn variables, n = 1, 2, ... , N - 1. Multi-set number n contains the variables 
for interval number n. For example, if M = 4, the first interval has a multi-
set of variables with 4 elements, the second interval has 16, and so on. The 
number of branches in the code tree in interval n is Mn, and the multi-set 
contains variables for both the numerator and denominator of the likelihood 
ratio, hence the factor of 2. 
In each interval, the multi-set of variables is partitioned into smaller multi-
sets called cells, of equal size M. The variables are copied from the cells into the 
·place-holders of the likelihood ratio template. The order of the cells is signifi-
cant, and the partition is therefore an ordered partition. For example, the two 
multi-sets of variables associated with (4.39) above, are {ai, b1, 1/a1, 1/b1} and 
{a2, a2, b2, b<i, 1/ a2, l/a2, 1/b<i, l/b2} for intervals 1 and 2 respectively. The vari-
ables in each multi-set are chosen from the set of m signal set variables. If these 
two multi-sets are partitioned as {a1,bi,1/a1,1/b1} and {{a2 ,b2}, {a2,b2}, 
{1/a2, 1/b<i}, {1/a2, l/b2} }, the likelihood ratio of (4.39) results. Rearranging 
the cells in a different order, or choosing different variables from the set of signal 
set variables, gives a different likelihood ratio. 
The number of ordered partitions of a set of B elements into B/M cells of 
equal size M (assuming B is a multiple of m), is [46] 
B! (B.3) (M!)B/M 
1See the footnote on p.108 for the definition of a multi-set. 
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The algorithm for generating all the ordered partitions of a set is straightfor-
ward, but doing the same for a multi-set (which may have repeated elements) is 
more difficult. The approach taken here is to partition the multi-set as if it were 
a set, which results in many of the partitions being identical due to the repeated 
elements. A complete list of all the ordered partitions is therefore generated 
for each interval, and sorted, so that the duplicate partitions can be removed. 
This proce8s is perhaps the most important one limiting the performance of the 
algorithm, because it is costly both in terms of speed and of memory. 
To summarize the algorithm so far: For the current interval, generate all 
the possible multi-sets of variables, partition each of the multi-sets, sort the list 
of all possible partitions, and recursively do the same for the next interval. In 
the last interval, construct an expression from each distinct partition, simplify 
each expression, and report any identity that is found. 
The rest of this subsection describes in more detail how the multi-sets of 
variables a.re generated and partitioned and how the resulting expressions are 
simplified. 
B.3 Generating Multi-Sets of Variables 
The signal set is partitioned into two cells of size M, so that pairs of inverse 
signals are in different cells. The variables from one of the cells are now 
numbered with indices from 1 to M. The current index is called 'variable'. 
The multi-set of variables that will be used in the current interval n is then 
represented as an array of integers, each of which is the number of times that 
the signal set variable with that index appears in the multi-set. The array is 
called 'numberof' and it it indexed by 'variable', as in 'numberof[variable)'. This 
representation makes the description of the multi-set inherently insensitive to 
the order of the variables. The sum of the elements of 'numberof[variable)' is 
therefore the total number of variables in the multi-set, or 2mn. As soon as a 
multi-set is so defined, it is passed on to the GenerateAllReciprocals function 
which turns all possible combinations of the variables in the multi-set into their 
reciprocals. 
Using these definitions, the algorithm may be summarized as follows: 
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Start with the first of M variables as the current variable. 
Fill the empty places left in the multi-set with 
'numberof[variable]' copies of the current variable, where 
'numberof[variable]' ranges from the multi-set size divided 
by M up to all the places, all the time ma.king sure that the 
current variable does not outnumber the previous variable. 
For each value of 'numberof[variable]', if the multi-set is 
still not full, repeat the process recursively for the 
next variable, as long as there are variables left. 
If the multi-set is full, carry on to GenerateAllReciprocals. 
This process recursively generates all possible multi-sets of 2mn variables 
chosen from a set of M variables, and passes each multi-set on the next stage, 
GenerateAllReciprocals. 
B.4 Generating All Combinations of Reciprocals 
For each multi-set of variables generated in the current interval, the Gener-
ateAllReciprocals function generates all the possible combinations of recipro-
cals of each variable. This is done be subtracting one at a time from 'num-
berof[ variable]' and adding it to an auxiliary array called 'numrecips[variable]' 
which records the number of reciprocals of each variable index in the multi-
set. Care is taken that turning a variable into its reciprocal does not cause 
it to become outnumbered by the next variable, which is not good because 
then the multi-set is mathematically equivalent to another multi-set through 
substitution of variables. Each mathematically distinct multi-set so generated 
is passed on to the function PartitionTheSet, which partitions it in preparation 
of generating the likelihood ratio expression. 
B.5 Partitioning the Multi-Set 
The multi-set of variables is now explicitly created from its associated arrays 
of numbers of variables of each type ('numberof') and its arrays of numbers of 
reciprocals ('numrecips'). Care is taken to ensure that no variable can occur 
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in more than one interval, by numbering the variables of each interval from a 
different range of integers. 
All the possible ordered partitions of the multi-set are then generated and 
stored in a list, which is sorted to detect any duplicates. Duplicates are possible 
because the multi-set often contains more than one of each variable. For each 
unique partition, we start all over again recursively with the next interval, or if 
we are already in the last interval, the actual expression is generated from the 
partition list and tested. 
B.6 Generating All Ordered Partitions of a Set 
As explained before, it is easier to generated all possible ordered partitions of a 
set than it is to do the same for a multi-set. It is assumed that the size of the 
input set is an integer multiple of the partition size. The algorithm follows: 
Make the first variable in the set the current variable. 
For each cell, put the current variable into the first available 
place. 
Each time check if the current variable is the last one. 
If it is not, then recursively repeat the process with the next 
variable in the set becoming the current variable. 
If it is, then the partition is complete and it is copied into 
the partition list. 
B.7 Generating Likelihood Ratio Expressions 
The current partition is used to generate the numerator and denominator. One 
form of trivial identity is avoided by skipping numerator-denominator pairs 
which are identical even before simplification. The numerator is expected to 
change less often than the denominator, so unnecessary simplification of the 
numerator is further avoided by checking if the numerator is the same as last 
time. Finally, if either the numerator or the denominator simplifies to a sum 
of ones only, the rest of the test is skipped, since no useful identity can follow 
from such a condition. 
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The actual numerator and denominator are created as two integer arrays 
from the partition lists. The non-reciprocal variables are represented by integers 
such as 4, 5, 6, ... and reciprocals such as 1/a by negative integers such as -4. 
The integer numbering starts from a small integer such as 4. The integers below 
that are reserved: 0 for end-of-expression, 1 for '1', 2 for'+' and 3 for'/'. The 
current partition is simply copied element by element into the two arrays. The 
first array is assumed to be the numerator and the second is the denominator. 
Tokens for the addition operator ( +) are inserted into the arrays as necessary 
to create a well-formed likelihood ratio. (Adjacent variables are assumed to be 
multiplied together.) The resulting expression is already 'multiplied out' and 
ready for simplification. 
B.8 Simplification of the expression 
The numerator and denominator are simplified separately, one at a time. The 
simplification routine does not distinguish between them. The common denom-
inator and all other common factors are dropped, and only the resulting sum 
of terms is returned. The variables within each term and the terms themselves 
are sorted to ensure that algebraically identical results are returned as identical 
expressions. 
The input to the simplification routine is in the form of an integer array, for 
example 
1 1 [5, -6, 2, 5, -7, OJ ++ b-;; + bd 
and the output is returned in the same array as for example 
[6, 2, 7, O] ++ c + d 
The first step is to compile a table of powers from the input array, containing 
the number of times each variable appears in each term (its power or exponent). 
This representation makes it easy to normalize the expression by simultaneously 
bringing all the terms over a common denominator and extracting all the 
common factors, because multiplying and dividing by a variable is equivalent 
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to incrementing and decrementing its exponent (power) respectively. 
The power table comprises a list of all the variables encountered so far (rows 
of the table), with each list entry containing an array of the exponent of that 
variable in each term (columns of the table). The input array is scanned and the 
exponent of the current variable is .incremented or decremented in each term in 
which the variable was found, depending on whether the variable is a reciprocal 
(negative) or not (positive). If the given variable has not been seen before, a 
new entry is created for it in the variable list. 
The next step is to remove all common factors and denominators, which 
· are dropped, and sort each term of the remaining sum. The representation 
of each term is then unique because the order of appearance of the variables 
in it has been fixed. Getting all the terms in the expression over the same 
common denominator and removing all common factors including the common 
denominator, is easily and simultaneously done by normalizing each variable so 
that its smallest power in any term is 0. Normalizing is done by scanning the 
terms and finding the smallest power of each variable, which is then subtracted 
from each term. 
Finally, the output array is formed from the modified and sorted power 
table. Before the final simplified expression is created, it is necessary to create 
a list of terms and sorting it, so that the order of appearance of the terms in the 
expression is also fixed. This guarantees that when two simplified expressions 
are subsequently compared, their corresponding integer arrays will be identical 
if and only if the expressions are mathematically identical. 
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Appendix C 
Results of the Search for 
Likelihood Ratio Identities 
The complete results, with the exception of some trivial cases, of the search for 
likelihood ratio identities are listed here. Section 4.3.3 describes the parameters 
of the search and summarizes the results. Appendix B gives the details of the 
search algorithm. 
Results are listed first for input alphabet size M = 2 to 8 with observation 
period length N = 2, and then for M = 2 and N = 3. In all the cases where 
N = 2, the subscripts have been left off the variables for the sake of brevity, 
because they all come from interval n = 1. 
The search on the case M = 2, N = 3 produced a total of 520 identities. 
Only 84 of them are listed here, the rest were either of the form 
in which common factors (a1 and b1) were already present in the expression, or 
of the form 
which could be obtained from the results listed below by simple substitution 
(oft by band vice versa). The search algorithm was therefore not perfect with 
regard to its ability to generate only mathematically distinct expressions. The 
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remaining identities listed below still contain many trivial cases, but they are 
all listed for the sake of completeness. 
M N Identities 
2 2 (a+i)l(:+b) a - b 
<a+b)/n+fl - ab 
3 2 ( 2a + i) I ( ~ + 2b) a - b 
4 2 ( 3a + i) I (: + 3b) a - b 
(2.a + 21) / (2: + 2b) = a b 
(2a + 2b) / (2~ + 2t) = ab 
5 2 (4a+l)!(~+4b) a - b 
( 3a + 2i) / ( 2~ + 3b) a - b 
6 2 (sa+ l) I(~ +5b) a - b 
( 4a + 21) / (2~ + 4b) - a b 
( 3a + 3t) I ( 3i + 3b) a - b 
(3a + 3b) / (3~ + 3l) = ab 
7 2 ( 6a + l) I (: + 6b) a - b 
(sa + 21) I (2: + 5b) a - b 
( 4a + 3l) I ( 3i + 4b) = a b 
8 2 ( 7 a+ l) I ( i + 7b) a - b 
( 6a + 21) I (2i + 6b) a - b 
( 5a + 3l) I ( 3~ + 5b) a - b 
( 4a + 41) I ( 4~ + 4b) = a b 
(4a + 4b) I ( 4~ + 4l) 
-
ab 
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M N Identities (continued) 
2 3 [ai(a2 + a2) + bi(a2 + a2)] / [;1 (~ + ~) + t1 (b2 + b2)] = ~ b2 
[ai(a2 + a2) + bi(a2 + a2)] / [;1 (12 + ;J + b11 (12 + ; 2)] - a1b1a~ 
[a1 (a2 + a2) +bi ( a2 + t2 )] / L.\ (12 + b2) + l1 (b2 + b2)] = ~ b2 
[ai(a2 + a2) +bi(~+ b2)] / [;1 {a12 + 1J + l1 {l2 + tJ] = a1b1a2~ 
[a1 (a2 + a2) +bi (~ + ~)] / L.\ {i;2 + 12) + b~ (b2 + b2)] = ~ b2 
[ai(a2 + b2) + bi(a2 + b2)] / [11 (;2 + b~) + l1 (12 + b~)] - a1b1a2b2 
[a 1 ( a2 + ~) + bi( a2 + a2)] / [ ; 1 ( ~ + b2) + l1 (a~ + ~)] ~ b2 
[a 1 ( a2 + b~ ) + b1 ( a2 + l2)] / [ 11 (a~ + b2) + l1 ( 12 + b2)] - ~ b2 
[a 1 ( b2 + ~) + b1 ( a2 + a2)] I [ 11 ( b; + t2 ) + b11 ( 12 + 12 ) ] - a1b1a2b2 
[a1 (~ + b2) +bi(~+ b2)] / [11 (a2 + a2) + b11 (a2 + a2)] ~ a2 
[a1 (b2 + ~) + b1 U2 + ~)] / [;1 ( a2 + b;) + b11 (a2 + a2)] - ~ a2 
[a1 (~ + ~) + b1(12 +12)] / [11 (~ + ~) + b11 (a2 + a2)] = ~ a2 
[a1 (12 +~) +bi(b2+~)] / [11 (a2 +a2) + l1 (a2 + tJ] - ~ a2 
[a 1 ( 12 + b2) + b1 (a~ + b2)] / [a\ ( a2 + t2 ) + l1 ( a2 + ~ ) ] = ~ a2 
[a1 (12 + 1J +bi(~+~)]/ [11 (a2 + a2) + b\ (b; + b1J] - ~ a2 
[a1(a12 +1J + b1 {;2 + ;2)] / [11 (a2 + a2) + b11 (a2 + a2)] - aji a2 
[a1(12+12 ) +bi(~+~)]/ [;1 (a2 + a2) + b11 (b2 + b2)] - ~ a2b2 
(a1 (12 + b~) +bi (12 + ~ )] / [11 (a2 + ~) + b11 (a2 + b2)] = ~ a2 2 
[ ai ( b; + ~ ) + b1 ( a2 + a2)] / [ 11 ( ~ + b2) + t1 ( a12 + C:J] = ~ b2 
fa1 (l2 + ~) +b1 (12 + a12-)l I f11 (~ + ~) + b~ (a2 + a2)1 = ~ a2b2 
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M N Identities (continued) 
2 3 [a1 (a2 + a2) + b1 (a2 + b2)] / (;1 (a2 + ~) + l1 (a2 + a2)] = a1b1 
[ ai ( a2 + a2) + bi ( a2 + d2 )] / [ 11 ( a2 + 12 ) + l1 ( a2 + a2)] = a1bi 
[ai (a2 + a2) +bi (b2 + ~)] / [11 (b2 + b2) + l1 (a2 + a2)] = aibi 
[ai(a2 + a2) + b1 (b2 + b;)] / (:1 (b2 + ~) + l1 (a2 + a2)] - aibi 
[ ai ( a2 + a2) + bi ( 12 + ~)] / (;1 ( d2 + b2) + l1 ( a2 + a2)] = a1bi 
[ada2 + a2) +bi (12 +1J] / (;1 (12 +1J + l1 (a2 + a2)] - a1b1 
[ai (a2 + b2) + b1 (a2 + a2)] / [11 (a2 + a2) + l1 (a2 + b2)] - a1b1 
[a1 (a2 + b2) + b1 (a2 + b2)] / [11 (a2 + b2) + l1 (a2 + b2)] - a1b1 
, 
[a i ( a2 + ~) + b1 ( a2 + 12 ) ] / [ 11 ( a2 + 12 ) + l1 ( a2 + ~)] = aibi 
[ a1 ( a2 + b2) + b1 ( a2 + biJ] / [ 11 ( a2 + lJ + l1 ( a2 + b2)] = a1b1 
[ai (a2 + b2) + b1 (12 + b~)] I [11 (12 + b~) + l1 (a2 + ~)] - a1b1 
[ a1 ( a2 + 12 ) + bi ( a2 + a2)] / [ 11 ( a2 + a2) + l1 ( a2 + 12 ) ] = a1bi 
[ ai ( a2 + ;J + b1 ( a2 + b2)] / [ 11 ( a2 + b2) + bii ( a2 + 12 ) ] = aib1 
(a1 (a2 + ;J +bi (a2 + ;J] / [11 (a2+12 ) + b11 (a2+12 )] - a1b1 
(a1 ( a2 + 1J + b1 ( ~ + b~)] I [ 11 ( b2 + l2 ) + b11 ( a2 + 12 )] = a1b1 
[a1 (a2 + l2 ) +bi (a2 + b2)] / (;1 (a2 +b2) + b11 (a2 + b~)] - a1b1 
[ a1 ( a2 + b~) + b1 ( 12 + b2)] / [ 11 ( 12 + b2) + b~ ( a2 + b~)] = a1b1 
[a1 (b2 + b2) + b1 (a2 + a2)] / [11 (a2 + a2) + b11 (b2 + b2)] = aibi 
[a1 (~ + ~) + b1 (a2 + a2)] / (;1 (a2 + a2) + l1 (~ + l2 )] - aib1 
[ ai ( b2 + ~) + b1 ( a2 + 12 )] / [ 11 ( a2 + 12 ) + l1 ( ~ + lz)] = a1b1 
[ a1 ( 12 + b2) + b1 ( a2 + a2)] / (11 ( a2 + a2) + l1 ( a12 + b2)] = a1b1 
[ a1 ( 12 + ~) + bi. ( a2 + b~)] / [ d1 ( a2 + l2 ) + l1 (a~ + b2)] - a1b1 
[a1(;2 +12 ) + b1 (a2 + a2)] / [11 (a2 + a2) + l1 (12 + lz)] - a1b1 
ra1 U2 + lJ + bi(a2 + b2)1 I U1 (a2 + b2) + l1 (;2 + b~·)l = a1b1 
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M N Identities (continued) 
2 3 [a1 (a2 + a2) + b1 (a2 + a2)] / [a1 (b2 + b2) + b1 (~ + b2)] = ~ b2 
[a i( a2 + a2) + b1 ( a2 + tJ] / [ ai( b2 + b2) + b1 ( 12 + b2)] = ~ b2 
[a1 (a2 + a2) +a\ (a2 + a2)] / [a1 (b2+b2)+11 (b2 + b2)] = ~ b2 
[a1 (a2+a2)+11 (a2 + b1J] / [a1 (b2+b2)+11 (a12 +b2)] = ~ b2 
[a1 (a2+b2)+11 (a2 + b2)] / [a1 (a12 +b12 )+11 (12 + b~)] = a2b2 
[a1 (a2 + tJ + b1 (a2 + a2)] / [a1 (12 + b2) + b1 (b2 + b2)] = ~ b2 
[ a1 ( a2 + b12 ) + b1 ( a2 + l2 )] / [ a1 ( 12 + b2) + b1 ( 12 + b2)] = ~ b2 
[a I ( a2 + b12 ) + 11 ( a2 + a2)] / [a 1 ( 12 + b2) + 11 ( ~ + ~)] = ~ b2 
[a I ( a2 + l2 ) + 11 ( a2 + l2 ) ] / [a 1 ( 12 + b2) + 11 ( 12 + b2)] = ~ b2 
[a1 (b2 + b2) + b1 (a2 + a2)] / [a1 (12 + 1J + b1 (l2 + l2 )] = a2~ 
[a1 (b2 + b2) + b1 (b2 + b2)] / [a1 (a2 + a2) + b1 (a2 + a2)] = h a2 
[a I ( b2 + b2) + b1 ( 12 + ~) ] / [a i ( a2 + a2) + b1 ( a2 + l2 ) ] = h a2 
[ad~+ b2) + 11 (b2 + b2)] / [a1 (a2 + a2) + 11 (a2 + a2)] = h a2 
[a i( b2 + b2) + 11 ( a12 + b2)] / [a i( a2 + a2) + a\ ( a2 + l2 )] = h a2 
[a1 (12 + b2) + b1 (~ + ~)] / [a1 (a2 + l2) + b1 (a2 + a2)] = h a2 
[ a1 ( 12 + b2) + b1 ( a12 + b2)] / [ a1 ( a2 + lJ + b1 ( a2 + b~)] = h a2 
[a 1 ( 12 + b2) + 11 ( b2 + b2)] / [a I ( a2 + b~ ) + 11 ( a2 + a2)] = h a2 
[ a1 ( 12 + ~) + 11 ( 12 + b2)] / [ a1 ( a2 + b~) + 11 ( a2 + tJ] = h a2 
[a1 (12 + l2) + b1 (12 + b~)] / [a1 (a2 + ~) + b1 (a2 + b2)] = 1 a2b2 
r a i ( 12 + b1i) + 11 ( 12 + b~·) l I r a1 ( a2 + ~) + 11 ( a2 + ~) l = 1 a2b2 
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M N Identities (continued) 
2 3 [ ai ( a2 + a2) + bi ( a2 + a2)] / [a i ( 12 + 12 ) + bi ( ;2 + :2 ) ] = a2 2 
[ai ( a2 + a2) + bi ( b2 + b2)] / [ a1 ( b; + l2 ) + bi ( ;2 + a12 )] = a2~ 
[ai (a2 + a2) +bi {t2 + b;)] / [a1 (b2 + b2) + b1 (a12 + 12)] - !!2. b2 
[a1 (a2+a2)+11 (a2 + a2)] / [a1 {;2+a1J+11 (a12+12)] - a~ 
[ada2 + a2) +a\ (b2 + b2)] / [a1 {t2 + lJ + ;1 (12 + a1J] - a2~ -
[ada2 + a2) + a1 (b12 + b;)] /[ad~+~)+ 11 U2 + ;J] = !!2. b2 
[a1 (a2 +b2) +b1 (a2 +~)]/ [a1 {;2 + l2) +bi (12 + b;)] = a2b2 
[a1 (b2 + b2) +bi ( d2 + 1J] / [a1 (a2 + a2) +bi {t2 + lJ] = h a2 
[a1 (b2 + b2) + d1 (a2 +a2)] / [ai (;2+1J + 11 (t2 + lJ] = a2~ 
[ ai(b2 + b2) + d1 ( ai2 + d2 ) ] / [ ai( a2 + a2) + d1 ( b; + lJ] = h M 
[a1 (12 + a12) +bi(~+ b2)] / [a1 (b; + lJ +bi (a2 + a2)] - h a2 
[a1(12+1J +bi (12+12)] / [ai (a2 + a2) +bi (a2 + a2)] = 1 iiI 
[a1 {;2 + 1J +bi (b; + ~)] / [ai(b2 + b2) + bi(a2 + a2)] 1 - a2~ 
[ ai (;2 + d2) + a\ ( b2 + ~)] / [ ai (t2 + b12 ) + d1 ( a2 + a2)] - h a2 
[a1{;2 +12 ) + a11 {a12+12 )] / [ada2 +a2) + d1 (a2 +a2)] = 1 ~ 
[a 1 ( 12 + 12 ) + a11 ( b; + b;)] / [a 1 ( ~ + ~) + 11 ( a2 + a2)] 1 - a2b2 
[a1 (~ + l2) +bi (a2 + a2)] / [a1 (12 + a1J +bi (b2 + b2)] · = !!2. b2 
[a1 (~ + bi2 ) +b1(12+12)] /[a1(a2+a2)+b1 (b2+b2)] i - a2bi 
[a1 {t2 +lJ+11 (a2 + a2)) / [a1 (12+12 ) +a\(~+~)] - !!2. b2 
[a1 {~ + lJ + 11 {12 + ai2-)] / fa1 (a2 + a2) + d1 (~ + ~)] = 1 a2b2 
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